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HIGH SUPERSONIC STABILITY AND CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS
OF A 0.015-SCALE (REMOTELY CONTROLLED ELEVON)
MODEL 44-0 SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER TESTED
IN THE NASA/LaRC 4-FOOT UPWT (LEG 2)
(LA75)
ABSTRACT
The investigation was conducted in the NASA/Langley Research Center
Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel Test Section 2 from April 6 to 16, 1976. The
model was a Langley-built 0.015-scale SSV Orbiter model with remote inde-
pendently operated left and right elevon surfaces. Special. attention was
directed to definition of nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics by taking
data at small increments.
The objectives of the test were to obtain high supersonic aerodynamic
data on control surface linearity and sensitivity to Mach number for fine-
cut speed brake, body flap and rudder deflections, to investigate the in-
teractive effects of mutual control surface deflections, and to obtain
basic speed brake, body flap and rudder information not previously ob-
tained in earlier studies.
Six cct,yonent aerodynamic force and moment and elevon position data
were recorded for the Space Shuttle Orbiter with various elevon, aileron
rudder and speed brake deflection combinations over an angle of attack
range from -4° to 32° at angles of sideslip of 0° and 3°. Additional tests
were made over an angle of sideslip range from -6 0
 to 80 at selected angles
of attack. Test Mach numbers were 2.86, 2.90, 3.90 and 4.60 with Reynolds
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a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/ sec
Cp CP pressure coefficient; (p1 - p.)/q
M MACH Mach number; V/8
p pressure; N/m2 , psf
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Q(PSF )
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R
YMRP moment reference point on Y axis












CN CN normal-Force coefficient; normal. force
qS
CA CA axial-force coefficient; axial force
qS
CY CY side-force coefficient; side force
qS
CAb
CAB base-force coefficient; base force
g
-Ab(pb - P-)/qG
CAf CAF forebody axial, force coefficient, C A
 - CAb
r
Cm CIM pitchinf-moment coefficient; pitching moment
gSIREF
Cn CYN yawing-moment coefficient; wing moment
qSb
CI CBL rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment
qSb
Stability-Axis System
CL CL lift coefficient; lift
qS
CD CD drag coefficient; drag
qS
CDb CDB base-drug coefficient; base dreg
g
CDf CDF forebody drag coefficient; CD - C'Db
CY CY side-force coefficient; side force
qS
Cm CIM pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment
gSIREF
C CLN yawing-moment coefficient; Vowing moment
n q ab
C^ CSL rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment
q5b
L/D L/D lift-to-drag ratio; Cl/CD







AILRON	 aileron, total aileron deflection angle,
(left aileron-right aileron)/2
ELEVON elevon, surface deflection angle, positi
flection trailing edge down, (left ailer
right aileron)/2
CA	 axial-force coefficient unadjusted for base or sting
cavity pressures
CAC















elevon mean aerodynamic chord, in.
elevon planform area, ft.
SPDBRK
	 speed brake deflection angle, degrees
RUDDER	 rudder deflection angle, degrees
BDFLAP	 bodyflap deflection angle, degrees
XCP/L
	 normal force center of pressure, percent reference
length
ELVN-L	 left elevon surface deflection angle, positive
deflection trailing edge down, degrees
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sting cavity area, m2 , ft2
body length, m, ft.
DLTBTA	 incremental angle of sideslip, difference between
two or more test runs, degrees
GRIT	 parameter to denote testing with grit GRIT = 1
(grit on), GRIT






Langley Research Center (LaRC), assisting Johnson Space Center (JSC)
in the Space Shuttle development program, is continuing their support in
determining Space Shuttle Orbiter aerodynamics, utilizing, at present,an
.015-scale model having remotely controlled elevons. The original phase
of this project was initiated to determine, systematically, fine-cut sta-
bility and elevon/aileron control characteristics of the Orbiter and to
locate areas of non-linear aerodynamics and to investigate the sensitivity
of these non-linearities to Reynolds number in the Mach number range from
0.20 to 4.60.
During the analysis of results obtained in this basic program, several
	 {
areas needing further investigation were discovered. No consideration was
given to the possibility of interactive mutual interference effects be-
tween control surfaces in combination where one deflected surface could
i
significantly affect the aerodynamic effectiveness of another. Also, there
is a significant lack of data on the rudder effectiveness associated with
incremental speed brake, or body flap deflections.
The objectives of these continuing studies are,therefore, to deter-
mine control effectiveness linearity for fine-cut speed brake, body flap,
i
and rudder deflections and to investigate the interactive effects of mu-
9
tual interference when control surfaces are deflected in combination.
The present investigation was initiated to study the high supersonic
characteristics, utilizing the NASA/Langley Research Center Unitary Plan
Wind Tunnel (Leg 2)






The test Mach numbers of this investigation were 2.86, 2.90, 3.90, and 4.60
with Reynolds number held at a constant 2.O x 10 6
 per foot. Six component
aerodynamic force and moment and elevon position data were recorded for the
Space Shuttle Orbiter with various elevon, aileron, rudder and speed brake
deflection combinations over an angle of attack range from -4° to 32° at
s
angles of sideslip of 0° and 3°. Additional tests were made over an angle
of sideslip range from -60
 to 80









The test model was a 0.015-scale model of the Space Shuttle Orbiter
(Figures2 and 3). The model was constructed at the Langley Research Center
using the nose section"forward of full-scale fuselage station 672.8, the
vertical tail and OMS pods from an existing Rockwell model 49-0. The re-
mainder of the model, the wings, elevons, and body were constructed from
Rockwell-furnished line details. The elevon hinge line gap was sealed for
this test. The left and right elevon surfaces were driven independently
by internally mounted electric motors. The elevon position was determined
by high resolution potentiometers mounted on the pivot axis (hinge-line)
of the elevons, thus giving the true position of the elevon under load at
!	 all times. The accuracy of the elevon position is the read-out accuracy
k
j of the potentiometer, which was determined to be within 0.2 degree.
The model configuration is summarized as follows:
Orbiter - 140A/B/C = B26 C9 E43 F8 M16 N28 R5 V8 W
Component	 Definition
B26	 Fuselage per Rockwell Lines VL70-000140A and VL70-0001406
(Model drawing SS-AO0147)
C9
	Canopy per Rockwell Lines VL70-000143A and VL70-0001436
(Model drawing SS-AO0147)
E43	 Slotted version (6-inch) of E2ss elevons per Rockwell
VL70-000145 (Model drawing SS- A00147)
F8	 Body flap per Rockwell Lines VL70-000145 (Model drawing
SS-A00147)
M16	 OMS/RCS pods per Rockwell Lines VL70-0084010 (Model
drawing SS-A00147)
N28	 OMS engine nozzle per Rockwell Lines VL70-000145 (Model
drawing SS-A00147)
14
i , MODEL DESCRIPTION (Concluded)
Component	 Definition
R5	Rudder per Rockwell Lines VL70-000146A (Model drawing
SS-AO0148)
V8	Vertical tail per Rockwell Lines VL70-000146A (Model
drawing SS-AO0148)
W	 Wing per Rockwell V70-30=90641 (Basic Control drawing)
A complete description of model dimensional data is given in Table III.
yTEST CONDITIONS
The tunnel conditions existing during the test are summarized in Table
I and the configurations tested are shown in Table II. The model was sting
supported, and the aerodynamic forces and moments were measured by an in-
ternally mounted six-component strain gage balance. In an attempt to in-
sure turbulent flow over the model, strips of carborundum grit were applied
to the wing, vertical tail, and nose as shown in Figure 2. Model angle of
attack was varied from about - 4 to 32° for angles of sideslip of 0° and 3°.
Sideslip angles were varied from -6 0 to 80 at angles of attack of 6°, 120,
20	 and 300 . Angles of attack and sideslip have been corrected for the y
effects of sting deflection under load. Runs were made either by setting
the elevons at a fixed angle from +10 0 to -100 or by varying the elevon
angle at a given angle of attack and sideslip. No additional correction
due to load has been applied to elevon angle since total torsional bending




The NASA LaRC 4 foot Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel (UPWT) is a closed-circuit
continuous flow, variable density facility. The test section is 4 feet by
4 feet by 7 feet long.
Two tunnel legs are available for supersonic testing in the Mach num-
ber ranges 1.47 to 2.86 (Leg No. 1) and 2.29 to 4.63 (Leg No. 2). Leg No.
2 was used for this test. An asymmetric, sliding block nozzle position and
total pressure setting provide the test Mach numbers at a specified Reynolds
number. Reynolds number can be varied from 0.76 to 7.78 million per foot.
Available stagnation pressure variation is 4.0 to 142 psia. Dynamic pres-
sure variation is 95 to 1260 psf with normal operating stagnation tempera-
ture about 150°F in Mach modes 2 or 3 and about 175°F in Mach mode 4. The
tunnel is equipped with a dry air supply, an evacuating system, and a cooling
system. The facility power is approximately 83,000 horsepower.
Model mounting provisions consist of various sting arrangements, in-
cluding axial (longitudinal), lateral (independent pitch and yaw), and
roll movement with side wall support. A Schlieren system and oil flow visu-
alization equipment are available. Data are recorded at the tunnel and
reduced off-line at the Langley Computer Center. The tunnel is used for
force and moment, pressure, and dynamic stability tests. Hot and cold




LaRC UT-27-100 six-component strain gage balance was used to measure
model forces and moments. All final data were presented along a set of
body and stability axes (Figure 1) through the nominal center of gravity
located at F.S. 1076.7 and FRL 375.0. Drag data presented represent gross
drag in that no corrections to free-stream conditions in the base regions
have been made. Model data were converted to standard NASA coefficients
using the following constants:
Reference Area	 Sref = 0.605 ft.2
Reference Length	 zref = 7.122 in.
Reference Span	 bref	 14.05 in.
Total base area excluding 	
A 
	 = 0.0615 ft.2
sting cavity















2.86 2.0 x 106 2.74 175
2.90 2.0 x 10
6 2.72 175
3,90 2.0 x 106 2.08 175






















f 4,o in, lb.
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110 o 6 -10 89 94 101
f 111










CN	 CA	 CLM	 CL	 CD	 L/D	 CAB	 CBL	 CYN	 CY	 MACH	 BETA	 10
ALPHA i ELEVON t AILRON I ELVN-L I ELVN-R I CAC	 Q(PSF)	 MACH	 BETA	 7
_	 I
TYFE OF DATA	 COEFFICIENT SCHEDULES	 IDVAR Itl	 1OVAR 121 NDv
ctOR Q	 L: —6 < s <$
SCHEOU_ES
.v.L
TABLE' TT (Cenel,,A.A 1
IT CST LaRC UPWT 2 1173 (LA75)
	 DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY	 pATE
DATA SET
IDENTIFIER CONFIGURATION
SCHD. PARAMETERS /VALUES MACH NUMBERS
a 0 Se Sa SSB Sr SBF - 2.86 6




116 64 35 51









CN	 CA	 CLM	 CL	 CD	 L/D	 CAB	 CBL	 CYN	 CY	 MACH	 AILRON	 10
ELEVON	 ELVN-L	 ELVN'-P.	 CAC	 Q(PSF)	 ALPHA	 BETA	 MACH	 AILRON	 7
TYPE OF DATA	 D.	 _5 < d	 C 5	 COEFFICIENT SCHEDULES
	
IOVAR (t)	 ICVAR I:E	 NOV









MODEL COMPONENT ; BODY B26
GENERAL DESCRIPTION	 Configuration 140A/B Orbiter Fuselage
NOTE: B26 is identical to B24 except underside of fuselage has been
refaired to,accept W
MODEL SCALE: 0.015 	 MODEL DRAWING: SS-AO0147 i RELEASE 12
DRAWING NUMBER. VL70-000143B, -000200, 000205, -006089,
-000145, -000140A,
DIMENSIONS :	 FULL SCALE
	 MODEL SCALE
• Length (OML: Fwd Sta. X6=235)-in.	 1293.3	 19.400
• Length(IML: Fwd Sta. )(6=238) -In. 	
12640	 19 60• Max Width (@ X = 1528.3)
	
In.	 .	 3.9
















MODEL COMPONENT	 CANOPY - C;	 9




MODEL DRAWING: SS-AO0147 	 RELEASE 12
DRAWING NUMBER : 	 VL70-000143A/B
DIMENSIONS	 FULL SCALE
	 MODEL SCALE
Length (Xo = 434.643 to 587)	 143.357	 2.150
Max Width	 Xo ' 513.127)
	
152.412	 2.286











MODEL COMPONENT :	 S LOTTED ELEVON (6-inch GAP) - E43
GENERAL DESCRIPTION :Configuration 140A/B Orbiter elevon.
NOTE: E43 is a slotted version of E 7r,. Data are for one side.




Span (equivalent) - In.
lnb'd equivalent chord - In.
Outb'd equivalent chord/ total
surface chord
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord




Area Moment (Normal to hinge line)

















c1TABIE SIT—ContinuedMODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
MODEL COMPONENT : BODY FLAP 48
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 	 Configuration 140A/B Orbiter Body Flap.
Hingeline located at Xo = i528.3, Zo = 284.3
MODEL SCALE: 0. 015	 MODEL DRAWING: SS-A00147, RELEASE 12
DRAWING NUMBER:	 VL-000140A, VL70-000145
DIMENSIONS :	 FULL SCALE
	 MODEL SCALE
Length (X O =. 1520 To Xo = 1613)	 -3.000	 1.395
Max Width (In.) 	 262.00	 3.930











MODEL COMPONENT : _ OMS Pod (M16)
GENERAL DESCRIPTION' 	 Configuration 140D Orbiter OMS Pod





DIMENSIONS ;	 FULL SCALE
	 MODEL SCALE
Length (OMS Fwd Sta X o=1310.5)_In.	 258.5	 3.878
Max Width (@ X. = 1511) - In.	 136.8	 2.052
Max Depth ((@ Xo = 1511)	 In.	 74.7	 1._121
i










1TABLE III	 MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA-Continued
MODEL COMPONENT:	 OMS NOZZLES	 N28
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:	 Configuration 140A/B Orbiter OMS Nozzles
RELEASE 5 (Contour)t10DEL_SCALE:	 0.015
	
MODEL DRAWING:
DRAWING NUMBER: 	 VL70-000145,	 ( location)
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
MACH NUMBER
Length- In.
Gimbal	 Point to Exit Plane
Throat to Exit Plane




Area - ft 2 
Exit
Throat








Y +88.0 - + .
X92.0 7.38T--














MODEL COMPONENT RUDDER - R5
GENERAL DESCRIPTION	 2A, 3, 3A, and 140A/B Configurations
.-W.
MODEL SCALE: 0.015	 MODEL DRAWING: SS-AO01 48
DRAWING NUMBER VL^o-OOOi46A, VL70-000095, V170-000139
J
DIMENSIONS FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
*Area
	 Ft 2 100.15 0.0225
Span	 (equivalent)-	 In. 201.0 3.015
Inb'd equivalent chord
	 -	 In- 91 .585 1.3738
Outb'd equivalent chord - 	 In. 50.833 0.7625
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord 0.400 0.400
At Outb'd equiv. chord 0.400 0.400
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge 34.83 34.83
Trail ing Edge 26.25 26.25
Hingeline 34.83 34.83
Area Moment (Normal to hinge line) 610.92 0.002




































MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued
MODEL COMPONENT : VERTICAL - V8











Area (Theo) - Ft 
P'lanform












Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
B.L.,of .25 MAC
Airfoil Section
Leading Wedge Angle - Deg-.

























MODEL COMPONENT: 	 WING-W
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:	 Configuration 4
NOTE:	 Identical to Wi i4 except airfoil thickness.
Dihedral
	 angle	 is along trailing edge of wing.
MODEL SCALE: 0.014	 MODEL DRAWING;SS -AG0148
DRAWING NUMBER:	 VTO-30-906-01 (BCD)





Span (equivalent)	 (Theo)	 In. `936.68- 14-050
Aspect Ratio 2.2655'- 2.265
Rate of Taper 1.177 1.177
Taper Ratio 0.200 0.200
Dihedral Angle, degrees 3.500 3.500
Incidence Angle, degrees 0.500 0.500
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees +3,000 +3,000
Toe-In Angie
Cant Angle
Sweep Sack Angles, degrees
Leading Edge 45.000 45.000
Trailing Edge -10.056
-10.056
0.25 Element Line 3.209 20
Chords:
Root (Wing Sta. 0 .0)	 (Theo) B.P.0.0.	 689.24 10.339
Tip,' (equivalent) (Theo) 	 B.P. 137.85 2.068
MAC 474.81 7.122
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1136.8 17.052
W.P. of .25 MAC 290.58 4.359













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
OR'GINAL 
PAGE IS	











1, Positive directions of force coefficients,
moment coefficients, and angles are
indicated by arrows
2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability




















Figure 1. - Axis Systems.
1L.0





X = 235	 X0 = 1528.30
(a) SSV Orbiter Confii

























b. Slotted Elevon E43 (6-inch gap)
Figure 2. - Continued.
d
FILLET
0.1 inch strip of no. 100 grit
at 0.5 inch	 measured streamwise
MAIN WING and VERTICAL TAIL
0.1 inch strip of no. 120 grit
0.1 inch strip of no. 120 grit
at .1.2 inch	 measured streamfri se
c. Position of Transition Grit Used in Investigation





_,^„^^ . ^ MKS
a. Orbiter Configuration, Front, 3/4 View


















b. Orbiter Configuration, Rear, 3/4 View
Figure 3. Concluded.
DATA FIGURES
VOLUME 1 (pages 1 through 639)







XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO	 ---^-^
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
uI'Ju




RJH001	 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F5M16N2BR5V8W 	 25.000
	
RJH01I
	 [] LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW 	 39.700
	
RJH057	 O LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 	 70.000
	
RJH065
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FIGURE 4. SPEED BRAKE LINEARITY





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJHOOI O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B25C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH011 0 LAPC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9Et+3FBMISN2BR5VSW 39.700 LREF 474.8000 1NCHES	 --
RJH057 O LARC UPWT II73iLA75)B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5V8W 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH065 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
eDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION SPOBRK
RJH001 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N28R5vew 25.000
RJH0II q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W 39.700
RJH057 O LARC UPWT 1173tLA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 70.000
RJH065 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW 82.500
0







XMRP 1076.7000 1N. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO







DATA SET SYM90L CONFIGURATION SPOBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH001 o LARC LPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 25.000	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO FT ,	 f^-^' "-
RJHOII [] LARC UPHT 1173tLA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 39.700 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
RJH057 O LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)B26C9E43F8MISN28R5V8W 70.000	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
RJH065 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 82.500	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION SPDBRK
RJH001 LARC UPWT 1173,LA75)826C9E43F8MISN2BR5VBW 25.000
RJH011 U LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 39.700
RJH057 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E t;3F8M16N2BR5VBW 70.000
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FIGURE 4. SPEED BRAKE LINEARITY
(A)-MACH
	 =	 2.86
DATA SET SYMBOL CON;"IGURATION SPOBRK
RJH001 Q LARC UPIWIT 1173(LA75)886C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 25.000
RJHOII Q LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)B26C9E43FBM16N2FR5VBW 39.700
RJH057 n LARC UPWT 1173tLA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 70.000










XMRP I076.7000 1N. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
i
a














DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH001 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
R,;HOII [) LARC UPWT 11731LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH057 O LARC UPWT 11731LA75)B26C9E43F9M16N28R5V8W 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH065 A.)6 LARC UPWT 11731LA751926C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO	 ---`^^
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
-.I
a
FIGURE 4. SPEED BRAKE LINEARITY




25.000 SREF 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
39.700 LREF 474.8000	 INCHES
70.000 BREF 935.6800	 INCHES
82.500 XMRP 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP .0000	 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000	 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJH001	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8Mi6N28R5Y8WRJH011	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N29R5VBW
RJH057	 O LARC UPWT i173tLA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W



















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH001 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH011 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH057 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N2BR5V8W 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH065 Z LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N2BR5V8W 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 1N.	 YO
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FIGURE 4. SPEED BRAKE LINEARITY
(e)MACH =	 3.90	 PAGE	 9
t








XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION SPDBRK
RJHOOI O DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000
RJHOII 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W 39.700
RJH057, O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75JB26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW 70.000







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH001 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000 SREF 2690,0000 SOFT.
RJHO II q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI&428R5V8W- 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH057 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH065 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
r! - '.TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION SPOBRK
_
REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH00I Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH011 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES	 .-
RJH057 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N2BR5VBW 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH065 ni LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE	 4. SPEED BRAKE LINEARITY





SREF 2690.0000 SO XT.
LREF 474.8000 INCHES
BREF 936.6800 INCHES
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
C-
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION SPDBRK
RJH001 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000
RJHOII q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VeW 39.700
RJH057 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 70.000
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RJH001	 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJHQIl	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH057	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH065	 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA/51B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
.0 fi -
SPDBRK REFEREWE INFORMATION
25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO











DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH001
RJHO11
Oq DATA NOT AVAILABLELARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FSM16N28R5VBW 25.000	 SREF	 2690.000039.700	 LREF	 474.8000
SOFT.
INCHES
RJH057 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 70.000	 BREF	 936.6800 INCHES
RJH065 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 82.500	 XMRP	 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP	 .0000 IN.	 YO









FIGURE 4. SPEED BRAKE LINEARITY
(B)MACH
	 3.90	 PAGE	 15
k
PAGE	 16
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH001 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.	 -^
RJH011 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH057 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH065 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 4. SPEED BRAKE LINEARITY
(B)MACH =	 3.90
r^
DATA SET SYMBOL, CONFIGURATION SPDBRK
RJH001 (^ DATA NOT AVAILABLE 2'5.000
RJH011 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 39.700
RJH057 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW 70.000
RJH065 A. LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W 82.500
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.
LREF 474.8000 INCHES
BREF 936.6800 INCHES
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO	 ---^
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION SPOBRK
RJH001 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000
RJH011 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBMI6N28R5V8W 39.700
RJH057 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W 70.000





XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
a
FIGURE 4. SPEED BRAKE LINEARITY





XMRP 1076.7000 1N. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
E
V
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION SPDBRX
RJH001 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000
RJHOII q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)G26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW 39.700
RJH057 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N2BR5V8W 70.000
RJH065 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N28R5VBW 82.500
a




DATA SET SYM90L CONFIGURATION SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION JJ'
RJH001 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000 SREF 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
RJH0I1 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW 39.700 LREF 474.8000	 INCHES
RJH057 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43FGMI6N28R5V8W 70.000 SREF 936.6800	 INCHES
RJH065 dL LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5V9W 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP .0000	 IN. YO





FIGURE 4. SPEED BRAKE LINEARITY
(C)MACH =
	 4.60











DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION SPDBRK
RJHO01 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000
RJHOII q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V9W 39.700
RJH057 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 70.000





XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIGURE 4. SPEED BRAKE LINEARITY
(C)MACH =

















RJH057 O LARC UPWT II'3(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH065 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIGURE
	 4. SPEED BRAKE LINEARITY
(C)MACH =	 4.60 PAGE 22
E
rw
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH001 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH0I1 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH057 O LARC UPWT 1173lLA751B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH065 46 LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.
LREF 474.8000 INCHES
BREF 936.6800 INCHES
XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO





FIGURE 4. SPEED BRAKE LINEARITY
(C)MACH =
	 4.60
DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJH001	 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJHOII	 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W
RJH057	 O LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)826CSE43FBM16N2BR5VBW
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
SJH00l O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75(825C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
SJH011 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
SJH057 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
SJH065 D LARC UPWT I173(LA75)626C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
1
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION SPDBRK
SJH001 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000
SJHOII [] LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 39.700
SJH057 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW 70.000





XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
R 1 (
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FIGURE 4. SPEED BRAKE LINEARITY
(B)MACH =




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
SJH001 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
SJH011 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
SJH057 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
SJH065 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
f 1
J
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DATA SET SYMBOL 'CONFIGURATION RUDOER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH022 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W -2.750 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
RJH026 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V6W -5.600 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH030 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES	 -
RJH036 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
-16.900 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN, XO
RJH040 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-23.300 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPDBRK
RJH022 O LARC UPWT I173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-2.750 52.700
RJH026 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-5.600 52.700
RJH030 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43 8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 52.700













FIGURE 5. RUDDER LINEARITY, SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
LREF 474.8000 INCHES	 .--
BREF 935.6800 INCHES
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
RJH022 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V6W
RJH026 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
RJH030 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH036 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V9W
RJH040 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
DATA SET SYMBOL.




















XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPOBRK
RJH022 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-2.750 52.700
RJH026 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-5.600 52.700
RJH030 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 52.700
RJH036 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-16.900 52.700
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FIGURE 5. RUDDER LINEARITY, SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(A)MACH =	 2.86
	 PAGE	 31
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH022 O LARC UPUT 1173 (LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
-2.750 52,700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH026 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FemI6N28R5V8W
-5.600 52.700 LREF 474.8000 1NCHES	 ^J
RJH030 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 52.700 SREF 936.6800 INCHES	 1
RJ14036 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
-16.900 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 1N.	 XO
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FIGURE 5. RUDDER LINEARITY, SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(A)MACH =
	 2.86 .	 PAGE	 32
EDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE I""0Rh1AT10N
RJH022 C LARC UPWT 1173.LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W -2.750 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.Ft.
RJH026 q LARC UPWT 117:i(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
-5.600 52.700 LREF 474.8600 INCHES
RJH030 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FOM16N28R5VBW
-10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH036 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
-16.900 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
RJH040 L^ LARC UPWT 11731LA751B26C9E43F8M16N26R5V8W
-23.300 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ;20
O





























RUDDER	 SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
-2.750	 52.700	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SQ.FT.
-5.600
	
52.700	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
-10.000	 52.700	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
-16.900	 52.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
-23.300	 52.700	 YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO















	RUDDER SPOBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
	
-2.750 52.700	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO FT.
	
-5.600 52.700	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
	
-10.000	 52.700	 BREF	 936.5800	 INCHES
	
-16.900	 52.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
	
-23.300	 52.700	 vMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO
DATA SET'SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
RJH022 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH026 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH030 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W























XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SLALt	 Ul7U
- --.---- ---
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPDBRK
RJH022 Q LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43FSMI6N28R5V8W
-2.750 52.700
RJH026 q LARC UP14T 1173(LA75IB26Cq-E43F-8Ml6N2BR5VBW -5.600 52.700
RJH030 Q LARC UP14T 1173(LA751926C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
-10.000 52.700
RJH036 Q LA?C UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W -16.900 52.700
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RJH022	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH026
	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW
RJH030	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FGMI6N28R5V8W
RJH036LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
RJH040




RUDDER SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
-2.750 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
-5.600 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
-10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
-16.900 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
-23.300 52.700 YMRP .0000 1N.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
Q
FIGURE 5. RUDDER LINEARITY, SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(e)MACH =
	 3.50	 PAGE	 37
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPOBRK
RJH022 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FSMIBN2BR5VSW
-2.750 52.700
RJH026 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VSW
-5.600 52.700
RJH030 LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43FSM16N2BR5VSW
-10.000 52.700
RJH036 Q	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA-15)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW -16.900 52.700








LREF 474.8000 INCHES	 J
BREF 936.6800 INCHES
XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO




FIGURE 5. RUDDER LINEARITY, SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.








	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N2BR5VBW
RJH026	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
RJH030 	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH036LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W














SREF 2690 .0000 SOFT.
LREF 474.8000 INCHES
BREF 936.6800 INCHES
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIGURE 5. RUDDER LINEARITY, SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEC.
(8)MACH =	 3.90	 PAGE
	 39
	 r . .
E
QDATA SET SYMeOL CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH022 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FSM16N28R5V8W
-2.750 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH026 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-5.600 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH030 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W




-16.900 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPDBRK
RJH022 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FeMI6N28R5V8W -2.750 52.700
RJH026 U LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N23R5V8W -5.600 52.700
RJH030 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16M2SR5VBW -10.000 52.700
RJH036 Q LARC' UPWT 1173tLA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-16.900 52.700






XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0070 IN.	 Y6
ZMRP 375.0000 lN.	 ZJ
SCALE .0150
(B)MACH =	 3.90	 PAGE	 41
a
FIGURE 5. RUDDER LINEARITY, SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPOBRK
RJH022 0 LARC UPWT 1173fLA75)826C9E43FeMI6N2eR5VeW -2.750 52.700
RJH026 0 LARC UPWT I1731LA751826C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW -5.600 52.700
RJhiO30 O LAP.0 UPWT I173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW -10.000 52.700
RJH036 4 LARC UPWT 11731:A751B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW -16.900 52.700





XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 5. RUDDER LINEARITY, SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.





DATA SET SYMBOL COW ICURAT !ON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH022 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W -2.750 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH026 q LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)62GC9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
-5.600 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH030 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W -10.000 52.700 SREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH036 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-16.900 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
RJH040 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W -23.300 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
a
FIGURE 5. RUDDER LINEARITY, SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(B)MACH =
	 3.90	 PAGE	 43
pl-
'DATA SET SYMBOL














































XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP D000 IN.	 YO
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SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.
LREF 474.8000 INCHES
BREF 936.6800 INCHES
XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO	 ---






RJH022	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W	
-2.750 52.700
	
RJH026	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W	
-5.600 52.700
	
RJH030	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W	
-10.000	 52.700
	
RJH036LARD UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 	
-16.900	 52.700
	





FIGURE 5. RUDDER LINEARITY, SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(C)MACH =	 4.60 PAGE	 45
DATA SET SYMBOL
	 CONFIGURATION
RJH022 O LARC UPWT 1173fLA75)826C9E43F8Ml6N28R5V8W
RJH026 q LARC UPWT Ii73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH030 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH036 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43F8Mi6N28R5V8W
RJH040 I] LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RUDDER SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
-2.750 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.
-5.600 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
-10.000 52.700 SREF 936.6800 INCHES
-16.900 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
-23.300 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPDBRK
RJH022 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
-2.750 52.700
RJH026 q LARC UPWT 11731LA751B2GC9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-5.600 52.700
RJH030 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)825C9E43F8Ml6N28R5V8W
-10.000 52.700











SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.
LREF 474.8000 INCHES
BREF 936.6800 INCHES
XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
(C)MA'CH =	 4.60 PAGE	 47
CN
FIGURE 5. RUDDER. LINEARITY, SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
r	 DATA SET SYMBt7t CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE 1NFtRATIGN	 -
RJH022 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C91:43F8M16N28R5V8W
-2.750 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SD.FT.
RJH026 El LARC UPWT 11731LA75lB26C9E43F8M16N28R5Ved
-5.600 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH030 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5'!8W
-10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH036 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-16.900 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 X0	
_.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH022 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W -2.750 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH026 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28P.5VSW -5.600 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH030 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W -10.000 52.700 BREF 956=6800 INCHES
RJH036 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5VGW -16.900 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 1N. XO
RJH040 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W -23.300 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
0








DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPDBRV
RJH022 O LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)826C9E43FSM16N28R5VBW
-2.750 52.700
RJH026 D LARC UPWT 11731LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-5.6C0 52.700
RJH030 O LARC UPWT i173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
-10.000 52.700
RJH036 ¢ LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)626C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-16.900 52.700






XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
(C)MACH =
	 4.60	 PAGE	 50
a
FIGURE 5. RUDDER LINEARITY SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJH022	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VeW
RJH026	 o LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH030	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
RJH036	 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N2GR5V8W
















XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO












FIGURE 5. RUDDER LINEARITY. SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
CI
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
SJH022 LARC UPWT 1I73(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
-2.750 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
SJH026 U LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FGM16N28R5V8W
-5.600 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
SJH030 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
SJH036 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-16.900 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
SJH040 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
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SJH036 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-16.900 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
SJH040 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-23.300 52.700 YMRP .0000 1N. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
a
-6 -4 -2 0





















LREF 474. 8000 INCHES
BREW 936.6800 INCHES
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO






RJH023	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5VeW
	
RJH027	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N2BR5V8W
	
RJH032	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	
RJH037	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	
RJH041
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FIGURE 6. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG., SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.	 C
(A)MACH' =	 2.86	 PAGE	 55
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK
`	 RJH023 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 -2.750 52.700
RJH027 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 -5.600 52.700
RJH032 <? LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 -10.000 52.700
RJH037 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)626C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 -16.900 52.700




LREF 474.8000 INCHES	 __Y
y
BREF 936.6800 INCHES
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO











RJH023	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)1326C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
RJH027	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
RJH032	 O LARC UPWT 11731LA751826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
RJH037	 LARC UPWT 1I73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
















XMRF 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 6. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -I0 DEG., SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(A)MACH =
	 2.86	 PAGE	 57
DATA SET SYMBOL _	 CONFIGURATION
RJH023	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W
RJH027	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH032	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
RJH037	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
RJH041	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	






-10.000	 -5.600	 52.700	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
	
-10.004 -10.000	 52.700	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES	 1
	
10.000 -16.900	 52.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
	
-10.000	 23.300	 52.700	 YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH023 O LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)B26C9E43FeMI6N2BR5V8W
-10.000 -2.750 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH027 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 -5.600 52.7r.0 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH032 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W -10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 935.6800 INCHES
RJH037 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBMI6N28R5V8W
-10.000 -16.900 52.700 XMRP 1075.7000 IN. XO
RJH041 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW -10.000 -23.300 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIGURE 6. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG., SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(A)MACH




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH023 0 LARC UPWT J173(LA76)B25C9E43F8MI6N28R5vew -10.000 -2.750 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH027 q LARC UPWT 1I73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W -10.000 -5.600 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH032 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)626C9E43FBM16N28R5VBiI -10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RjNP37 L1 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W -10.000 -16.900 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
R.14041 p LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW -10.000 -23.300 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
Q
FIGURE 6. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG.. SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
CAIMACH
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DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJHO23
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826r9E43FBMI6N28R5V8W
RJH027	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH032
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH037	 p LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJHC'tl












XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO






































o LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8t116N2BR5VSW
RJH027	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)D26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH032
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)626C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH037
	 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH041	 Ch, LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)326C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
-10.000 -2.750 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.
-10.000 -51600 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
-10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
-10.000 -16.900 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
-10.000 -23.300 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO











	 COW IU 2ATION
RJH023 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH027	 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH032
	 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
RJH037Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH041
	
D DATA NOT AVAILABLE
ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
-10.000 -2.750 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
-10.000 -5.600 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
-10.000 -10.000 52.700 SREF 936.6800 INCHES
-10.000 -16.900 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
-10.000 -23.300 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
1
a
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FIGURE 6. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG., SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(B)MACH =	 2.90	 PAGE
	 63
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH023 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE -10.000 -2.750 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH027 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
-10.000 -5.600 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH032 O LARC UPWT 1173[LA75)826CSE43FBM16N2BR5VBW -10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH037 lk DATA NOT AVAILABLE -10.000 -16.900 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XORJH041 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
-10.000 -23.300 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIGURE 6. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG., SPEE
(B)MACH -	 2.90
x
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
RJH023 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH027 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH032 O LARC'UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
RJH037 DATA NOT AVAILABLE






ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
-10.000 -2.750 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
-10.000 -5.600 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
-10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 935.6800 INCHES
-10.000 -16.900 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
-10.000 -23.300 52.700 YMRP .0000 1N. YO





FIGURE 6. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG., SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.




FIGURE 6. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG.. SPEED BRAKE
(B)MACH =	 2.90
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
l`	 RJH023 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
-10.000 -2.750 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
C	 RJH027
U
[^ DATA NOT AVAILABLE
-10.000 -5.600 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH032 Q LARC UPWT 1173ELA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N2eR5V8W
-10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH037 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
-10.000 -16.900 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
RJH041 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
-10.000 -23.300 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
IN RUDDER SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
0	 -2.750 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
0	 -5.600 52.'700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
0	 -10.000 52.700 BREF 916.6800 INCHES
0	 -16.900 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO	 -- ~J
0	 -23.300 52.700 YMRP .0000 1N. YO









 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	
RJH027	 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	RJH032
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26CSE43FBM16N28R5VBW
	
RJH037
	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	
RJH041
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
/RJH023 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE -10.000 -2.750 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.	 - --
RJH027 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
-10.000 -5.600 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH032 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W -10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
-	 RJH037 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
-10.000 -16.900 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
RJH041 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -10.000 -23.300 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
t
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FIGURE 6. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT. -10










DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK
RJH023 8 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -10.000 -2.750 52.700RJH027 U DATA NOT AVAILABLE -10.000 -5.600 52.700
RJH032 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E v3F8M16N28R5V8W -10.000 -10.000 52.700






XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON	 RUDDER	 SPDBFrK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH023 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE
-10.000	 -2.750	 52.700	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH027 C] DATA NOT AVAILABLE
-10.000	 -5.600	 52.700	 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH032 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
-10.000	 -10.000	 52.700	 SREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH037 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
-10.000	 -16.900	 52.700	 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
RJH041 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
-10.000	 -23.300	 52.700	 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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RJH023	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBMl6N28R5V8W
	
RJH027	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH032	 O LARC UPWT I173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH037	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
















XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
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FIGURE 6. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG., SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(C)MACH =	 3.90	 PAGE
	 71
t
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH023 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VGW -10.000 -2.750 52.7110 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH027 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W -10.000 -5.600 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH032 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W -10.000 -10.000 52.700 SREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH037 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W -10.000 -16.900 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 1N. XO
RJH041 lk LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W -10.000 -23.300 52.700 YMRP .0000 1N. YO





(C)MACH =	 3.90	 PAGE	 72
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FIGURE 6. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG., SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH023 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E4'^FSMI6N2BR5VBW
-10.000 -2.750 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH027 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VSW
-10.000 -5.500 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH032 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 -10.000 52.7L1G BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH037 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
-10.000 -16.900 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
R„H041 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8Ml6N28R5V8W

























RJH023	 O- LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
	RJH027	 0 LARC UPWT 1173[LA751826C9E43FBMIBN28R5VBW
	
RJH032	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43F8Mi6N28R5V8W
	
RJH037	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	
RJH041
	 L`	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
-10.000 -2.750 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
-10.000 -5.600 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES	 ^-^
-10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
-10.000 -16.900 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
-10.000 -23.300 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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— 10.000	 —2.750	 52.700
	









RJH023	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N2BR5V8W
RJH027	 O LARC UPWT 11731LA751626C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
RJH032	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBMI6N28R5VBW
RJH037	 ^ LARC UPWT 1173tLA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH041





XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIGURE 6. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG., SPED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(C) MACH -	 3.90	 PAGE	 75
t
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK
RJH023 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8Ml6N28R5V8W
-10.000 -2.750 52.700
RJH027 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F2M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 -5.600 52.700
RJH032 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75""P6C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
-10.000 -10.000 52.700





XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO





FIGURE 6. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG., SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(C)MACH =
















XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO




RJH023	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH027	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH032	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH037	 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N2GR5V8W
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FIGURE 6. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT —10 DEG.. SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
DATA SET SYMBOL
	 CONFIGURATION
	 ELEVON	 RUDDER	 SPDBRK
RJH023
	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	 -10.000	 -2.750	 52.700
RJH027	 q 	 LARC UPWT 11731LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	
-10.000	 -5.600	 52.700
RJH032	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	 -10.000	 -10.000	 52.700
RJH037



















LREF 474.8000 INCHES	 Y----
BREF 936.6800 INCHES
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SrALE .0150










XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPD8RK
RJH023 O LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 -2.750 52.700
RJH027 Q LARC UPWT I173(LA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 -5.600 52.700
RJH032 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA7b)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
-10.000 -10.000 52.700
RJH037
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FIGURE 6. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -1
(D)MACH
	 4.60
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON	 RUDDER	 SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH023 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FSMIBN28R5V8W
-10.000 -2.750
	 52.700	 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
RJH027 0 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
-10.000 -5.600	 52.700	 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH032 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
-10.000
	 -10.000	 52.700
	 BREF 936.6600 INCHES
RJH037 LARC UPWT 1173iLA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000	 -16.900	 52.700	 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
RJH041 a LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000
	 -23.300	 52.700	 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO













DATA SET	 SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
	
RJH023
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH027	 [] LARC UPWT II73tLA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH032	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
	
RJH037	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)626C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
	
RJH041
	 LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
-10.000 -2.750 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
-10.000 -5.600 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
-10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
-10.000 -16.900 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
-10.000 -23.300 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
a




























Y-10.000	 -5.600	 52.700	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
-10.000	 -10.000	 52.700	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
-10.000	 -16.900	 52.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
-10.000	 -23.300	 52.700	 YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO













DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPD13RK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH023 0 _ LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 -2.750 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH027 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
-10.000 -5.600 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH032 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)e26C9E43FBMI6N28R5VBW
-10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH037
IR LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W -10.000 -16.900 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XORJH041 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 -23.300 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIGURE 6. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT —10 DEG., SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(D)MACH
	 4.60	 PAGE	 83
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH023 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5V8W
-10.000 -2.750 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH027 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW
-10.000 -5.600 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH032 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
-10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH037 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 -16.900 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
RJH041 b, LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8Ml6N28R5V8W
-10.000 -23.300 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YO















i FIGURE 5. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG., SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.














DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJH023	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
RJH027	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH032	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH037
	
Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA751G26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW
RJH041
	











XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 6. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG., SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(D)MACH =





RJH023	 O LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH027	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH032	 0 LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)826C9E43F6MI6N28R5V8W
RJH037	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)E'?FC9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
RJH041






	ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRY.	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
	
-10.000	 -2.750	 52.700	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
	
-10.000	 -5.600	 52.700	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
	
-10.000 -10.000	 52.700	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
	
-10.000 -16.900	 52.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
	
-10.000 -23.300	 52.700	 YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO











DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK
SJH023 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 -2.750 52.700
SJH027 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 -5.600 52.700
SJH032 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8Ml6N28R5V8W
-10.000 -10.000 52.700
SJH037 L1 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 -16.900 52.700






XMRP 1076.7000 1N.	 XO
Yf!RP 0000 IN. YO	 ---^
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FIGURE 6. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVCN AT -10 DEG., SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 'DEG.
(A)MACH -	 2.86	 PAGE
	
87
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDORK REFERENCE INFORMATION
SJH023 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
-10.000 -2.750 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
SJH027 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
-10.000 -5.600 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
SJH032 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
-10.000 -10.000 52.700 SREF 936.6800 INCHES
SJH037 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
-10.000 -16.900 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
SJH041 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
-10.000 -23.300 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
1
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FIGURE 6. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVDN AT -10 DEG., SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(B)MACH	 2.90	 PAGE	 Be
r a
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
SJH023 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 -2.750 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
SJH027 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
-10.000 -5.600 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
SJH032 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
SJH037 lk LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W -10.000 -16.900 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XOSJH041 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8Ml6N28R5VRW -in_nnn -P3. -;nn 5p _ 7nn YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
1
D
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FIGURE 6. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG., SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(C)MACH =




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK	 *1 REFERENCE INFORMATION
SJH023 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N2BR5VBW -10.000 -2.750 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
SJH027 El LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V6W
-10.000 -5.600 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
SJH032 0 LARC UPWT 1I73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
SJH037 !.^ LARC UPWT Ii73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W -10.000 -16.900 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
SJH041 I\ LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8Ml6N2BR5V8W -10.000 -23.300 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 6. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT — 10 DEG., SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(D)MACH =
	 4.60	 PAGE	 90
























XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .:000 IN.	 YO
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DATA SET SYM80l.	 CONFIGURATION
RJH020	 0 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH024	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH028	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH034	 4 LARC UPWT 1173(LA751B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW
RJH038	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH042	 D^	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA751B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
a
FIGURE 7. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND AILERON AT 5 DEG.,
SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(A)MACH =




	 AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH020 O LARC UP',4T T173(LA751826C9E43Femi6N28R5VeW 5.000 -10.000 .000 52-700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH024 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43F8M)6N2BR5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -2.750 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH028 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F'8MJ6N26R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -5.600 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH034 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
RJH038 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -16.900 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
RJH042 C LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW 5.000 -10.000 -23.300 52.700 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
Srel F _ n 15n
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FIGURE 7. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT —10 DEG. AND AILERON AT 5 DEG.,




UA)A k I STMUM CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK
RJH020 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700
RJH024 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 8.000 -10.000 -2.750 52.700
RJH028 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)626C9E43F8MI6N28R5V9W 5.000 -10.000 -5.600 52.700
RJH034 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700
-RJH038 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -16.900 52.700





XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIGURE 7. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND AILERON AT 5 DEG.,





	 CONFIGURATION	 AILRON	 ELEVON	 RUDDER	 SPOBW	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH020	 0	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)E26C9E43FSM16N28R5VSW
	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 52.700	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SOFT.
RJH024	 q 	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
	 5.000	 -10.000	 -2.750	 52.700	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
RJH028
	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VSW
	 5.000	 -10.000	 -5.600	 52.700	 SREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
RJH034	 Q	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FB1116N28R5V8W
	 5.000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 52.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
RJH038	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	 5.000	 -10.000	 -16.900	 52.700	 YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
RJH042	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
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FIGURE 7. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT —10 DEG. AND AILERON AT 5 DEG.,
SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
----















DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJH020	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FeMI6N28R5V8W
RJH024	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)G26C9E43FGMI6N28R5V8W
RJH028	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VeW
RJH034LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43f8tll6N2BR5VBW
RJH038	 lk
 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH042
	 D^	 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2RR5VRW
AILRON ELEVON RUDDER 5PD13RK REFERENCE INFORMATION
5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.
5.000 -10.000 -2.750 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
5.000 -10.000 -5.600 52.700 BREF 936.6800 1NCAS
5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
5.000 -10.000 -16.900 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 7. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND AILERON AT 5 DEG.,
SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(A)MACH =
	 2.86	 PAGE	 95
jl= Al-LL
	
DATA scr	 srnoqL	 oowrIunnxrrom
	
n.moeo	 0 LwRC opwr 11731Lx75) 	 sron/
	
nJHna,	 0 LARC oPwr o (LAr5)ocscsc4sram/
	
LAnc opwr 1173(LA75)8e6c9c4	 }swaanovow





 LxnC upwT 1173(Lx75)ee6c9E*3r8w16w28n5v8u
	
eJ*042





















5.000 -/n.noo 'oon sa ' roo sncF aseo ' onoo so.rT.
o.	 ` o '/o.000 -e.750 52.700 Lnsr 47+.8000 INCHES
s.uoo -/n.00n -o.son 52.700 nRsr e36'6800 |wcmES
5.000 -|n.onu -/o.000 52.700 xwnp 1076.7000 /N.	 x0
5.000 -|n.000 -|s. gno 52.700 Ymep .onnu |w.	 n]
5.000 -|o.onn -23.300 52.700 zmnp 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
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FIGURE 7. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT — 10 DEG. AND AILERON AT 5 OEG.,








5.000 -10.000	 .000	 52.700
	
5.000 -10.000	 -2.750	 52.700
	
5.000 -10.000	 -5.600	 52.700
	
5.000 -10.000 -10.000	 52.700
	
5.000 -10.000 -16.900	 52.700
	




XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
c;rAI F .0150
	
DATA SET SYMBOL 	 CONFIGURATION
RJH020	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
RJH024	 Cl LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH028
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N2eR5V8W
RJH034	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F81116N28R5VBW
RJH038	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH042
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FIGURE 7. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT — 10 DEG. AND AILERON AT 5 DEG.,




DATA SET 5YME30L CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDRRK
RJH020 G LARC UPWT `!73(LA75 ) 826C9E43F8MI
€N28R5V8W 5.000 - 10.000 . 000 52.700
RJH024 C LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -2.750 52.700
RJH028 C> LARC U Wr 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -5.600 52.700
RJH034 Zc' LARC UPW1 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700
RJH038 (^l LARC UPWT 1)77 'Lh75)B26C9E43FBMl6N28R5VBW 5.000 -10.000 -16.900 52.700
RJH042 LARD UPWT I:73(LA75)B26C9E4 7

















FIGURE 7. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND AILERON AT 5 DEG.,
SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.





XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPD8RK REFERENCE INFORMATION
5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
5.000 -10.000 -2.750 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
5.000 -10.000 -5.600 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
5.000 -10.000 -16.900 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
5.000 -10.000 -23.300 52.700 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJH020	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH024	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH028	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH034	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH038	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH042	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
2t
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FIGURE 7. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT —10 DEG. AND AILERON AT 5 DEG.,




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPD8RK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH020 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH024 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -2.750 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH026 G LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -5.600 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH034 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43f81116N2BR5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
RJH038 LD- LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -16.900 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 7. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND AILERON AT 5 DEG.,
SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(B)MACH =
	 3.90	 PAGE	 too
1^ ,
QFIGURE 7. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND AILERON AT 5 DEG.,




	DATA SET	 SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
	
RJH020	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)626C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
	
RJH024	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VGW
	
RJH02B	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM15N2BR5VBW
	
RJH034	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75lB26C9C43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH038	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH042





XMRP 1076.7000 1N. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO































DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION	 AILRON	 ELEVON	 RUDDER	 SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH020
	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B2EC9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 52.700	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SOFT.	 3^— -'
RJH024	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N2BR5V8W
	 5.000	 -10.000	 -2.750	 52.700	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
RJH028	 <}	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
	 5.000	 -10.000	 -5.600	 52.700	 SREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
RJH034	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F81a16N28R5V8W
	
5.000	 -10.000	 -10.00"	 52.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. X9
RJH038	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5V8W
	 5.000	 -10.000	 -16.900	 52.700	 'MRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
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FIGURE	 7. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -1 .0 DEG. AND AILERON AT 5 DEG.,
SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(B)MACH
	 -	 3.90	 PAGE	 102
DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH020 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43FBM16N28R5VeW 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH024 q LARC UPWT 1.173(LA75)e26C9E43F8M!6N28R5VeW 5.000 -10.000 -2.750 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH028 U LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -5.600 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH034 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43rBI116N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
RJH038 I] LARC UPWT II'73(LA75)B26C9E u 3FBM16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 —16.900 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YO	 --- —
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FIGURE 7. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND AILERON AT 5 DEG.,




	DATA SET	 SYMEM	 CONFIGURATION
	
RJH020	 0 LARC UPWT I173FLA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH024
	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)82SC9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	
RJH028	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH034	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBI4l6N28R5V8W
	
RJH038	 LARC UPAT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH042
	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
Y
U
AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
5.000 -10.000	 .000	 52.700	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
5.000 -10.000	 -2.750	 52.700	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
5.000 -10.000	 -5.600	 52.700	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
51000 -10.000 -10.000	 52.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
5.000 -10.000 -16.900	 52.700	 YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
5.00G -10.000 -23.300	 52.700	 ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO
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FIGURE 7. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND AILERON AT 5 DEG.,
SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(B)MACH






XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150




















DATA SET 	SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
	
RJH020	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW
	
RJH024	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	
RJH028	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	
RJH034	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FB1116N28R5V8W
	
RJH038	 Li LARC-UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	

















FIGURE 7. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND AILERON AT 5 DEG.,
SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.





DATA 5ET SYM80L	 CONFIGUtAT10N
RJH020	 O LARC UP447 1173tLA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VSW
RJH024	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5VeW
RJH028	 O	 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH034	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F81116N28R5VBW
DRJH038	 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH042


























5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
5.000 -10.000 -16.900 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YO






FIGURE 7. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND AILERON AT 5 DEG.,







	 AILRON	 ELEVON	 RUDDER	 SPD8RK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH020	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	 5.000
	 -10.000	 .000	 52.700	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
RJH024
	 D	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	 5.000	 -10.000	 -2.750	 52.700	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
RJH029	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	 5.000	 -10.000	 -5.600	 52.700	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
RJH034	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	 5.000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 52.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
RJH038	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
	 5.000	 -10.000	 -16.900	 52.700	 YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
RJH042	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
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FIGURE 7.'RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND AILERON AT 5 DEG.,





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK
RJH020 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FeMI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700
RJH024 C] LARC UPWT I173tLA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -2.750 52.700
RJH028 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -5.600 52.700
RJH034 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W 5.000 -1.0.000 -10.000 52.700
RJH038 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -16.900 52.700





XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
.75	
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FIGURE 7. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND AILERON AT 5 DEG.,
SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(C)MACH =





















AILRON	 ELEVON	 RUDDER	 SPOBRK
5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 52.700
5.000	 -10.000	 -2.750	 52-700
5.000	 -10.000	 -5.600	 52.700
5.000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 52.700
5.000	 -10.000	 -16.900	 52.700





XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
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FIGURE	 7. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10
SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(C)MACH	 =	 4.60














XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 1N.	 ZO
E
U -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILP.ON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBR€t
RJH020 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700
RJH024 q LARC UPWT 1173(L475)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VOW 5.000 -10.000 -2.750 52.700
RJH028 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -5.600 52.700
P.JH034 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700
RJH038 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW 5.000 -10.000 -16.900 52.700
RJH042 p LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW 5.000 -10.000 -23.300 52.700
-.t	 -.e	 U	 t	 4	 b	 tf	 I.0	 I.ff	 1.'t
CN
FIGURE 7. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND AILERON AT 5 DEG.,
SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(C)MACH =











DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK
RJH020 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700
RJH024 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N2BR5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -2.750 52.700
RJH028 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -5.600 52.700
RJH034 LARC UPWT 1173(LA751B26C9E43FB1416N28R5VBW 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700
RJH03B LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW 5.000 -10.000 -16.900 52.700
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FIGURE 7. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND AILERON AT 5 DEG.,
SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(C)MACH =


















DATA SET	 SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
	
RJH020
	 0 LARC UPWT 1173YLA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH024	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W
	
RJH020	 LARC UPWT 11731LA751826C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W
	
RJH034	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBtil6N2BR5V8W
	
RJH038
	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH042
	 D LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RUDDER SPOBRK















XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 1N.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
C
FIGURE 7. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND AILERON AT 5 DEG.,
SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.





RJH020o LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
RJH024	 8 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH028	 O	 LARC UPIJT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH034	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F81116N28R5VBW
RJH038	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8Ml6N2GR5V8W

















AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
5.000 -10.000 -2.750 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
5.000 -10.000 -5.600 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
5.000 -10.000 -16.900 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
5.000 -10.000 -23.300 52.700 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
a
FIGURE 7. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND AILERON AT 5 DEG.,
SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(C)MACH -







DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION	 AILRON	 ELEVON	 RUDDER	 SPDBR;4 _	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH020
	
o	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 52.700	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SOOT.	 -
RJH024	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	 5.000	 -10.000	 -2.750	 52.700
	
LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
RJH028	 Q	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
	 5.000	 -10.000	 -5.600	 52.700
	
SREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
RJH034	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
	 5.000	 -10.000	 -10.000
	
52.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
RJH038	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA753B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	 5.000	 -10.000	 -16.900	 52.700	 YMRP	 .0000	 ill. YO
RJH042













FIGURE 7. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND AILERON AT 5 DEG.,









DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDPRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
SJH020 O LARC UPWT 11731LA75)826C9E43F8MI5N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2590.0000 SO.FT.
SJH024 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8Mi6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10,000 -2,750 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
SJH02B O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -5.600 52.700 BREF 936.6':00 INCHES
SJH034 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 '52.700 XMRP 1076."000 IN.	 XO
SJH038 (1 LARC UPWT 11.73(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -16.900 '52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 7. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND AILERON AT 5 DEG.,







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOj"K REFERENCE INFORMATION
SJH020 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.
SJH024 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 2.750 52.700 LREF +74.8000 ITCHES---
SJH028 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW 5.000 -10.000 -5.600 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
SJH034
^
LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBII16N2BR5VBW 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
SJH038 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -16.900 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
SJH042 C LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F9MIFNPRR5VRW 5.000 -10.000 -23.30(1 5?_700 7MRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
Q& 1
D
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FIGURE 7. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT — 10 DEG. AND AILERON AT 5 DEG.,
SPEED BRAKE AT 58.7 DEG.
(B)MACH =
	 3.90	 PAGE	 116
r
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
SJH020 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.
SJH024 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B2609E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -2.750 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
SJH028 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW 5.000 -10.000 -5.600 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
SJH034 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)626CSE43FB1916N28R5V6W 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
SJH038 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -16.900 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
SJH042 D LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -23.300 52.700 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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FIGURE 7. RUDDER LINEARITY WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND AILERON AT 5 DEG.,








	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH025
	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FSM16N28R5V8W
	RJH029
	 O	 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH035
	 Q LARC UPWT 1173ILA751B26C9r43F8i116N28R5VBW
	
RJH039
	 ll LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH043











BETA AILRON ELEVON RUCDL-R SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -2.750 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCI{ES
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -5.600 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.730 XMRP 1075.7000 IN. XO
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -16.900 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIGURE 8. RUDDER LINEARITY AT 3 DEG. OF SIDESLIP WITH ELEVON AT —10 DEG. AND









	 O LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
	
RJH025	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	
RJH029	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW
	
RJH035	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW
	
RJH039	 [1 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	
RJH043
	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8Ml6N28R5VBW
BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -2.750 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -5.600 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -16.900 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -23.300 52.700 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
a
FIGURE 8. RUDDER LINEARITY AT 3 DEG. OF SIDESLIP WITH ELEVON AT —10 DEG. AND
AILERON AT 5 DEG., SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.






















BETA	 AILRON	 ELEVON	 RUDDER	 SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION





52.700	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -5.600
	
52.700	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 52.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN.	 XO
3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -16.900	 52.700	 YMRP	 .0000	 IN.	 YO







FIGURE 8.-RUDDER LINEARITY AT 3 DEG. OF SIDESLIP WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND
AILERON AT 5 DEG., SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(A)MACH =	 2.86	 PAGE	 120
BETA	 AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -2.750 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -5.600 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -• 10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -16.900 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YO





	DATA SET	 SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
	
RJH021
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA751926C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
	
RJH025
	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH029	 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	
RJH035
	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F81116N28R5VBW
	
RJH039
	 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH043
	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-.4	 -.2
	 0	 .2	 4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
CN
FIGURE B. RUDDER LINEARITY AT 3 DEG. OF SIDESLIP WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND
AILERON AT 5 DEG., SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.(A)MACH =
	 2.86	 PAGE	 121
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RL4DER SPOSRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH021 0 LARC UPWT 1173[LA75)B26C9E43FBM16NP8R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
RJH025 0 LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R`.V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -2.750 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH029 Q LARC UPWT 1173fLA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -5.600 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH035 ¢ LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F81116N2BR5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
RJH039 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -16.900 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE B. RUDDER LINEARITY AT 3 DEG. OF SIDESLIP WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND

















DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJH021	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW
RJH025
	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH029
	 O LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH035
	 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8i916N28R5VBW
RJH039
	 u LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH043
	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .900 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -2.750 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -5.600 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -16.900 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -23.300 52.700 Z►IRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
FIGURE B. RUDDER LINEARITY AT 3 DEG. OF SIDESLIP WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND
















	 CONFIGURATION	 BETA	 AILRON	 ELEVON	 RUDDER	 SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH021
	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	 3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000
	
52.700	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SOFT.	 1
RJH025	 q 	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	 3.000	 5.000	 -10.000
	 -2.750	 52.700	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
RJH029	 O	 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	 3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -5.600	 52.700	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
RJH035
	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA751B26C9E43FB1116N28R5V8W
	 3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 52.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 1N. X.0




	 -10.000	 -16.900	 52.700	 YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
RJH043
	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	 3.000	 5.000	 -10.000
















	 CONFIGURATION	 BETA	 AILRON	 ELEVON	 RUDDER	 SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMAT ► ON
RJH021	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75JB26C9E43FBMI6N28R5V8W
	 3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 52.700	 SREF	 • 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
RJH025
	 q 	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
	 3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -2.750	 52.700	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
RJH029	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W
	 3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -5.600	 52.700	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
RJH035Q	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBMl6N2BR5VBW
	 3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 52.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
RJH039	 R	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW















FIGURE 8. RUDDER LINEARITY AT 3 DEG. OF SIDESLIP WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND
AILERON AT 5 DEG., SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(A)MACH =	 2.B6	 PAGE	 125
t
rDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIURATICN BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH02l 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FSM16N28R5VSW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH025 Cl LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -2.750 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH029 4 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -5.600 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH035 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43F8ill6N2BR5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMP.P 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
RJH039 D LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M)6N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -16.900 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 8. RUDDER LINEARITY AT 3 DEG. OF SIDESLIP WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH021 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH025 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8mI6N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -2.750 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH029 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)e26C9E43F8M16N26R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -5.600 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH035
^
LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826CSE43F8f116N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
RJH039 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N2GR5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -16.900 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIGURE B. RUDDER LINEARITY AT 3 DEG. OF SIDESLIP WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND
AILERON AT 5 DEG., SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(B)MACH -














	 .000	 52.700	 SREF	 2690.0000
3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -2.750	 5E.700	 LREF	 474.8000
SOFT.
INCHES
RJH029 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W 31000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -5.600	 52.700	 BREF	 936.6800 INCHES
RJH035 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F81116N28R5VBW 3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 52.707	 XMRP	 1076.7000 IN. XO
RJH039 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N2eR5V8W 3.'000	 5.000	 -10.000	 - 16.900	 52.700	 YMRP	 .0000 IN.	 YO
RJH043
O 8
LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000	 5.000	 -10.000








FIGURE B. RUDDER LINEARITY AT 3 DEG. OF SIDESLIP WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AiLRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDORK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH021 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH025 SU LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -2.750 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH029 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E'13FBM16N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -5.600 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH035 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FB1116N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
RJH039 a LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -16.900 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 8. RUDDER LINEARITY AT 3 DEG. OF SIDESLIP WITH ELEVON AT -.10 DEG. AND







RJH021	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH025	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH029	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH035	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F81116N2BR5VBW
	
RJH039
	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N2BR5VBW
	
RJH043
	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBMI6N2BR5V8W
BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION	 /
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000
y
SO FT.	 r	 -'
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -2.750 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -5.600 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
3.000 5.000 -i0.000 -16.900 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE B. RUDDER LINEARITY AT 3 DEG. OF SIDESLIP WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND
AILERON AT 5 DEG., SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
	











DATA SET SYMBOL COW I "ATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH021 O LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH025 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -2.750 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH029 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -5.600 52.700 SREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH035 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FB1116N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
RJH039 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -16.900 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
RJH043 p LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -23.300 52.700 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
0
FIGURE B. RUDDER LINEARITY AT 3 DEG. OF SIDESLIP WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND
AILERON AT 5 DEG., SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.





























BETA	 AILRON	 ELEVON	 RUDDER	 SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 52.700	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -2.750	 52.700	 LREF	 474,800'	 INCHES
3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -5.600	 52.700	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 52.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -16.900	 52.700	 YMRP	 .0000	 IN.	 YO










FIGURE B. RUDDER LINEARITY AT 3 DEG. OF SIDESLIP WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND







	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B2GC9E43FBMI6N28R5VBW
RJH025
	 Ci LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH029
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW
RJH035	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
RJH039
	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH043


















BETA	 AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000
	
5.000 -10.000	 .000 52.700 SREf 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
3.000	 5.000 -10.000	 -2.750	 52.700	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
3.000	 5.000 -10.000	 5.600	 52.700	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
3.000	 5.000 -10.000 -10.000	 52.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
3.000	 5.000 -10.000 -16.900	 52.700	 YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
3.000
	 5.000 -10.000 -23.300	 52.700	 ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO
a
FIGURE B. RUDDER LINEARITY AT 3 DEG. OF SIDESLIP WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND
AILERON AT 5 DEG., SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(B)MACH =
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FIGURE B. RUDDER LINEARITY AT 3 DEG. OF SIDt^jLIP WITI
AiLERON AT 5 DEG., SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG
(C)MACH	 4.E0
DATA SET SYMW- CONFiGURAT!ON' BETA AILRON ELEVOi ,; R" `«;-P SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH021 0 LARC LFWT 1I73(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V6W 3.000 51000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.
RJH025 q LARC UPWT 11731LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N26R5V84 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -2.750 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH029 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E'r7,FRM;6N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -5.500 52.700 SREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH035 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 1N. XO
RJH039 lk LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -16.900 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
RJHW! 3 Di LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -23.300 52.700 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
JU
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION 13ETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH021 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH025 LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -2.750 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH029 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 —10.000 —5.600 52.700 SREF 936.6000 INCHES
RJH035 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VSW 3.000 5.000 —10.000 —10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7060 1N.	 XO
RJH039 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)626C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 —10.000 —16.900 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YO	
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FIGURE 8. RUDDER LINEARITY AT 3 DEG. OF SIDESLIP WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND




DATA SET SYMBOL CONEIGU'RATIOM BETA AILRON ELEVON RL)ODER SP09RK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH021 O LARC Lj?WT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VGW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH025 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -2.750 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH029 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -5.600 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH035 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FB1116N2BR5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
RJH039 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -16.900 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 8. RUDDER LINEARITY AT 3 DEG. OF SIDESLIP WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND
AILERON AT 5 DEG., SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.(C)MACH -	 4.60
	 PAGE	 136
	DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION	 13ETA	 AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH021	 0	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	 3.000	 5.000 -10.000	 .000	 52.700	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
RJH025	 q 	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N28R5V8W
	 3.000	 5.000 -10.000	 -2.750	 52.700	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
RJH029
	 O	 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	 3.000	 5.000 -10.000	 -5.600	 52.700	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
RJH035	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F81116N28R5V8W
	 3.000	 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 	 52.700	 XMRP	 1073.7000	 IN. XO
RJH039	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	 3.000	 5.000 -10.000 -16.900	 52.700	 YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO	 'J
RJH043
	 Ci
	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	 3.000	 5.000 -10.000 -23.300 	 52.700	 ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO
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FIGURE 8. RUDDER LINEARITY AT 3 DEG. OF SIDESLIP WITH ELEVON AT -10 LEG. AND
AILERON AT 5 DEG., SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(C)MACH =
	 4.60	 PAGE	 137
as
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEV3A RUCC R SPDSRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH021 0 LARC U-WT 11731LA75)826C9E43FSM16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH025 Q LARC UPWT 1173[LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -2.750 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH029 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -5.600 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH035 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FB1116N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
RJH039 LARC UPWT 1I73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -16.900 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 8. RUDDER LINEARITY AT 3 DEG. OF SIDESLIP WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND
















0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75(826C9E43F8MIBN28RSVBW
	
RJH025
	 q LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW
	
RJH029	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)026C9143FBM16N28R5V8W
	
RJH035	 Q	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8ill6N28R5VBW
	
RJH039	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)026C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
	
RJH043	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)i326C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -2.750 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -5.600 52.700 BP.EF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -16.9(10 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -23.301' 52.700 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
a
FIGURE B. RUDDER LINEARITY AT 3 DEG. OF SIC V-1P WITH ELEVON AT —10 DEG. AND
AILERON AT 5 DEG., SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(C)MACH =






















BETA	 AILRON	 ELEVON	 RUDDER	 SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 52.700	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -2.750	 52.700	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -5.600	 52.700	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 52.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -16.900	 52.700	 YMRP	 .0000	 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE B. RUDDER LINEARITY AT 3 DEG. OF SIDESLIP WITH ELEVON AT °-10 DEG. AND
AILERON AT 5 DEG., SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(C)MACH =	 4.60	 PAGE
	
140
	DATA SET	 SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
	
RJH021	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N26R5V8W
	
RJH025	 E LARC UPWT l!73(LA75(B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH029	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
	
RJH035	 LARC UPWT 11731LA75)B26C9E43FBN116N2BR5VBW
	
RJH039	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH043



















BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -2.750 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -5.600 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 YMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -16.900 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -23.300 52.700 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
a
FIGURE B. RUDDER LINEARITY AT 3 DEG. OF SIDESLIP WITH ELEVON AT —10 DEG. AND
AILERON AT 5 DEG., SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(CIMACH. =	 4.60	 PAGE	 141
DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGURATIOP1 BETA AILRON ELEVON RUCI7ER SP.OSW REFERENCE INFORMATION
SJH021 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VSW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
SJH025 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -2.750 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES	 f^
SJH029 C3 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B2FC9E43FBM16N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -5.600 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
SJH035 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8td16N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
SJH039 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)F26C9E43FBMl6N2BR5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -16.900 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
SJH043 n LARC UPWT 1173lLA75)E?GC0F47F9Mf6NPSR9VRW 3.000 5.0nn - 10.000 -?3 30n 5x_700 7MRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
3
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FIGURE 8. RUDDER LINEARITY AT 3 DEG. OF SIDESLIP WI H ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND
AILERON AT 5 DEG., SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(A)MACH =
	 2.86	 PAGE	 142
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
SJH021 O LARC UPWT 1i73 ( LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
SJH025 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -2.750 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
SJH029 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75lB26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -5.600 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
SJH035 LARC UPWi 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
SJH039 [1 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -16.900 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE B. RUDDER LINEARITY AT 3 DEG. OF SIDESLIP WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND
AILERON AT 5 DEG., SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(B)MACH =
	 3.90	 PAGE	 143
i
DATA SET SYMBOL CONPIOURAMN BEYA AILRON ELV;U'i ILIOCC-Q SFDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
SJH021 G LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8Ml6N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .0;u0 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 Sa.FT.
SJH025 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -2.750 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
SJH029 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -5.600 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
SJH035 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8;ll6N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
SJH039 LARC UPWT 1173(LAi5)B26C9E43F8Ml6N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -16.900 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 8. RUDDER LINEARITY AT 3 DEG. OF SIDESLIP WITH ELEVON AT -10 DEG. AND
AILERON AT 5 DEG., SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.





XMP.P 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
ui'ju
	
DATA SET	 SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
	
RJH001
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FGM16N28R5VBW
	
RJH007	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)626C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJHOII	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VGW
RJH016LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
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FIGURE 9(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
(A)MACH
	 2.85	 PAGE	 145
O
U
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH001 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W .000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH007 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)E326C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW
-10.000 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES	 ^V
RJHOII O LARC UPWT 1'.73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH016 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8;116N28R5VSW
-10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
RJH030 LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)826C9E43F8Ml6N28R5V8W
-10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
Q	 ..
(A)MACH =	 E.86	 PAGE	 146
FIGURE 9(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS










RUDDER SPOE+RX REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.
LREF 474.8000 INCHES
BREF 936.6800 INCHES
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO







 LARC UPWT 117f LA75)826C9Et43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
JH007
	 (] LARC UPWT 117 LA75)826C9E43F9?l6N28R5V8W
	
RJHOII	 O LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH016	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FB;116N28R5VBW
	
RJH030	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
E
(A)MACH








XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE -9(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
(A)MACH =	 2.86	 PAGE	 148
Uti
DATA SET CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPD8RK REFERENCE INFORMATIONSYMBOL
RJH00l O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 25.000 SREF 2590.0000 SO.FT.
RJH007 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
-10.000 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJHOII
-0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH016 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N2GR5V8W
-10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 1N.	 XO
RJH030 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W -10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 1N.	 YO
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FIGURE 9(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
(A)MACH =




DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJH001	 Q LARC UPWT 1173tLA751826C9E43FBM16N2BR5V8W
RJH007	 Cl LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
RJH011
	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH016
	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FB1116N28R5V8W
RJH030	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
-10.000 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES'---
.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
-10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 1N.	 XO.
-10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
a








LREF 474 .8000 INCHES
BREF 936.6800 INCHES
XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO



















DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJHOOI	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75IB26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH007	 Cl LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
RJH011	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N26R5V8W
RJH016Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FB1116N28R5VBW
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
RJH001 0 1-ARC UPWT I173(LA75j826C9E43FBM16N2BR5V8W
RJH007 q LARC UPWT I173(LA75)926C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJHOII 0 LARC UPWT )173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH016 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8ill6N2BR5VBW















XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO







FIGURE 9(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS




DATA SET SYMBOL 	 CONFIGURATION	 RUDDER	 SPDBRK
RJH001	 0	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE	 .000
	 25.000
RJH007	 q 	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	 -10.000
	 25.000


























XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP ..0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
.U1
TTTT
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FIGURE 9(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
(B)MACH
	 3.90	 PAGE	 153
DATA SET SYMBOL
	 CONFIGURATION	 RUDDER	 SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH001
	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	 .000	 25.000	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
RJH007
	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	 -10.000	 25.000	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
RJH011
	 0	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
	 .000	 39.700	 SREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
RJH0 6	 p	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8Ml6N28R5VBW
	 -10.000	 39.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
RJH030	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBMI6N2BR5V8W
	 -10.000	 52.700	 YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO



















FIGURE 9(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
(B)MACH
	 3.90	 PAGE	 i54
r-.w
DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONF I GURAT I CIN
RJH001	 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH007	 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJHO11	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH016	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VI3W






















XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO	
---------- ---,
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
a








	 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH007
	 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH011
	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FSM16N28R5VBW
RJH016	 LARC UPWT 11731LA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
















XMRP 1076.7000 1N. XO
YMRP .0000 IN..	 YO
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FIGURE 9(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER .EFFECTIVENESS
( B )MACH =	 3.90	 PAGE	 156
I
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
R..,10€11 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJHIKIli q DATA NOT AVAILABLE - 10.000 25.000 LREF 474 . 8000 INCHES
RJH6il 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW .000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH016 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5VeW -10.000 39.700 XMR' 1076.7000 IN. XO
RJH030 LARC UPWT 1173(LA751B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW
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FIGURE 9(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
(B)MACH =	 3.90	 PAGE
	
157





XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0r)00 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
-.1 
1	 „ITl	 I lrrr,irrrrl,rrr rrl	 i, U1 rl,
-R -4 -P n	 p 4 A	 in IP 14 16 IR 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPDBRK
RJH001 QQ DATA NOT AVAILABLE 000 25.000
RJH007 U DATA NOT AVAILABLE -10.000 25.000
RJHOII 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .009 39.700
RJH016 ^ LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW -10.000 39.700
















FIGURE 9(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS







	 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH007	 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJHOII
	 O LARC UPWT 11731LA751826C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW
RJHGi6	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBMI6N28R5V%
RJH030


















	RU DER SPOBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
	
.000	 25.000	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
	








— 10.000	 39.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
	
10.000	 52.700	 YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO
a
FIGURE 9(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
(B)MACH =






	 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	
RJH007	 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	
RJHOI_I
	 Q LARC UPWT 1173)LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW
	
RJH016	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VeW
	















XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
01







	 3.90	 PAGE	 160
L-
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPDSRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH001 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH007 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -10.000 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJHO11 O LARC UPWT 11731LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N2BR5V8W .000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH016 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076_7000 1N. XO
RJH030 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 1N. YO	 -
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FIGURE 9(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
(C)MACH =





XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 X0
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
r
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPDBW
RJHOOI O DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 25.000
RJH007 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
-10.000 25.000
RJHOII O LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 39.700
RJH016 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W -10.000 39.700
RJH030 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W -10.000 52.700
O .
U
0FIGURE 9(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
(C)MACH =
	 4.60	 PAGE	 162
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPDBRK
RJH001 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 25.000
RJH007 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
-10.000 25.000
RJHO11 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW .000 39.700
RJH016






XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO





FIGURE 9(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS



















RJH011 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000	 39.700	 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH016 Q LARC UPWT 11"73(LA751B26C9E43F8MI6N2BR5VBW -10.000	 39.700	 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
RJH030 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
-10.000	 52.700	 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO






(C)MACH =	 4.60	 PAGE	 164
CN




RJH001	 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	
RJH007	 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	
RJH011	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
	
RJH016	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	























XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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	 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH007	 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJHOII	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW
RJH016	 ^ LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W
RJH030	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
-10.000 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
-10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
-10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
Q
_FIGURE 9(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
(C)MACH =	 4.60	 PAGE
	 166
y1L,	 ^w.. _....	 ^ '- ....y	 .,..,<..._.... _._.^.^:..:^_.





R-4001	 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	
RJH007	 q DATA NOT AVAILABL!
	
RJHOII	 O LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
	
RJH016	 p LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N2BR5V8W
	





















XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO













FIGURE 9(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
(C)MACH =	 4.60	 PAGE	 167
4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH001 O DATA NOT AVAILA13LE .000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
RJH007 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
-10.000 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH011 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N20R5VBW .000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH016 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
RJH030 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW -10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
- ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
a ,
FIGURE 9(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPOBRK
SJH001 LARC UPWT II 73(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W .000 25.000
SJH007 LARC UPWT Il73(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW -10.000 25.000
SJH011 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 39.700
SJH0I6 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FB1116N2BR5VBW -10.000 39.700





XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 1N. YO
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FIGURE 9(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPOBW
SJH001 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 25.000
SJH007 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
-10.000 25.000
SJHoll LARC UPWT 1173ILA75IB26C9E 43FBM16N2BR5VBW .000 39.700
SJH016 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9Li3F8M16N2BR5VBW -10.000 39.700






XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO





FIGURE 9(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
(B)MACH




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
-'	 SJHOOI O DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
SJH007 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
-10.000 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
SJH011 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW .000 39.700 SREF 936.6800 INCHES
SJH0 6 Q LARC UPWT 1173fLA75)826C9E43FBMI6N29R5VBW
-10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
SJH030 6, LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W -10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
ft	 I -t-

























































XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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(A)MACH =	 2.86	 PAGE	 172
l
a





XMRP 1076.7000 ICJ.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
	DATA SET	 SYMBOL	 CONF.cURATIOW
	
RJH057	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N2BR5VBW
	
RJH061	 q LARC UPWT 1173(L.'A75)826C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW
	



















FIGURE 9(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
(A)MACH	 2.86	 PAGE	 173
w	DATA SET
	SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
	RJH057	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH061
	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E.!3FBM16N28R5V8W
	
RJH065
	 O	 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	














XMF:i= 107-6.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 W. YO
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FIGURE 9(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS





























XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO




FIGURE 9(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
(A)MACH =	 2.86	 PAGE	 175
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATI RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH057 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH061 q LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W - 10.000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH065 p LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH069 D LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIGURE 9(8). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
(A)MACH =	 2.86	 PAGE	 176
}
V
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH057 O LARC UPWT 1I73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
RJH061 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43F8Ml6N28R5V8W
-10.000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH065 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH069 Z^i LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8;116N28R5VBW
-10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO	 --^-
ZMRP 375.0000 iN.	 ZO
a









	 CONFIGURATION	 RUDDER SPDBRIC	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH057 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N2BR5V8W .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH061 q LARC UPWT )173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW
-10.000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH065 O LARC UPWT 1173 1 LA751826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH069 D LARC UPWT 11731LA75LB26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
-10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 1N.	 ZO
n t
SCALE 0150









DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPDBRX
RJ4i057 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW .000 70.000
RJH061 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W -10.000 70.000
RJH065 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 82.500





XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
a
FIGURE 9(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
(A)MACH





XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPDBRK
RJH057 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75IB26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 70.000
RJH061 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75YB26CSE43FSM16N28R5VSW -10.000 70.000
RJH065 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 82.500
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FIGURE 9(8). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
(9)MACH
	 3.90	 PAGE	 180
0
C)
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH057 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N2sR5VBW .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH061 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N26R5V8W
-10.000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH065 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FGM16N28R5VBW .000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH069 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W -!0.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
0
FIGURE 9(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
(R)MACH =










XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
i
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION WOOER SPDBRK
RJH057 G LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B25C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 70.000
RJH061 q LARC UPWT II73)LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 70.000
RJH065 0 LA°11 UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 82.500





FIGURE 9(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
(B)MACH =	 3.90	 PAGE	 182
is
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH057 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VeW .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH061 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W -10.000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH065 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FGM16N28R5VeW .000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH069 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBt116N2BR5VBW -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO	 —r _
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FLGURE 9(8). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
(B)MACH =	 3.90 PAGE 183
_.	 _	 ...
aDATA SET SYMBOL CONFiGURATiON RUDDER Sl'DBRK EF£REWE INFORMXTIO!d —
RjH057 0 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH06I q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8Ml6N28R5V6W
-10.000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH065 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 82.500 SREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH069 Z^, LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N26R5V8W -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
J	 l+—
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FIGURE 9(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
(B)MACH




 SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH057	 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH061	 [] LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W -.10.000 70.000 LREF 1474.8000 INCHES
RJH065	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8Mi6N26R5V8W .000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES	 -	 ^-
RJH069	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N281'5VBW
-10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
a
FIGURE 9(B) EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS

















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPDRRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH057 0 LARC uPWT 1173(LA75)826CSE43FBMI6N28R5VBW .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
RJH[161 0 LARC UPWT 1173[LA75)1326C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
-10.000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH065 Q LARC UPWT II73[LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 82.500 SREF 936.6800 INCHES	 ^-
RJH069 0 LARC UPWT I1731LA75)8?6C9E43r8MI6N28R5V8W -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
a
FIGURE 9(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS





RJH057	 0 LARC UPWT 11731LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
RJH061	 q LARC UPWT 1I73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH065	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5V8W
RJH069

















RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 70.000 SREF	 2690.0000	 Sa.FT.
-10.000 70.000 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
.000 82.500 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
-10.000 82.500 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO	 y _
ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO
-.0
a
FIGURE 9(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
(B)MACH =	 3.90	 PAGE	 187




XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
RJH057 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBMI6N28R5VBW
RJH061 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826CgE43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH065 O LARC UPWT I173(LA75j826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
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FIGURE 9(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
(C)MACH =
	 4.60	 PAGE	 188
E
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DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFI " ATION
RJH057	 0 LARC UPWT 11'73(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N2SR5VBW
RJH061	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)G26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH065
	 0 LARC UPWT II73(LA751826C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW
RJH069	 '-%	 LARC UPWT 11-73(LA-75)826C9E43Fetll6N26R5V8W
RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 70.000 SREF	 2690.0000	 SQ.FT.
-10.000 70.000 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
.000 82.500 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
-10.000 82.500 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO
a
FIGURE 9(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
(C)MACH
	 If. 60	 PAGE	 189
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIO'JRATION RUDDER SPD8Rh REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH057 0 LARC UPWT 1173CLA75rB26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
RJH061 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMIBN2BR5V8W
-10.000 70.000 LREF 474.8000	 INCHES
RJH065 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH069 0 LARC UPWT I173tLA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000	 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000	 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000	 IN. ZO
EU -•
FIGURE 9(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS






XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
C




RJH057	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA715)B26C9E43F8MI6N2eR5V8W	 .000 70.000
	




	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 	 .000 82.500
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FIGURE 9(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
	
(C)MACH =	 4.60	 PAGE	 191
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
	
-
-	 RUDDER SPDBRlt REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH057 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43F6M16N28R5V6W .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT,
RJH061 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH065 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 82.500 BP.EF 936_6800 INCHES
RJH069 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 1N. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH057 O LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH061 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW -10.000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH065 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28105VBW .000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH069 ZS, LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO	 -
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
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FIGURE 9(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
(C)MACH
	 4.60	 PAGE	 193
p
E
DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJH057	 0 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH061
	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA7F)826C9E43FBMI6N28R5V8W
RJH065	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W

















	RU DER SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
	
.000	 70.000	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SQ.FT.
	
-10.000	 70.000	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
	
.000	 82.500	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
	
-10.000	 82.500	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO
SCALE	 .0150
(C)MACH -
	 4.60	 PAGE	 194
a
FIGURE 9(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
DATA SET SYM:L	 CONFIGURATION	 RUDDER	 SPDBRK
RJH057 ;	LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
	 .000	 70.000
RJH061	 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
	 -10.000	 70.000
RJH065




























XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
Q

























SJH065 O LARC UPWT 11 73 t LA757B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
SJH069 G LARC UPWT I173tLA751826C9E43F8N16N28R5V8W
-10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 9(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
(A)MACH -




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPOBRK
SJH057 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N26R5V8W .000 70.000
SJH061 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N2BR5V8W -10.000 70.000
SJH065 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 82.500






XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIGURE 9(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS
	
(B)MACH	 3.90	 PAGE	 197
.o
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION RUDDER SPD9RK REFERENCE INFORMATION
SJH057 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75I826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
SJH061 q LARC IJPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
-10.000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
SJH065 O LARC UPWT 11731LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 82.500 6REF 836.6800 INCHES
SJH069 Z^i LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8i116N28R5VSW
-10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
J
-6 -4 -2 0




















XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 I.N.	 ZO
ui^)u
r
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON SPDBRK
RJH001 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26CgE43FeM16N28R5V8W .000 25.000
RJH003 q LARC UPWT 1173 ( LA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W -10.000 25.000
RJH0Il O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F6M16N28R5V8W .000 39.700
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ELEVON SPD8RK REFERENCE INFORMATION







-10.000 39.700 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO




	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
RJH003
	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
RJHO11	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)e26C9E43FaMI6N28R5V8W
RJHCfl3	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
FIGURE IO(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
(A)MACH =







XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO































FIGURE 10(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS








O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V6W
RJH003	 Cl LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)626C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJHOII
	 0	 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH013
	 0 LARC UPWT 11731LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
ELEVON SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
-10.000 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
-10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO




















FIGURE 10(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
(A)MACH	 2.86	 PAGE	 202
t
aU .
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON	 SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH001 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N26R5V8W .000	 25.000	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH003 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W -10.000	 25.000	 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH011 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W .000	 39.700	 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH013 ZS, LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000	 39.700	 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO	 --'^
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FIGURE 10(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
(A)MACH =	 2.86	 PAGE	 203
t
DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJH001
	 0 LARC UPWI 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH003	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH011
	 0	 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH013	 n6 -LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8i116N28R5V8W
U







.000 39.700 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
-10.000 39.700 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO
a
FIGURE 10(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS














XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO




RJHOOI	 0 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH003
	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJHOI,	 0	 LARC UPWT II73 (LA75 )826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH013








































ELEVON	 SPDBW	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000
	 25.000	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SOFT.
-(O.G00
	 25.000	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
.000	 39.700	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
-10.000
	 39.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO




















	 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH003
	 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJHOII	 O LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH013	 A LARC UPWT 11731LA751826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
EI_EVON SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.tiu0 25.00D SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
-10.000 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
-10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 1N.	 YO
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FIGURE 10(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
(B)MACH -
	 3.90	 PAGE	 207
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON SPDBRK
RJH001 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 1000 25.000
RJH003 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -10.000 25.000
RJH011 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N2BR5VBW .000 39.700






XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 0000	 IN. YO




DATA SET SYMEKX CONFIGURATION ELEVON SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH001 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH003 Cl DATA NOT AVAILABLE
-10.000 25.000 LREF 474.6000 INCHES
RJH011 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH013 4!N LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMP•P 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
a
FIGURE 10(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
(B)MACH
	 3.90	 PAGE	 209
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON SPDBRK
RJH001 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 25.000
RJH003 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
- 10.000 25.000
RJHOII O LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW .000 39.700





BREF 936.6800 INCHES	 ^-
XMRP 1075.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION'. ELEVON SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJHOOI 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH003 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -10.000 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH011 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N2BR5V8W .000 39.700 BREF 936.6600 INCHES
RJH013 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N2BR5V8W
-10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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DATA SET SYMBOL	 COWL DURATION
RJH001
	 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH003
	 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH011	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW
RJH013




















BREF 936.6800 INCHES	 f
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
a
FIGURE 10(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
(B)MACH =	 3.90	 PAGE	 212
ELEVON SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 25.000 SREr	 2690.0000	 SOFT.
-10.000 25.000 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
.000 39.700 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
-10.000 39.700 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
RJHOOI 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH003 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJHOII O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W


















FIGURE 10(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS






























































FIGURE 10(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
( B )MACH =




	 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH003	 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH01I	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N28R5V8I4
RJH013	 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
ELEVON SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
-10.000 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
-10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 1N.	 YO
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FIGURE 10(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
(C)MACH -	 4.60	 PAGE
	
215
DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONF 
I 6LPAT 1 ON ELEVON	 SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH001 O	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000	 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.	 /
RJH003 q 	 DATA NOT AVAILAKE
-10.000	 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES	 V	
y
RJHOI ► O	 LARC UPWT 1I73tLA75)826C9E43F8MI5N28R5V8W 1000	 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH013 0	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBMI6N28R5V8W
-10.000	 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 10(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
(C)MACH
	 =	 4.60 PAGE 216
E
V
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION ELEVON SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH001 O DATA NM AVAILABLE .000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH003 Ll DATA NOT AVAILABLE
-10.000 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJHOII O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75lB26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VeW .000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH013 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N28R5V8W
-10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
Q
FIGURE 10(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
(C)MACH =




LREF 474.8000 I NCI IES
BREF 936.6800 INCHES
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
I' .,- 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI!;URATION ELEVON SPDBRK
RJH001 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
.000 25.000
RJH003 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
-10.000 25.000
RJHOII O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75 l B26C9E43F8MI6N2BR5V8W .000 39.700
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FIGURE 10(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
(C)MACH =




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH001 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
RJH003 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
-10.000 25.000 LREF 474.8000	 INCHES
RJH011 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 39.700 BREF 936.6800	 INCHES
RJH013 Z!^ LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000	 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000	 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE IO(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
(C)MACH -	 4.60	 PAGE	 219
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH001 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 25.000 SREF	 2690.0000	 SQ.FT.
RJH003 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
-10.	 7 25.000 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
RJHDII O LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)826C9E43FBMi6N28R5VSI4 .000 39.700 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
RJH013 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N28R5VBW
-10.000 39.700 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 10(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
(C)MACH





























XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN.	 YO
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10(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION




	 CONFIGURATION ELEVON	 SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH001	 O	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE . 000
	
25 . 000 SREF	 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH003	 q 	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
- 10.000	 25.000 LREF	 474.8000 INCHES	 T,
RJH011
	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75 )B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW .000
	
39.700 BREF	 936.6600 INCHES
RJHOl3	 0	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
-10.000
	
39.700 XMRP	 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP	 .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 10(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS ^f-
(C)MACH






XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 1N. YO
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION ELEVON SPDBRK
SJH001 O LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W uou 25.000
SJH003 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W
-10.000 25.000
SJH011 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 39.700
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FIGURE 10(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
(A)MACH
	 2.86	 PAGE	 223
DATA SET SYMWL CONFIGURATION EIEVON SPDSRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
SJH007 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 25.000 SREF	 2590.0000	 SO.FT.
SJH003 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -10.000 25.000 LREF 	 474.8000	 INCHES
SJHOII 0 LARC UPWT 1173fLA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW .000 39.700 BREF	 936.6600	 INCHES
SJH013 L LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW -10.000 39.700 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO
SCALE	 .0150
QQ 1
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FIGURE 10(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
(B)MACH =
	 3.90	 PAGE	 224
tDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
SJHOOI S DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.SJH003 DATA NOT AVAILABLE -IO.CSG 25.000 LREF 474.8^00 INCHES
SJHOII O LARC UPWT 1173tLA751B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW .000 39.700 BREF 936.68UO INCHES
SJH0 . 13 n LARC UPWT 1173tLA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8N
-10.000 39 . 700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO	 ^--- -
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 10(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
(C)MACH -
	 4.60	 PAGE	 225
I.
DATA SET SYiSOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH057 U LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH058 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W -10.000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH065 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH066 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75J826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 1N. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 10(8). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
(A)MACH =	 2.86	 PAGE	 226
i
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.
LREF 474.8000 INCHES
BREF 936.6800 INCHES
XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO






































DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION ELEVON SPOBW
RJH051 7 p LARC UPWT 1173(LA-75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W .000 70.000
RJH058 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
-10.000 70.000
RJH065 O LARC UPWT 1173(L475)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 82.500






XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
FIGURE 10(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON-EFFECTIVENESS
(A)MACH =	 2.86	 PAGE	 228
a
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON SPDBRK
RJH057 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 70.000
RJH058 q LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW -10.000 70.000
RJH065 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 82.500





XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON SPDBRK
RJH057 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA751B26C9E43F8Mi6N28R5V8W .000 70.000
RJH058 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 70.000
RJH065 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 82.500
RJH066 41 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F81116N28R5V8W -10.000 82.500
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
LREF 474.8000 INCHES	 ^__^-----
BREF 936.6800 INCHES
XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIGURE 10(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
(A)MACH =




























XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO	 --- ^+
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
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FIGURE 10(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION
(A)MACH
	 =	 2.86




	 CONFIGURATION	 ELEVON	 SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH057
	 Q	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	 .000	 70.000	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
RJH058
	 Q	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
	 -10.000	 70.000	 LP.EF	 474.8000	 INCHES
RJH065
	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW 	 .000	 82.500	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
RJH066
	 A	 LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	 -10.000
	
82.500	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN.	 YO
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	DATA SET	 SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
	
RJH057	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8Ml6N28R5VBW
	
RJH058
	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	
RJH065
	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	















ELEVON SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
-10.000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 1NCHES
.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
-10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
-.0
Q
FIGURE 10(8). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
(A)MACH
	 2.86	 PAGE	 233
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON SPDBRK
RJH05'7 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B2EC9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 70.000
RJH058 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75(B26C9E43F6M16N28R5V8W
—10.000 70.000
RJH065 O LARC UPWT 11'13(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW .000 82.500




LREF 474.8000 INCHES	 --
BREF 936.6800 INCHES
XMRP 1076.7000 IN, XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
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FIGURE 10(B). EFFECT OF' SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
(B)MACH =





XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. X0
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO	 ~-




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON SPOBRK
RJH057 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW .000 70.000
RJH058 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F9MI6N28R5VBW
—10.000 70.000
RJH065 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW .000 82.500
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FIGURE 10(8). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS





BREF 936.6800 INCHES	 f	 -
XMRP 1076.7000 1N.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO






RJH057 0 LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)B26C9E43FBMISN2BR5VBW .000 70.000
RJH058 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
-10.000 70.000
RJH065 0 LARC UPWT i173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 82.500
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FIGURE 10(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
































XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH057 O LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)926C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW 000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
RJH058 [ LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8Ml6N28R5V8W
-10.000 70.000 LREF 474.8000	 INCHES
RJH065 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 82.500 BREF 936.6800	 INCHES	 ^...._
RJH066 A LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)1326C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW
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FIGURE 10(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS





DATA SET SYM90L	 CONFIGURATION
RJH057
	 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH058	 q	 LARC UPWT(173(LA75)(326C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH065
	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA15IB26C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW
RJH066
	 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBi116N28R5VBW
ELEVON SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.
-10.000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
-10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO	 ----s--^
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
u


















XMRP 1076.7000 1N. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
DATA SET SYMBOL 	 CONFIOURATION
RJH057	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W
RJH05B
	 q LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
RJH065	 0	 LARC UPWT J173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
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rDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON SPDSRK
RJH057 C1 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 70.000
RJH058 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W -10.000 70.000
RJH065 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 82.500





XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
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FIGURE 10(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
(B)MACH
	 3.90	 PAGE	 241
t
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON SPDBRK
RJH057 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F6M16N28R5V8W .000 70.000
RJH058 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N2BR5VOW
-10.000 70.000
RJH065 O LARC UPWT 11731LA751826C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW .000 82.500
RJH066 L, LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43F81116N28R5V8W
-10.000 82.500
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.
LREF 474.8000 INCHES
SREF 936.6800 INCHES
XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.
LREF 474.8000 INCHES
BREF 936.6800 INCHES
XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO	 -• --^-ti
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
OU
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON SPDBRK
RJH057 O LAPC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N2BR5V8W .000 70.000
RJH058 0 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W -10.000 70.000
RJH065 O LARC UPWT tl73tLA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V814 .000 82.500
RJH066 0 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W -10.000 82.500
a






zDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
RJH057 QQ LARC UPWT II73)LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W
RJH058 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW
RJH065 O LARC UPWT )173(LA75)826C9E43FBMI6N28R5V8W





XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO













FIGURE 10(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
(C)MACH =













ELEVON SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.
LREF 474.8000 INCHES
BREF 936.6800 INCHES
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO




	 O LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W
RJH058
	 q LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH065
	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH066
	 L LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-.4	 -.2
	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .S	 1.0	 1.2
	 1.4
CN
FIGURE 10(B). EFFECT OF SPED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
(C)MACH =	 4.60	 PAGE
	
245
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH057 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH058 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5VSW
-10.000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH065 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N28R5V8W .000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH066 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
-10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 10(8). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
(C)MACH =
	 4.60	 PAGE	 246
r
U
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON SPOBRK
RJH057 0 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 70.000
RJH058 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 70.000
RJH065 O LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 82.500






XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
-,I
a
FIGURE 10(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
(C)MACH =





XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO










DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON SPDBRK
RJH057 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 70.000
RJH058 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W -10.000 70.000
RJH065 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 82.500
RUH066 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43F8116N28R5VBW -10.000 62.500
a






	 CONFIGURATION	 ELEVON	 SPDBRK
RJH057	 0	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
	 .000	 70.000




	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW
	 .000	 82.500
RJH066






















XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO




FIGURE 10(8). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
(C)MACH =
	 4.60	 PAGE	 249
Qi
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
SJH057 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
SJH058 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
-10.000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
SJH065 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75j826C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW .000 82.500 SREF 936.6800 INCHES
SJH066 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
-10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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(A)MACH -
	 2.86	 PAGE	 25G
FIGURE 10(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
tDATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
SJH057	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW
SJH058	 Cl LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW
SJH065	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N2BR5V8W




ELEVON SPDBRK DEFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
-IU.000 713.000 LREF 474.8000	 INCHES
.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800	 INCHES
-10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000	 IN.	 XO
v MOO nnnn	 Im	 vn	 ----'--^
bLALL	 .Ulou
-6 -4 -2 0	 2	 4	 R	 R	 1n I? 14 1F, IR 2n 22 24 26 2R ?n -^2 34
a
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FIGURE 10(8). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS
(B)MACH -
	 3.90	 PAGE	 251
DATA SET SYCIaOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON SPOBRK
SJH057 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 70.000
SJH05B q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
-10.000 70.000
SJH065 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75jB26C9E43F8MI&N28R5V8K .000 82.500






XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIGURE 10(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS






O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
RJH003
	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N28R5V8W
RJH007	 0	 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W











ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 .000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
-10.000 .000 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 °10.000 25.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
-10.000 -10.000 25.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 1N.	 Z1J
bLALG	 .ulou
1-1=-
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a
FIGURE I1(A). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER, SPEED






DATA ;:ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
R,:4S70I LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N28R5V8W .000 .000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.
RJH003 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
-10.000 .000 25.000 LF•`r' 474.8000 INCHES
^-RJH007 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW .000 -10.000 25.000 SREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH008 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F81116N28R5VBW -10.000 -10.000 25.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
a




BRAKE AT 25 DEG.
aFIGURE 1I(A). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER, SPEED
BRAKE AT 25 DEG.
(A)MACH =





	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH003
	 q LARC UPWT I173(LA75)B26C9E43F6M16N28R5V8W
RJH007	 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH008	 p LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	




.000	 25.000	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
	
-10.000	 .000	 25.000	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
	
.000 -10.000	 25.000	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
	
-10.000 -10.000	 25.000	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 1N. YO







RJH001	 0 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH003	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75(826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJHO.27	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH008	 D LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	
ELEVON RUDDER -SPDBR)L 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
	. 00 	 .000	 25.000	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
	
-10.000	 .000	 25.000	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
	.0 0 -10.0 	 25.000	 BREF	 935.6800	 INCHES
	
-10.000 -10.000	 25.000	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 1N. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO
-.4	 -.2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
CN
FIGURE 11(A). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER, SPEED
(A)MACH -	 2.86	
BRAKE AT 25 DEG.	
PAGE	 256-
tr
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAT:ON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH001 0 LARC UPWT 1173 (l_A75)B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW .000 .000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH003 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2GR5V8W
-10.000 .000 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH007 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 25.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH008 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FB116N2BR5iVGW
-10.000 -10.000 25.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO










FIGURE 11(A). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER, SPEED






XMRP 1075.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
a
FIGURE I1(A). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER, SPEED
BRAKE AT 25 DEG.
(A)MACH —	 2.86
	 PAGE	 258
DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJHOOI	 Q LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW
RJH003	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N28R5V8W
RJH007	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW















































XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 1N.	 YO













FIGURE II(A). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER, SPEED






	 ELEVON	 RUDDER	 SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
P,JH001	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	 000	 .000	 25.000	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
RJH003
	 q 	 LARC UPWT Ii73(LA75J826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 	
-10.000000	 25.000	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
RJH007	 O	 LkRC UPWT Ii73(LA751826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
	 .000	 -10..000	 25.000	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
RJH008
	 0	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8(116N28R5VBW













FIGURE II(A). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER, SPEED










DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK
SJH001 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 .000 25.000
SJH003 q LARC LIPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W -10.000 .000 25.000
SJH007 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28P.5V8W .000 -10.000 25.000





XMRP 1076.7000 1N. XO
YMRP .0000 1N. YO
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FIGURE I1(A). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF I






XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO





DATA SET SYM80L CON,lrIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK
RJH011 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5VeW .000 .000 39.700
RJH013 L7 LARC UPWT 11731LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W -10.000 .000 39.700
RJH016 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 39.700
RJH017 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8ll6N2BR5VBW -10.000 -10.000 39.700
a
FIGURE 1It®1. CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER, SPEED
BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.
(A)MACH =
	 2.86	 PAGE	 262
fDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDSRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJHOII S LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 .000 39.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT.RJH013 D LARC UPWT 11731LA751B26C9E43FGM16N28R5V8W -10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH016 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH017 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
-10.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
a
FIGURE II(B). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER, SPEED
(A)MACH
	 2.26





	DATA SET	 SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
	
RJHOII	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N28R5VBW
	
RJH013	 LARC UPWT 1173(L:;15)826C9E43FBM16N2BR5VSW
	
RJH016	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75lB26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	














XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
Sr AI F .015n
a
FIGURE 11(B). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER, SPEED
(A)MACH	 2.86




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJHOII O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 .000 39.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH013 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N28R5VBW -10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.80:,0 INCHES
RJH016 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH017 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
-10.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
E
U -
-.4	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
CN
FIGURE II(B). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER, SPEED
BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.
(A)MACH =	 2.86	 PAGE	 265
f
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.
LREF 474.8000 INCHES
BREF 936.6800 INCHES
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK
RJH011 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43P8M16N28R5VGW .000 .000 39.700
RJH013 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W -10.000 .000 39.700
RJH016 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 39.700
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FIGURE 11(8). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER, SPEED
BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.
(A)MACH =
	 2.86	 PAGE	 266
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK
RJHOII 8 LARC UPWT 1173fLA75?B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 .000 39.700RJH013 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W -10.000 .000 39.700
RJH016 O LARC UPWT 11731LA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 39.700





XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 1N. YO





FIGURE II(B). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER. SPEED	 "`r
BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.


















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SP.DBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH011 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 .000 39.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH013 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH016 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 39.700 SREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH017 L LARC UPWT 11731LA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALF .0150
a
FIGURE II(B). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER, SPEED
BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.






 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
i?JHOl3	 [2 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8Mi6N28R5V8W
	
RJH016
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	
























XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO












FIGURE II(8). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER, SPEED





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH0I1 O LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 .000 39.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH013 0 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W —10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH016 O 'LARC UPWT 1173(LA79)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW .000 — 10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH017 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8i116N28R5VBW
—10.000 —10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIGURE I1(B). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER, SPEED
BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.















ELEVON	 RUDDER	 SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION









XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
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FIGURE I1(B). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER, SPEED
BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.







LREF 474.8000 INCHES	 -
BREF 936.6800 INCHES
XMRP 1076-7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
n.
..:..	 — --- ------ .
DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION	 ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK
RJHO11
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 	 .000	 .000	 39.700
RJH013
	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA751626C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 	
-10.000	 .000	 39.700
RJH016
	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 	 .000 -10.000	 39.700
RJH017	 4NA
	 LARC UPWT 11731LA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 	
-10.000 -10.000	 39.700
Q
FIGURE 11(B). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER, SPEED





	 CONFIGURATION	 ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK
	
REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH011	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75IB26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	 .000	 .000	 39.700	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
RJH013	 []	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	 10.000	 .000	 39.700	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
RJH016	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	 .000 -10.000	 39.700	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
RJH017	 p LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
-10.000 -10.000	 39.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
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CN
FIGURE II(B). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER, SPEED
BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.
(B)MACH =




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJHOLI O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 .000 39.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH013 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH016 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43FGMI6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH017 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE II(B). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER, SPEED
BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.
(B)MACH =	 3.90	 PAGE	 274
t
DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION	 ELEVON	 RUDDER	 SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH011	 0	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	 .000	 .000	 39.700	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
RJH013	 q 	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	 -10.000	 .000	 39.700
	
LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
RJH016	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M 6N28R5V8W
	 .000	 -10.000	 39.700	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
RJH017	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	 -10.000	 -10.000	 39.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
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FIGURE II(B). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER, SPEED





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJHOII O LARC UPWT 11731LA75je26c9E43FeMI6N2BR5VeW .000 .000 39.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.	 ^J
RJH013 El LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBMI6N28R5VBW -10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH016 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FSM16N28R5VGW .000 -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH017 Z^ LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W -10.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH011 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W .000 .000 39.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJHOl3 Q LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW —10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHc.S
RJH016 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8Ml6N28R5V8W .000 —10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH017 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W —10.000 —10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 1N.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
u
FIGURE II(B). CONTROL SUPrACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER, SPEED
BRAKE AT ,9.7 DEG.
	 -^(B)MACH =
	 3.90	 PAGE	 277
tt
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH011 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FSMI6N28R'5VBW .000 .000 39.700 SREF 26go.Onn0 SO FT.	 /	 4^
RJH013 [j LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VeW
-10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES	 Vy -
RJH016 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9Eq3F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH017 d LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
-10.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 11(8). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER, SPEED
BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH011 p LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N29R5V8W .000 .000 39.700 'SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH013 p LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJHOIS O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75lB26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V9W .000 -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH017 Q LARC UPWT 1I73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 1N. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
0
FIGURE ll(B). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER, SPEED
BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.
(C)MACH
	 4.60 PAGE 279
O
U
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPD13RK
RJH011 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FSM16N28R5VSW .000 .000 39.700
RJHO13 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)926C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
-10.000 .000 39.700
RJH016 O LARC UPWT II73(LA75)825C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 39.700





XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
Q
FIGURE 11(B). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER, SPEED
BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.
E
(C)MACH =	 4.60 PAGE 280
lti
DATA SET SY480L CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPO8RK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH011 O LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 .000 39.700 SREF ?690.0000 SOFT.
RJH013 Cl LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W -10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH016 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH017 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8(115N2BR5VBW
-10.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 1N.	 YO









FIGURE II(B). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER, SPEED









DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH011 LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW .000 .00 39..700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.RJH013 LARC UPWT 1173(LA751B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW -10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHESRJH016 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHESRJH017 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FSMIEN28R5VBW -10.000 -i0.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.70n0 IN. XO
YMP.P .0000 IN. YO
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FIGURE II(B). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER, SPEED




DATA SET	 SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
	
RJH011
	 U LARC UPWT 11731LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW
	
RJH013	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH016
	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N29R5V8W
	











SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.
LREF 474.8000 INCHES
BREF 936.6800 INCHES
XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP . 0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
a
FIGURE II(B). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER, SPEED
BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.




















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
















39.700 BREF 936 . 6800 INCHES
RJH01'7 L1 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W —10.000 — 10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO














XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO
SCALE	 .0150
-1"i
DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJH011	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)82GC9E43F8MI6N2BR5VBW
RJH013	 [] LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W
RJH016	 O	 LARC UPWT 11731LA751826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W






FIGURE 11(9). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER, SPEED
(C)MACH
	 4.60
BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.	
PAGE	 285= 
lam ._ 	 _- .. _ .__
	
_... .._ .........^..^ ^^..




DATA SET SYMBOL	 COW! WHAT ICN
	 ELEVON RUDDER SPQBRK
SJHOII
	 O	 LARC UPWIT 1173tLA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5VeW
	 .000	 .000	 39.700
SJIIO13	 q 	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N2eR5V8W 	
-10.000	 .000	 39.700
SJH016	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173fLA75)926C9E43F8MI6N29R5VBW 	 .000 -10.000	 39.700






XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO
SCALE	 .0150
ft 1
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 Fl R 1n 12 '14 1R 1R 2n 2P 24 PR PR
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FIGURE 11(8). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER, SPEED 	 1









DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
SJH0l1 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5vew 1000 .000 39.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
SJH013 q LARC UPWT 11731LA751B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW
-10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
SJH016 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW 000 -10.000 39.700 SREF 936.6800 INCHES
SJH017 p LARC UPWT 11731LA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W -10.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 1N.	 XO_
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE II(B). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER, SPEED
BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
SJH011 O LARC MIT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8Mi6N28R5V8W .000 .000 39.700 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
SJH013 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W -10.000 .000 39.700 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
SJH016 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)e26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W _000 -10.000 39.700 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
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FIGURE ll(B). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER, SPEED
BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.
( C ) MACH =	 4.60	 PAGE	 288
t
I +-
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FIGURE II(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF
BRAKE AT 70 DEG.
(A)MACH =	 2.86
v
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH057 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8Ml6N28R5Y8W .000 .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH058 q LARC UPWT 1.173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH061 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH062 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 -10.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO





DATA SET SYMBOL CIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK
RJH057 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28RSVBW .000 .000 70.000
RJH058 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)I326C9E43F6MI6N28R5V8W
—10.000 .000 70.000
RJH061 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 —10.000 70.000
RJH062 dn6 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W




XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO





FIGURE II(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER.SPEED






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGJRATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK
RJH057 Q	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16W-SR5VBW .000 .000 70.000
RJH058 1173(LA75)926C9E43FGM16N28R5V8W -10.000 .000 70.000
RJH061
q^	 LARC UPWTC
LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 70.000





XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
i
E _V
DATA SET SYMBO.. CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH057 d LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW .000 .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
RJH058 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75JB26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES	 ^f---
RJH061 O LARC UPWT I1731LA75t826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 70.000 BREF 536.6900 INCHES
RJH062 6, LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)1326C9E43FBM16N28P.5V8W
-10.000 -!0.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 1N.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
-.4	 -.2
	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0
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FIGURE II(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,SPEED
BRAKE AT 70 DEG.







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEV%
RJH057 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75iB26C9E43FBMI6N28R5VeW .000
RJH0513 [] LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9C43F8M16N28R5VBW
-10.000
RJH061 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W .000




ER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
00 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
00 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
00 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
00 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO	 _a
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIGURE 11(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER.SPEED









FIGURE II(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,SPEED
(A)MACH	 z.86
BRAKE AT 70 DEG
- 
4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBW
RJH057 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 .000 70.000
RJH058 q LARC UPWT I173tLA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W -10.000 .000 70.000
RJH061 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 70.000





XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO






















XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO




DATA SET	 SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
	
RJH057	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	
RJH058	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH061
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	

















FIGURE 11(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER.SPEED










































XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
	DATA SET	 SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
R,JH057 O
 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
	
RJH058	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
	
RJH061	 G LARC UPWT t173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	




























XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE II(C)-. CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,SPEED
BRAKE AT 70 DEG.
(B)MACH
	 3.90 PAGE 297
B) MACE
DATA SET SYMBOL !CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH057 O LARC UPIWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W ,000 ,000 70..000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH058 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W -10.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH061 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2GR5V8W .000 -10.000 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH062 & LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W -10.;00 -10.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO



















XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO





RJH058	 g LARC UPWT 1173(LA75 ► B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
RJH061	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N2BR5VBW
RJH062	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
a
FIGURE II(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER.SPEED
BRAKE AT 70 DEG.




























RJH062 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
-10.000 -10.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
-.4	 -.2	 0	 .2	 .4	 .6	 .8	 1.0	 1.2	 1.4
CN
FIGURE 11tC1. CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,SPEED





rDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK
RJH057 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW .000 .000 70.000
RJH058 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N28R5VBW
-10.000 .000 70.000
RJH061 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 70.000






XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO	 - -
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FIGURE 11(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,SPEED
BRAKE AT 70 DEG.








DATA SET SYMB(X CONFIGURATION ELEVOM RLWER SPDBRK KFEREW, E lY eORMAT I OM
RJH057 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43F8MI6M28R5V8W .000 .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
RJH058 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH061 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH062 A LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 -10.000 70.000 XMRP IC76.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
a








	DATA SET	 SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
	
RJH057	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW
	
RJH058
	 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
	
RJH061	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	














XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 11(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION































XMRP 1076.7000 TN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN,	 ZO
Srei F . 0 i 50
DATA SET SYMBOL
	 CONFIGURATION
RJH057	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA751B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VSW
RJH058	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH061
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N28R5V8W
RJH062	 L LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F&N16N28R5V8W
DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJH057	 U LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH058	 8 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH061
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W















XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO	 -- -
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO








FIGURE II(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,SPEED
BRAKE AT 70 DEG.
(C)MACH =
	 4.60 PAGE	 305
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDS"DC
RJH057 O LARC UPWT 1t73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 .000 70.000
RJH058 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75IE326C9E43F8Ml6N28R5V8W
-10.000 .000 70.000
RJH061 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 70.000





XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 11(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,SPEED
BRAKE AT 70 DEG.(C)MACH =
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FIGURE I1(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,SPEED
BRAKE AT 70 DEG.
(C)MACH -	 4.60 PAGE	 307
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK
RJH057 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N28R5VBW .000 .000 70.000
RJH058 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
-10.000 .000 70.000
RJH061 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 70.000







XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO




DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJI.1057	 p LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH058	 q LARC UPWT II73tLA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH061
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N2eR5V8W
RJH062
	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43FBi116N2BR5VBW
ELEVON	 RUDDER	 SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000	 .000	 70.000	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
-10.000	 .000	 70.000	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
.000	 -10.000
	 70.000	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
-10.000	 -10.000
	 70.000	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN.	 XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO
SCALE	 .0150
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FIGURE 11(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,SPEED









RJH057	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH058	 q LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43FGM16N28R5V8W
RJH061
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH062
	 6, LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8Ml6N28R5V8W
ELEVON RUDDER SPD8RK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 .000 70.000 SREF 2691.0000 SO FT.
-10.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 -10.000 70.0^0 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
-10.000 -10.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO	 -
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FIGURE Il(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,SPEED







DATA SET SYMBOL COW I "AT I ON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBW
RJH057 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75s826CSE43F8'S16N28R5VBW .000 .000 70.000
RJH058 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
—10.000 000 70.000
RJH061 t? LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F6MI6N28R5V8W .000 — 10.000 70.000
RJH062 ZS, LARC UPWT 1173(LA75lR26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W






XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO




FIGURE II(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,SPEED
BRAKE AT 70 DEG.















ELEVON	 RUDDER	 SPOBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000	 .000	 70.000	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
-10.000	 .000	 70.000	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
.000	 -10.000	 70.000	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
-10.000	 -10.000	 70.000	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
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j	 FIGURE 11(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,SPEED
BRAKE AT 70 DEG.
(C)MACH

















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH057 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
.000 .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH058 Ej LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 U00 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH061 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBMI6N28R5VBW .000 -10.000 70.000 SREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH062 d LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-1.0.000 -10.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
a
FIGURE ll(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,SFEED
BRAKE AT 70 DEG.(C)MACH _	 4.60	 PAGE	 312
a0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK
SJH057 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75IB26C9E43F8MI6N2SR5V8W
.000 .000 70.000
SJH058 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C5E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
-10.000 .000 70.000
SJH061 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 70.000







XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
1
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FIGURE 11(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND




SREF	 2690.0000	 SOX T.
LREF 474.8000 1NCHES
BREF 936.6800 INCHES
XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO




DATA SET SYNfM CONFIOURAT1ON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK
SJH057 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)1326C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW 000 .000 70.000
`	 SJH05B LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W_
-10.000 .000 70.000
SJH061 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8Ml6N28R5VBW .000 -I0.000 70.000
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FIGURE 11(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER.SPEED













DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPD8RK REFERENCE INFORMATION
SJH057 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
SJH058 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
SJH061 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
SJH062 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 -10.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
a
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FIGURE 11(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,SPEED
BRAKE AT 70 DEG.




BREF 936.6800 INCHES	 ----
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
DATA SET SYM30L CONFICURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPD8RK
RJH065 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826CSE43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 .000 82.500
RJH066 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
-10.000 .000 82.500
RJH069 0 LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)826C9E43F8tll6N2BR5VBW .000 -10.000 82.500
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FIGURE II(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDOER,SPEED
BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
(A)MACH =	 2.86	 PAGE	 316
mw	 r
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH065 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH066 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F9M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH069 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH070 p LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
-10.000 -10.000 62.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
a
FIGURE II(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,SPEED
BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE IWORHATION
RJH065 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT,
RJH066 0 LARC UPWT 1173tLA7531326C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
-10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH069 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH070 Z^ LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO	 ---
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO







FIGURE II(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,SPEED
(A)MACH =
	 2.86	







XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 Y0
ZMRP 375.0000 1N. ZO
	




0 LARC UPWT II731LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	
RJH066	 Cl LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	
RJH069	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
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FIGURE II(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,
BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
(A)MACH =	 2.86





1173(LA75l826C9E43F8MI6N28R5VeW .000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.















RJH070 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 1N.	 YO
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FIGURE II(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,SPEED
BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
(A)MACH =	 2.86	 PAGE
	 320
DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION	 ELEVON	 RUDDER	 SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH065	 Q	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826':9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W
	 .000	 .000	 82.500	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SOFT.
RJH066	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
-10.000
	 .000	 82.500	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
RJH069	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	 .000	 -10.000	 82.500	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
RJH070	 0	 LARC UPWT 1173tLA751826C9E43FB116N2BR5VBW
	 -10.000	 -10.000	 82.500	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
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FIGURE II(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,SPEED
BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
























-10.000	 -10.000	 82.500	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO







































ELEVON	 RUDDER	 SPOBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000	 .000	 82.500	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SOFT.
-10.000
	
.000	 82.500	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
.000	 -10.000	 82.500	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES




ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO










FIGURE il(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,SPEED





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDSPK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH065 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N29R5V8W .000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH066 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH069 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH070 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75) 826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 -10.004 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 1N.	 YO
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FIGURE II(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,SPEED
BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
(B)MACH =
	 3.90	 PAGE	 324
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK
RJH065 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9[43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 .000 82.500
RJH066 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W -10.000 .000 82.500
RJH069 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 82.500





XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO




DATA SET SYMBOL_ COW IGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH065 O LARC UPWT II73)LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
RJH066 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8Ml6N28R5V8W
-10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH069 p LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8Ml6N28R5V8W .000 -I0.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH070 A LARC UPWT 11731LA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W -10.000 -10.000 82.500 XHRP 1076.7000 1N. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO





FIGURE ll(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,SPEED
BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
(B)MACH =














XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO








RJH066	 LARC UPWT 11731LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH069	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
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FIGURE II(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,SPEED




DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGURW ON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBW REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH065 O LARC UPWT 1173tLA751826C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW .000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH066 q LARC UFWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI5N28R5V8W -10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH069 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43r'BM16N28R5VSW .000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH070 D LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW
-10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 11(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,SPEED
DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJH065	 0 LAkc- UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VOW
RJH066	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA751B26C9E43FBMI6N28R5V8W
RJH0E;9
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VGW
RJH070
	














XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
}
U
BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
(B)MACH	 3.90	 PAGE	 329
k
DATA SET SYMBOL COW I OURAT 10.4 ELEVON RIJ.i EER SPOM. WEVERENCE IWORMAT I M
R-HO65	 0 LARC PWT 1173eLA751826C9E43FOM16N28R5VBW .000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH066	 G LARC LFWT 1173(LA-,5)826C9E43FBM16N22R5VBW
—10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES





D LARC UPWT 1173 (LA75)826C9E'13FBM16N28R5VBW
—10.000 —10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 1N.	 XJ
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 11(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER.SPEED
BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.














XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
V—_ __.__ti
	DATA SET	 SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
	
RJH065	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	
RJH066	 q LARC UPWT 11731LA75)B26C9E43F8Mi6N28R5V8W
	
RJH069	 O	 LARC UPWT 11731LA751826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
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FIGURE 11(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,SPEED
BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
(B)MACH =	 3.90	 PAGE	 331
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDSi(K REFERENCE IWORMATRON
RJH065 O LARC t,°AT 1173(LA75)926C9E43c'E"t116R?8i15VSW .000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJHO66 ® LARC LPWT 1173tLA75)826C9E«3r8!-IIGN28R5VSW
-10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH069 O LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)926C9E43F8MISN2BR5VBW .000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6900 INCHES
RJH070 d LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43t'BM16N2BR5VBW
-10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH065 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VSLI .000 000 62.500	 - SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH066 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N26RSV8W
-10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH069 O LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH070 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
-10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
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FIGURE II(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,SPEED
BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
(C)MACH =	 4.60	 PAGE	 333
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH065
RJH066
ARC UPWT(]	 UPWT:ARC I173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.INCHES -













RJH070 L	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW -10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
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FIGURE II(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,SPEED
BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
(C)MACH	 =	 4.60 PAGE 334
DATA SET SYMBOL
	
CONFIGURATION	 ELEVON	 RUDDER	 SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH065
	 S	 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8M!6N2BR5V8W	 .000	 .000	 82.500	 SREF	 2690.0000	 S0.FT.RJH066	 LARC UPWT 1I73(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 	 -10.000	 .000	 82.500	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
RJH069	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW 	 .000	 -10.000	 82.500	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
RJH070
	 a	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	 -10.000	 -10.000	 82.500	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
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FIGURE II(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,SPEED
BRAKE AT 82..5 DEG.









DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH065 0 LARC UP6-T 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW .000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
RJH066 0 LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH069 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH070 ZN-k LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
-10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE I1(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,SPEED
BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
















LARC UPWT 1173 (LA75) 826C9E43F8M 16N28R5V8W
ELEVON	 RUDDER	 SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000	 .000	 82.500	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
-10.000	 .000	 82.500	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
.000	 -10.000	 82.500	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
-10.000	 -10.000	 82.500	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
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j	 FIGURE II(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,SPEED
	
t
i	 BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.(C)MACH	 =	 4.60	 PAGE	 337
t	 -'
DATA SET SYMBOL. CiJNF IGURAT1I ON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK
RJH065 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826CO-E43FG116N28R5V8W .000 .000 82.503
RJH066 [] LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26CSE43F8M16N28R5VeW
-10.000 .000 82.500
RJH069 © LARC UPWT 1173(LA75l826C9E43FSM16N2BR5V8W .000 -10.000 82.500




XMRP 1076.7000 1N.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
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XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO















DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJH065
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW
RJH066
	
Cl LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH069	 0	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH070


















FIGURE II(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,SPEED
BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
(C)MACH =	 4.60	 PAGE	 339
t
Ab
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGJRATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDSRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
SJH065
8
LARC UM4T 11731LA75)626C9E43F8M)6NEBR5VBW .000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
SJH066 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)B26CSE43F8M16N28R5V8W -10.000 .000 92.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
SJH069 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75,B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW .000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES	 ^_ ---
SJH070 & LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW -10.000 -10.000 82.n^ 0 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 1N.	 ZO
SCALE .01503 
1
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FIGURE II(D)._ CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,SPEED
BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
(A)MACH
	 2.86	 PAGE	 340
v0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
SJH065- 0 LARC UPWT 11.73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
SJH066 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
-10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
SJH069 O LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
SJH070 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8V -10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 1N. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
e 1
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FIGURE '11(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,SPEED
BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.





XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK
SJH065 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 .000 82.500
SJH066 j3 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W -10.000 .000 82.300
SJH069 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 82.500
SJH070 11 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VGW -10.000 -10.000 82.500
3
C	 I —
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FIGURE ll(D). CONTROL SURFACE tNTERACTION OF ELEVON AND RUDDER,SPEED
(C)MACH =	 4.60	 PAGE	 342




























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON
RJH003 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW .000
RJH005 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8Ml6N28R5V8W 5.000
RJH013 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW .000
RJHOT4 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8N16N28R5V8W 5.000
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FIGURE 12'(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
AT -10 DEG. TRIM ELEVON
I (A)MACH =	 2.86
	 PAGE	 343
t
f	 DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION' AILRON ECEVON 5PO RK RErgpKwa Ih.MT-"a	 IGN
RJH003 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W n00 -10.000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH005 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826CSE43F8M16N28R5V8W 5..10 -I0.000 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH013 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826CSE43FBM16N28R5VBW 000 -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH014 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28P.5V8W 5.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.1000 IN. XO	 - -
RJH020 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FGM16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 52.700 YMRP 0000 1N.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
0
FIGURE 12(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
AT -10 DEG. TRIM ELEVON
(A)MACH -





FIGURE 12(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIV";ESS






DATA SET SYM90L CONFIGURATION AILRON	 ELEVON	 SPDBRK
RJH003 O8 LARC UPWT Il73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000	 -10.000	 25.000RJH005 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000	 -10.000	 25.000
RJH013 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000	 -10.000	 39.700
RJH014 p LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000	 -10.000	 39.700
RJH020
.08









XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
{AILRON ELEVON SP08RK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 -10.000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.--
5.000 -10.000 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 -10.000 39.700 SREF 936.6800 INCHES
5.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
5.000 -10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO




	 0 LARC '_.'WT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH005	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI5N28R5V8W
RJH013
	 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH01,4	 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH020	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FSM16N28R5VGW
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FIGURE 12(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS










DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJH003	 O LARC UPWT I173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VPW
RJH005	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5V8W
RJH013	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)626C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW
RJH014	 Q LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)B26C9E43F8Ml6N28R5VBW
RJH020	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
AILRON ELEVON SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 -10.000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
5.000 -10.000 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
5.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
5.000 -10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YO




FIGURE 12(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
AT —10 DEG. TRIM ELEVON
(A)MACH =
	 2.86	 PAGE	 347











RJH013 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W .000	 -10.000	 39.700
RJH014 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000	 -10.000	 39.700
RJH020
.02








XMRP 1076.7000 1N. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
U
a
FIGURE 12(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS



















XMRP 1076.7000 lf.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO







RJH003	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75.)826C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
RJH005	 0 LARC UPWT 1173tLA751826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
RJH013	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N2BR5VOW
RJH014	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W

















FIGURE 12(A .;EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
AT -10 DEG. TRIM ELEVON
(A)MACH =






	 (} LARC UPWT II73(LA75)926C9E43F8Ml6N28R5V8W
	
RJH005
	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH013	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH014	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	


















AILRON ELEVON SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 -10.000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.
5.000 -10.000 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
5.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
5.000 -10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
a
FIGURE 12(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
(A)MACH =
	 2.86	





	 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH005
	 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH013
	 O LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH014	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5vew

















XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 12(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS









DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH003 QQ DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 -10.000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FY.
RJH005 U DATA NOT AVAILABLE 5.000 -10.000 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH013 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N2BR5VBW .000 -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH014 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
RJH020 L- LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 52.700 :'MRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
a
FIGURE 12(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS





XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
	
AILRON ELEVON SPDBRK
RJH003 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE	 .000 -10.000 25.000
RJH005	 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	
5.000 -10.000 25.000
RJH013	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW 	 .000 -10.000	 39.700
RJH014	 p LARC- UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43Fi3Ml6N28R5VBW 	 5.000 -10.000	 39.700
RJH020




FIGURE 12(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
AT -10 DEG. TRIM ELEVON
















XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
F,	 ,
DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJH003
	 u DATA NOT AVAILABLE-
RJHG05
	 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH013
	 n LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E')3FBM16N28R5VBW
RJH014LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N2BR5VBW
RJH020
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FIGURE 12(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
AT -10 DEG. TRIM ELEVON(B)MACH =	 3.90	 PAGE	 354
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON SPDBRK
RJH003 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 -10.000 25.000
RJH005 Ll DATA NOT AVAILABLE 5.000 -10.000 25.000
RJH013 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 39.700
RJH014 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W 5.000 -10.000 39.700






XMRP 1075.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 12(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION CN AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
AT -10 DEG. TRIM ELEVON
( B) MACH =
	 3.80	 PAGE	 355
--
vDATA SET SYMBOL.	 CONFIGURATION
RJH003O DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH005	 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH013
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N2eR5V6W
RJH014	 ^ LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH020	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW
AILRON ELEVON SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 -10.000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.
5.000 -10.000 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 -10.000 39.700 SREF 936.6800 INCHES
5.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
5.000 -10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
0
FIGURE 12(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
AT -10 DEG. TRIM ELEVON












DATA SET SYMBOL 	 CONFIGURATION
RJH003
	 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH005
	 q DA1A NOT AVAILABLE`
RJH013
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
RJH014LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F&`I6N28R5V8W







AILRON ELEVON SPDBW REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 -10.000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
5.000 -10.000 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
5.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
5.000 -10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
a
FIGURE 12(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS




























AILRON	 ELEVON	 SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000	 -10.000	 25.000	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
5.000	 -10.000	 25.000	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
.000	 -10.000	 39.700	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
5.000	 -10.000	 39.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
5.000	 -10.000	 52.700	 YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO















FIGURE 12(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
AT -10 DEG. TRIM ELEVON
(B)MACH =




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH003 S DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 -10.000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.RJH005 a DATA NOT AVAILABLE 5.000 -10.000 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH013 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
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FIGURE 12(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
AT -10 DEG. TRIM ELEVON
(C)MACH =	 4.60
	 PAGE	 359
DATA SET SYHBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJH003
	 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH005
	 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH013	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V9W
RJH014LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E4'.IFS,116N28R5VBW









AILRON ELEVON SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 -10.000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
5.000 -10.000 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
5.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 1N. XO
5.000 -10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
a
FIGURE 12(A)_ EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
AT -10 DEG. TRIM ELEVON(C)MACH =






XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON SPDBW
RJH003 O8 DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 -10.000 25.000RJH005 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 5.000 -10.000 25.000
RJH013 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 39.700
RJH014 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.0,,0 -10.000 39.700
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FIGURE 12(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
AT -10 DEG. TRIM ELEVON
(C)MACH
	 q.60	 PAGE	 361
DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION	 AILRON	 ELEVON	 SPOBW	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJP003	 Q	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	 .000	 -10.000	 25.000	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
RJH005
	 U -	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE	 5.000	 -10.000	 25.000	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
RJH013
	 O	 LARC UPWT II731LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W
	 .000	 -10.000	 39.700	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
RJH014
	 Q	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N2BR5VBW
	 5.000	 -10.000	 39.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
RJH020	 a	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI5N2BR5VBW
	 5.000	 -10.000	 52.700	 YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
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FIGURE 12(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
AT -10 DEG. TRIM ELEVON
(C)MACH	 4.60	 PAGE	 362
r-'y
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH003 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 -10.000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH005 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE 5.000 -10.000 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH013 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA751B26C9E43FBM16N213R5VBW .000 -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH014 LARC UPWT 11731LA751826C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW 5.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
RJH020 LARC UPWT 1173[LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 12(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS





}DATA SEf SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON
	
ELEVON	 SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH003
RJH005
Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
DAIA NOT AVAILABLE
.000	 -10.000	 25.000	 SREF





RJH013' Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBMISN28R5VBW ,000
	 -10.000	 39.700	 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH014 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000	 -10,000	 39.700	 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
RJH020 U LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW 5.000	 - 0.000	 52.700	 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO




FIGURE 12(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
AT -10 DEG. TRIM ELEVON






XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGURATION AILRON ELEVON SPDBRK
RJH003 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 -10.000 25.000
RJH005 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE 5.000 -10.000 25.000
RJH013 O LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW .000 -10.000 39.700
RJH014 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43FBMi6N28R5VBW 5.000 -10.000 39.700























FIGURE 12(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
AT -10 DEG. TRIM ELEVON
(C)MACH =
	 4.60	 PAGE	 350
e
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEWN SPOE X
RJH003 DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 -10.000 25.000
RJH005 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 5.000 -10.000 25.000
RJH013 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 39.7C0





















XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
a
FIGURE 12(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
AT —10 DEG. TRIM ELEVON
(C)MACH =	 4.60	 PAGE	 366
21
d0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON SPOBRK
SJH003 S LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43f8MI6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 25.000SJH005 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 25.000
SJH013 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B2GC9E43FBM16PI28R5VBW .000 -10.000 39.700
SJH014 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 39.700







XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
Ck 1 '
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FIGURE 12(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS








XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO	 -"'"-
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRf3N ELEVON SPDB%;4
SJH003 Q8 DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 -10.000 25.000SJH005 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 5.000 -10.000 25.000
SJH013 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 39.700
SJH014 LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43F8`ll6N28R5VBW 5.000 -10.000 39.700
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FIGURE 12(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS









XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
aO
DATA SET CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON SPOBRKSYMBOL.
SJH003 Q	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
.000 -10.000 25.000
SJH005 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 5.000 -10.000 25.000
SJH013 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N28R5VeW .000 -10.000 39.700
SJH014 LARC UPWT Il73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 39.700
SJH020 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW 5.000 -10.000 52.700
Q
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FIGURE 12(A). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
AT -10 DEG. TRIM ELEVON
(C)MACH











	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBMi6N28R5V8W
	
RJH059
	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C3E43FBM16N28R5VBW
	
RJH066
	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	
RJH067
	 A LARC UPWT ,1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N26R5V8W









AILRON ELEVON SFI)Br,' REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 - 10.000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
5.00E -10.000 70.900 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 -10.000 82.500 8REF 936.6800 1NC14ES	 --
5.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
1-t-
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FIGURE 12(8). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS







DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJH058	 O LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH059	 a LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
RJH066	 O	 LARC UPWT 11731LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH067
	 L, LAPZ UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
A^^
AILRON ELEVON SPOBRK `	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 -10.000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
5.000 -10.000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
5.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
a
FIGURE I2(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
AT -10 DEG. TRIM EL£VON
(A)MACH =	 2.36	 PAGE	 371
E
V
DATA 'SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH058 0 LARC UPWT 1I731LA751826C9E43FBMIGN28R5V8W .000 -10.000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH059 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)R26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH066 0 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH067 d LARC UPWT 11731LA751826C9E43F8M16N2RR5V8W 5.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN,	 ZO
SCALE .0150
a
FIGURE 12(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
AT 10 DEG. TRIM ELEVON
(A)MACH =
	 2.86	 PAGE	 372
t
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON	 ELEVON SPD9RK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH058 O LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M ► 6N28R5V8W .000	 -10.000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH059 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000	 -10.000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH066
RJH067












YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 12(8). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
AT — 10 DEG.	 TRIM ELEVON
(A)MACH =	 2.86 PAGE 373
E




XMRP 1076.7000 1N. XO^^
YMRP .0000 IN_ YO








DATA SET SYMBOL CONIFIOLRATION AILRON ELEVON SPD6<.k
RJH058 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FSM16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 70.000
RJH059 0 LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5Ve!4 5.000 -10.000 70.000
RJH066 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 82.500
RJH067 Z^6 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 82.500
1
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FIGURE 12(8). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
AT —10 DEG. TRIM) ELEVON
(A)MACH

















XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJH058	 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43r8MIR!-nR5VBW
RJH059	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VOW
RJH066	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43FBM16N28R5VB14
RJH067	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N26R5V8W
Q
FIGURE 12(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
AT -10 DEG. TRIM ELEVON
(A)MACH —
	 8.86	 PAGE	 375
4
DATA SET SYM3OL COW I GMAT ION AILRON ELEVON SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH058 Q LARC UPW 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V6W .000 -10.000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SR.FT.
RJH059 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES	 ---^
RJH066 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N2eR5V8W 1000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH067 LARC UPWT )173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO





















FIGURE 12(8). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
AT — 10 DEG. TRIM ELEVON
( A )MACH =








DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
R,11-;058 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH059 q LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH066 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.680. INCHES
RJH067 p LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW 5.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 1N.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
a
FIGURE 12(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECr!VENESS




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON SPDBRK
RJH058 0 LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)826C9E43FSM16N28R5VSW .000 -10.000 70.000
RJH059 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 70.000
RJH066 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F'8M16N2BR5VBW .000 -10.000 B?.500





XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 12(8). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
AT -10 DEG. TRIM ELEVON(B)MACH -
	 3.90
	 PAGE	 378
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON SPOBRK
RJH058 0 LARC UPWT 11731LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 70.000
RJH059 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FGMI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -1.0.000 70.000
RJH066 O LARC UPWT 1`173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 82.500






XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO




FIGURE 12(6). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
AT -I0 DEG. TRIM ELEVON(B)MACH =
	 3.90	 PAGE	 379
E _
U	 -
DATA SET 5YMSOL CONFIGURATION AILRCNv ELEVON SPDB`t9C REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH058-
RJH059




















RJH067 D LARC UPWT 11'73(LA7t:)B26C9E43FBMI6N2BR5V8W 5.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
a
FIGURE 12(8). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
AT —10 DEG. TRIM ELEVON
^8)MACH =	 3..90	 PAGE	 380
EU -.
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ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO	 1
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FIGURE 12(8). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
AT -10 DEG. TRIM ELEVON 	 r
(B)MACH =





LREF 474.8000 INCHES	 /
BREF 936.6800
-
INCHES	 3 	 —
XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .00()d 1N. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
DATA SET SYHRM	 COW IGURATION
RJH058	 O LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH059	 0 LARC IWWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH066	 O LARC UPWT 11731LA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
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FIGURE 12(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
AT — 10 DEG. TRIM ELEVON(B)MACH =	 3.90	 PAGE	 382
i4 A
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH058 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 - 10.000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH059 (] LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 70.000 LREF 474.8t00 INCHES
RJH066 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)8c6C9E43f8MI6N28R5VSW .000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6JU0 INCHES
RJH067 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIGURE 12(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS 	 _ ----
AT -10 DEG. TRIM ELEVON(B)MACH =	 3.90	 PAGE	 383I
t
J	
DATA SET	 SYMM	 CONFIGURATION
RJH058 O LARC UPVT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW
	
RJH059	 8 LARC UPWT 1173TLA751B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
	


















XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN,	 ZO
SCALE .0150
a
FIGURE 12(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
AT -I0 DEG. TRIM ELEVON













DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON	 ELEVON SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH058 Q LARC LIPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW .000	 -10.000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH059 11 LARC UPWT 1173(LA7b)B26C9E43FaMl6N28R5V8W 5.000	 -10.000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH066 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N28R5V8W .000	 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.5800 INCHES
RJH067 d LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW 5.000	 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 12(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
AT -10 DEG.	 TRIM ELEVON(B)MACH =	 ?.90 PAGE 385
BATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON SPDBR€C REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH058 LARC UPWT II73tLA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 — 10.000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJHO59 LARC UP14T 11731LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 — 10.000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH066 O LARC UPWT )173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 —10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH067 clN LARC UPWT 1I73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N26R5V8W 5.000 — 10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIGURE 12(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS





DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION	 AILRON	 ELEVON	 SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH058	 O	 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 	 .000	 -10.000	 70.000	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SOFT.
RJH059	 q 	 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
	 5.000	 -10.000	 70.000	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
RJH066	 O	 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V9W 	 .000	 -10.000	 82.500	 BREF	 936.6800_	 INCHES
RJH067	 0	 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 	 5.000	 -10.000	 82.500	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
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FIGURE 12(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS 	 -^-
AT —10 DEG. TRIM ELEVON
(C)MACH =	 )+.60	 PAGE	 387
DATA SET SYMBOL Wt lfL ATIOhi AILRON zLEVU-N SPDBRK REFEWNCE I NFORNATION
RJH058 0 LARC UPWT 11731LA751826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 70.000 SREF	 2690.0000 SLI.FT.
RJH059 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N2eR5V8W 5.000 -10.000 70.000 LREF	 474.8000 INCHES
^-RJH066 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)626C9E43F8MI6N2eR5V8W .000 -10.000 82.500 BREF	 936.6800 INCHES
RJH067 0 LARC UPWT II73(LA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP	 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000 1N.	 YO
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FIGURE 12(B). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTI(




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON SPDBRK
RJH058 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)I326C9E43F8MI6N28R5V6W .000 -10.000 70.000
RJH059 Ll LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N2BR5V8W 5.000 -10.000 70.000
RJH066 O LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 82.500






XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 12(8). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION







XMRP 1076.7000 1N.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO











DATA SET SYMBOL	 COW IGURATION
RJH059	 Q LARC U'WT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMISN28R5V8W
RJH059
	 U LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH066	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
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FIGURE 12(8). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILE,-iON EFFECTIVENESS
AT -10 DEG. TRIM ELEVON
(C)MACH =	 4.60	 PAGE	 390
}
V
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH058 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VeW .000 -10.000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 Sa.FT.
RJH059 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA757B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW 5.000 -i0.000 70.000 LREF 474.8070 INCHES
RJH066 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F6MI6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 935.6800 INCHES
RJH067 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO	 ~y —
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
a
FIGURE 12(8). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
AT — I0 DEG. TRIM ELEVON(C)MACH —






XMRP 1076.7000 1114.	 XO
YMRP 0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON SP03RK
RJH058 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 70.000
RJH059 [] LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8Ml6N28R5VBW 5.000 -10.000 70.000
RJH066 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8!IlSN28R5VBW .000 -10.000 82.500
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FIGURE 12(8). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTI








Q LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	
RJH059	 q LARC UP14T 11731LA751B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
	
RJH066	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	
RJH067	 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
AILRON ELEVON SPDBRK
	
.000 — 10.000	 70.000
	









XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
Q
FIGURE 12(9). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
AT -10 DEG. TRIM ELEVON
(C)MACH =







































SJH066 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8Ml6N28P.5V8W .000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800	 INCHES"
SJH067 A LARC UPWT 11731LA75)826C9E'i3FBM16N2BR5VBW 5.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP .0000	 IN. YO
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FIGURE 12(8). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
AT -10 DEG. TRIM ELEVON
(A)MACH =






DATA SET	 SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
SJH058Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
SJH059	 U LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C5E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
SJH066 	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
SJH067	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
3
r
AILRON ELEVON SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 -10.000 70.000 SREF 2690.0030 SOFT.
5.000 -10.000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6000 INCHES
5.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO	 —
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FIGURE 12(8). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS






DATA SET iH30L	 CONFIGURATION
SJH058
	 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)1326C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW
SJH059	 q LARC UPWT 11731LA75)B26C9E43FBMI5N28R5VeW
SJH066	 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
SJH067	 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F9MI6N28R5V8W
CA
AILRON ELEVON SPDBRI+:












XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 12(8). EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION ON AILERON EFFECTIVENESS




AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 -10.000 .000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.
5.000 -10.000 .000 25.000 LREF 474.8700 INCHES
.000 -10.000 -10.000 25.000 BREF 936.u800 INCHES
5.000 -10.000 -10.000 25.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 13(A). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 25 DEG.




	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH005
	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH008	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA753B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH009
	 6. LARC UPWT 1I731LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
J
U
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK
RJH003 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 .000 25.000
RJH005 q LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)82GC9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW 5.000 -10.000 .000 25.000
RJH008 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FGM16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 -10.000 25.000





XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
a
FIGURE 13(A). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT — 10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 25 DEG.(A)MACH =	 Z.85	 PAGE
	
398
AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 -10.000 .000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
5.000 -10.000 .000 25.000 LREF 474.3000 INCHES
.000 -10.000 -10.000 25.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
5.000 -10.000 -10.000 25.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE 0150
DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJH003
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW
RJH005
	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJHOOB
	 0	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMiGi42BR5V8W
RJH009
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FIGURE 13(A,). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDM REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH003 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 .000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH005 LL]] LARC UPWT )173(LA75)826C9E43F8M)6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 ?5.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH008 O LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 -I0.000 25.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH009 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA751B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 25.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
rt.1-ALLrt^r tr^ur13U
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FIGURE 13(A). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 25 DEG.
(A)MACH =	 z.86	 PAGE	 400
1
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH003 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW .000 -10.000 .000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.
RJH005 q LARC UPWT 1I73(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHFS
RJH008 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 -10.000 25.000 BREF 936 6800 INCHES
RJH009 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 25.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO	 ^—
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FIGURE 13(A). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELE`'1.;^ 1, SPEED BRAKE AT 25 DEG.








XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
}
U
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDEW 6P03RI^
RJH003 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75 ) 826C9E43F9M16N28R5V8W .000 -10 . 000 .000 25.000
RJH005 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10 .000 .000 25.000
RJH008 O LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 -10.000 25.000
RJH009 4, LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N2eR5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 25.000
a
FIGURE 13(A). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT —10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 25 DEG.
(A)MACH =	 2.56	 PAGE	 402
aFIGURE 13(A). CONTROL SURFACE `NTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT —10 DEGREES
TRIM' ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 25 DEG.
(A)MACH =





XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK
RJH003 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 .000 25.000
RJH005 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 25.000
RJH008 0 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 -10.000 25.000





















	 LARC UPWT !173(LA75)826C9E43F8HI6N28R5V8W




	 LARC UPWT 11731LA75) t B26C9E43F8MI6N2GR5V8W
	 5.000 -10.000
	 .000	 25.000	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
RJH008	 O	 LARC U-1	 i173tLA75i826C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW
	 .000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 25.000	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
RJH009	 ns
	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW
	 5.000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 25.000	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 1N. YO
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FIGURE 13(A). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
SJH003 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW .000 -10.000 .000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
SJH005 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
SJH008 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 -10.000 25.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
SJH009 Z LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -IO.GUO -10.000 25.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
1










FIGURE 13(A).. CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 25 DEG.





XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .00C^, IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION A1LRON ELEVON RUDDER SIJERK
RJH013 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VaW DOD -10.000 .000 39.700
RJH014 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700
RJH017 0 LARC U'WT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N2aR5V8W .000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700
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FIGURE 13(8). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT —10 DEGREES




	DATA SET	 SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
	
RJH013
	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
	
RJH014	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	




L 'LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43FGM16N28R5V8W
AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK
	
.000 -10.000	 .000	 39.700
	
5.000 -10.000	 .000	 39.700
	
.000 -10.000 -10.000	 39.700
	







XMRP 1076.7000 IN, XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
a
FIGURE 13(8). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT —10 DEGREES
(A)MACH 
	 2 . X35
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.
	
PAGE	 407=
EDATA SET SYMBOL	 CONE I GURA T i OAS
RJH013
	 O LARC UFAT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FeMI6N28R5V8W
RJH014	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
RJH017	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W
RJH018	 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
AiLRON ELEVON RUDDF. EPa'i3E-ik REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
5.000 -10_000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES-
.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
5.000 -i0.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
0
FIGURE 13(B). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.
(A)MACH	 2.86	 PAGE	 408
DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJH013
	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N28R5V8W
RJH014	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F3MI6N28R5V8W
RJH017	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173)LA75)826C9E43FGM16N2BR5V8W
RJHO)8
	 Z LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)e26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK
	
.000 -10.000	 .000	 39.700
	











XMRP 1076.7000 1N. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE 0150
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FIGURE 13(B). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES




DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGLIRATIOM AILRON ELCW4 RUDDc'-, S7-DSFe:
RJH013 O LARC LP.ff 1I731LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 .000 39.700
RJH014 q LARC L)PWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N26R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700
RJH017 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 —10.000 -10.000 39.700
RJH018 0 LARC 11PWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 —10.000 —10.000 39.700
REFERENCE INFOFaK t IC-N
SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
LREF 474.8000 INCHES
BREF 936.6800 INCHES	 f	 --
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 13(B). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG,
(A)MACH
	 2.86	 PAGE	 410
IDATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION	 AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH013	 O LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
	 .000 -10.000	 .000	 39.700	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
RJH014	 []	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	 5.000 -10.000	 .000	 39.700	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
RJH017	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43F6M16N28R5VBW
	 .000 -10.000 -10.000
	 39.700	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
RJH018	 0	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	 5.000 -10.000 -10.000
	 39.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO	 -
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FIGURE 13(B). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.
(A)MACH =
	 2.85	 PAGE	 411
t
L:
DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGURATION! AILRON ELEVON RUDOER SPDSRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH013 0 LARC UPWT t173(LA75;B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VeW .000 -10.000 .000 39.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH014 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FGMI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH017 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH018 iN LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO























XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE 0150
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK
RJH013 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW .000 -10.000 .000 39.700
RJ11014 q LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700
RJH017 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBF116N2BR5VBW .000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700
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FIGURE 13(H). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.
(A)MACH =
	 2.86	 PAGE	 413





LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MISN28R5V8W .000 —10.000 .000 39.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
—
LARC UPWT 1173(LA75(826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW 5.000 —10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH017 P LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW .000 —10.000 — 10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJHO18 Z^, LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW 5.000 —10.000 — 10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 13(B). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES








DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIC'1RATION	 AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH013	 0	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
	 .000 -10.000	 .000	 39.700	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
RJH014	 q 	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)1326C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
	 5.000 -10.000	 .000	 39.700	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
IiJH017	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V6W
	 .000 -10.000 -10.000	 39.700
	
BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
RJH018	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W




1076.7000	 1N. XO	 - -
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
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FIGURE 13(B). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT —10 DEGREES







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDSRK
RJH013 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5VSW .000 -10.000 .000 39.700
RJH014 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N2BR5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700
RJH017 O LARC UPWT i173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700
RJH018 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N26R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
LREF 474.8000 INCHES	 ---
BREF 936.6800 INCHES
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
a
FIGURE 13(B). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT —10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.




DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJH013O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBMIGN28R5VBW
RJH014	 8 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH017	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75le26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH018	 Z^, LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VeW
AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.
5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 SREF 936.6800 INCHES
5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMF'(P .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
-. Lf	 U	 Cf	 Li	 6	 U
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FIGURE 13(B). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.




DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEYON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH013 QQ LARC UPWT 1173(LA75 )B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W . 000 -10 . 000 .000 39.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.
RJH014 u LARC UPWT 1173(LA?5)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10 . 000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH017 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75lB26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W . 000 -10.000 -10 . 000 39 .700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES	 - -
RJH01B Z^i LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8t116N28R5VBW 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 13(B). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.
(B)MACH	 3.90	 PAGE	 418
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBW REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH013 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FGM16N2BR5VBW .000 -10.000 .000 39.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH014 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH017 O LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)826C9E43F8MI6NPBR5V8W .000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH018 A LARC UPWT 1173tLA751B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 13(B). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.
(B)MACH _
	 3.S0	 PAGE	 419
^*
DATA SET SYMBOL comFIuunxnow x/Lnow El cvow nuooEn spmBnu ncrcncwcc /wpnnmxT/ow
nuH013 0 LARC UPAT 1173(Lu75)8a5csc43reM/Smeoe5vow .000 -/u.ono 'ono 39.700 sncr 2690.0000 so'rr.
nuH014 LxRc upuT |I73/L*75,	 sran/swaoe5vew 5.000 -/o.00n .000 39.700 Lncr *74'8000 /wcmES
nJH017 Lxec upwT |/73/LA75'o26ceE43ron)6w28e5v8H .00n -/o.onn -|u.nVo 39.700 oncr 936.6800 |wc*ss
nJ*u/a Z^, Lxqc upwr 1173(L^75)oe6ceE43r8x16w28n5v8w 5.000 -|n.00u -/n.ono 39.700 xmnp 1076.7090 |w.	 xo
YMnp .0000 |w.	 Yo






















FIGURE 13(B)~ CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT —lO DEGREES
TRIMELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG'
(B)MACH =	 3'90	 PAGE	 420
aFIGURE 13(B). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT — 10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.
(B)MACH -






XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
DICTA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJH013	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
FZJH014	 D LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W
RJH017	 0 LARC UPWT 1I73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH018	 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW
AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK
	
.000 -10.000	 .000	 39.700
5.000	 10.000	 .000	 39.700
	
.000 -10.000 -10.000	 39.700
	








LREF +74. 8000 INCHES
3REF 936.6800 INCHES
XMRP 107F.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0060 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
I	 DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGLR.ATION AILRON ELEVON RUCOER SF-3RK
RJN013 LARC UPWT 1173tLA751B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
.000 -10.000 .000 39.700
RJH014 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.006 .000 39.700
RJH017 (? LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)626C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700
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FIGURE 13(8). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.
(C)MACH =	 4.60	 PAGE	 422
JU
A,
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH013 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 .000 39.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH014 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH017 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 SREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH018 0 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 13(9). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT — 10 DEGREES







	 cnmr|suRA/!om	 «|Lxom	 FLsx^"'l	 MODE.` 	 smssxu
	
ncrEmsv^^ /mrnnmAnmw
n.mn|o	 0	 '-ARC wrxT 1173(Lx75)ee6csE+3Fom162
	 'nno	 ^|o.uon	 .noo	 700	 seEr	 eagn oono	 T





LnEr	 47*.8oun	 INCHES	 ^^
nJx017	 0	 LAnC UpWr }173/L«75>82sc9[43F8n16w28R5Y8w
	 .ouU	 -xo.VC^	 -\U.00o	 39 ' 700	 enEF	 936.6800	 INCHES	 »~--'`--~
nu*n|a
	 Z1	 L4RC VpHr 1173(Lx75)826c9E43r8M16w2ee5v8w 	 5.000
	






zmnp	375.0000	 |w ' zo



















FIGURE 13(B). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION  OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT — 10 DEGREES	
---
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.
(C)MACH	 =	 If. 60
	 PAGE	 424
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK
RJH013 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N26R5V8W .000 -10.000 .000 39.700
R.JH014 q LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700
RJH017 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B2GC9E43F8M16N28R5VBW .000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700





XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE 0150
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FIGURE 13(8). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.




DATA SET SYMBOL COW10UPATION AILRON ELEW1 RUDDER SP38W REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH013 O LARC UPAT 1173(LA75(825C9E43F6M)6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 .000 39.700 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
RJH014 0 LARC L,'6WT I173(LA-5)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.002 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 1NCHES
RJH017 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 -10.00u -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH018 n^ LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
1
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FIGURE 13(9). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT —10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.(C)MACH =	 4.60	 PAGE
	 426
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK
RJH013 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW .000 -10.000 .000 39.700
RJH014 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V84I 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700
RJH017 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700





XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 13(8). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER A



















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SP6BRK
RJH013 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75?B26C9E43FBKI6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 .000 39.700
RJH014 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F6M16N28R5vaw 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700
RJH017 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA;5)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VSW .000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700





XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 1N.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
a
FIGURE 13(B). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT —10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.
(C)MACH =
	 4.60	 PAGE	 428
c
DATA 5ET 5YM901. CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH013 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75J926C9E43F6MI6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 .000 39.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH014 q LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)926C9E43F8M!6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH017 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES












I I j1 ^ 1
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO








FIGURE 13(B). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.
(C)MACH -
	 4.60	 PAGE	 429 r	 .
--I
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBPK REFERENCE INFORMATION
siHn13 QQ LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FeMI6N28R5VeW .000 -10.000 .000 39.700 SREF 2690.0000 Sa.FT.
SJH014 u LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28P.5VBW 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES'"
SJH017 O LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)826C9E43Pl3M16N28R5VBW .000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
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FIGURE 13(B).. CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION % AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.
(A)MACH =
	 2.86	 PAGE	 430
Qr
DATA !;^.T SYMBOL CONF I GURAT I ^-1 AILRON ELEVM; RUDDER SPDBRK
SJH013 0 LARC UPWT 11 73(LA75)826C5^-43FBM16N28R5VBW .000 -10.050 .000 39.700
SJH014 [1 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700
SJH017 O LARC UPWT 11.73(LA75(826C9E43F8M16N28R5V6W .000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700





XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 13tB',. CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.
(B)MACH -
	 3.90	 PAGE	 431





II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 .000 39.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOT.
SJH017
uQ UPWTLARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8WII73(LA75)826CSE43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000.000 -10.000-10.000 .000-10.000 39.70039.700 LREFBREF 474.8000936.6800 INCHESINCHES	 y
SJH018 L LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 13('B). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES




DATA SET SYMBOL	 'CONFIGURATION 	 AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
	
RJH058	 0	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	 .000 -10.000	 .000	 7010(l0	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SOFT.
	
RJH059
	 (]	 LARC UPWT 11731LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	 5.000 -10.000	 1000 70.000	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
	
RJH062





	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW
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FIGURE I3(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 70 DEG
(A)MACH --	 2.86
	 PAGE	 433
DATA SET ..YFML e.G,.., I,.,.^Ai I0 , .-.:d ,2F¢•..:
RJH059 LARC" 1173(LA751826CSE43F8[ 7^z6N28R5VGW .000 — 10.000 .000 70.00';; EREF 2690.0000 SQ.F'e.
RJH059 LARC vPWT 1173'.LA75)626C9E43F2MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 —10.000 .000 I0.007 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH062 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA,5)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW .000 —10.000 — 10.000 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH063 G LARC UPWT 1173tLA751626C9E43FB,'116N2BR5V8W 5.000 —IO.OJO — 10.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
Sral P, . n 1 Sn
	
—b —'t — ff	 U	 C!	 If	 b	 b	 1 U	 I d
	 14	 1 b	 18 d 	 dd c!4 cfb dpi 6  Scf .54
a
FIGURE 13(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT —10 DEGREES












XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK
RJH058 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 .000 70.000
RJH059 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000











FIGURE 13(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 70 DEG.
(A)MACH -	 2.85	 PAGE	 435
DATA SET SYMBOL	 COW IOURATION
RJH058
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH059
	 U LARC UPWT 1173tLA75I826C9E43F6M16N28R5VSW
RJH062
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH063
	 © LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8P116N2BR5VBW
AI€RON ELON RUDDER SPDMO REFERENCE INFO.'~MATIM
.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 6FlEF 2690.0000 SOFT.
5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.900 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCAT F .0150
r	
-.ff	 u	 .d	 4	 b	 b	 1 .0	 1 .d	 1 .1+
CN
FIGURE 13(4),. CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON SPEED BRAKE AT 70 DEG.
(A)MACH =	 E.86
	 PAGE	 436
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SP08RK
RJH058 O LARC UPWT 1173LA751B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 .000 70.000
RJH059 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA751B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000
RJH062 O LARC UPWT 11731LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000






XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 13(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
(A)MACH	 2.86
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 70 DEG.
	
PAGE	 437- 
DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJH058	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
RJH059	 p LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH062	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW
RJH063	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOSW
	.0 0 -10.000	 .000	 70.000
	










XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
a
FIGURE 13(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT — 10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 70 DEG.
(A)MACH






















AILRON	 ELEVON	 RUDDER	 SP013RK
.000	 -10.000	 .000	 70.000
5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 70.000











XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
a
FIGURE I3(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT —10 DEGREES
TRIM EL'EVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 70 DEG.
(A)MACH =
















	 COW  DURATION	 AIL7^N	 ELEVON	 RUDDER	 SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMA1tOti
RJH058
	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)I326C gF43F8M16N28R5VeW
	 .000	 -10.000	 .000	 70.000
	
SREF	 2690.0000	 SOFT.
RJH059	 0	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5.'8W
	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 70.000	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
RJH062	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)626C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	 .000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 70.000
	
BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES	 .---
RJH063
	 A	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	 5.000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 70.000
	
XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO





















FIGURE 13(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT — 10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 70 DEG.
(A)MACH _
	 2.56	 PAGE	 44Q
f r
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
P.JH058 0 LARC UPWT 1173 (LA75 )B26C9E43FBMI6N28R5V8W . 000 -10 . 000 .000 70 . 000 SREF 2690 . 0000 SO.FT.
RJH059 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH062 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH063 0 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.W0 -10.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 1N.	 XO
YMRP .0000 1N.	 YO
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FIGURE 13(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT — 10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 70 DEG.
(S)MACH —	 3.90	 PAGE	 441
AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDnK REFERENCE INFOWAT104
.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES	 /
.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES	 v-
y
5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
DATA SET SYM-90L	 CONFIGURATION
RJH058
	 O LARC LPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
RJH059
	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH062	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH063
	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FGMI6N28R5V8W
Q
FIGURE 13(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 70 DEG.








FIGURE 13(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT —10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 70 DEG.
(B)MACH =	 3.90	 PAGE	 443
I 
IF' .
AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK
	.000 -10.000	 .000	 70.000
	
5.000 -10.000	 .000	 70.000
	
.000 -10.000 -10.000	 70.000
	





XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO	 --- ^,
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
DATA SET SYMBOL
	 CONFIGURATION
RJH058O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH059
	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH062
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F9M16N28R5V8W
RJH063	 n6 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FSM16N28R5VBW
DATA SET SYM8CL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRC
RJH058 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW .000 -10.000 .000 70.000
RJH059 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000
RJH062 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W .000 -10_000 -10.000 70.000
RJH063 0 LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000
REFERENCE INFOMMATION
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
LREF 474.2000 INCHES	 ^	 -
BREF 936.6800 INCHES
XMRP 1076.7000 I.N.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO




FIGURE 13(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 70 DEG.





XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCA) F n 150
a
U
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK
RJH058 8 LARC UPWT 1I73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 .000 70.000RJH059 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V6W 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000
RJH062 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000
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FIGURE 13(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 70 DEG.
(B)MACH =	 3.90
	 PAGE	 445
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELVVON RUDDER SOBRK PREFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH058 0 LARC UPWY 1173 ( LA75 ) 826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW .000 -10.000 .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH059 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -19.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH062 O LARC UPWT 11731LA751B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VSW .000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH063 41 LARC UPWT 11731LA751B26C9E43FB416N2BR5VBW 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 1N.	 X0








FIGUEE 13(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 70 DEG.(B)MACH =




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBW REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH058 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH059 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH062 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW .000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 SREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH063 0 %ARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
a
FIGURE 13(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT —10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 70 DEG.
	 - -^
(B)MACH=
	 3.90	 PAGE	 447.
REFEREWE I€`F-ORMATION
SP—'F 2690.0000 SO FT.
LREF 474.8000 INCHES
BREF 936.6800 INCHES
XMRP 1076.7000 IN,	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO







DA :; SET SYM80L COW I GURAT I ON A I LRON ELEVON RUDO €il spcBRio
RJH058 LARC UPI-IT 1I73(LA75)826C9E43F6M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 .000 70.000
RJH059 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000
RJH062 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000
RJH063 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E49FGMI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000
a
FIGURE 13(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 70 DEG
(B)MACH -	 3.90	 PAGE	 448
E
AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK










5.000 -10.000 -10.000	 70.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.
LREF 474.8000 INCHES
BREF 936.6800 INCHES
XMRP 1076."000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
RJH058 _ARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW
RJH059 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N26R5V8W
RJH062 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH063 6	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
uiju
T
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FIGURE 13(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES









RJH058	 LARC LPWT I1731LA75)626C9E43F8MI6N2BR5V8W
RJH059	 8 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43FBMI6N28R5V8W
RJHG62	 O LARC UPWT I173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH063	 A LARC UPWT I173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
AILRON ELEVON RU1°: ZN SPZZ.1r i: REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN, XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 13(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT —10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 70 DEG.






XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 1N.	 YO






AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK
RJH058	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA751B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW 	 .000 -10.000	 .000	 70.000
RJH059	 []	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 	 5.000 -10.000	 .000	 70.000
RJH062	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 	 .000 -10.000 -10.000	 70.000
RJH063	 4,







FIGURE 13(C). CCNTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 70 DEG.




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON CLEVON RUDDER SPD9RX
RJH058 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F'BM16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 .000 70.000
RJH059 q LARC UPWT 1I73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000
RJ0362 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000




XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
REFERENCE INFORMATION
-. t f	 -.c	 U	 cf	 Lt	 b	 U	 1.cf	 1.'t	 -
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FIGURE 13(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 70 DEG.
(C)MACH =	 4.60	 PAGE	 452
.-
t
rDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK
RJH05B 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 c3u 70.000
RJH059 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 Vln 70.000
RJH062 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000
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FIGURE 13(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT —10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 70 DEG.




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH058 d LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8Mi6N28R5VSW .000 -10.000 .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.RJH059 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH062 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH063 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. X0






FIGURE 13(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPELED BRAKE AT 70 DEG.
(C)MACH -	 4.60	 PAGE	 454g
aFIGURE 13(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT —10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 70 DEG.(C)MACH =
	 4.60	 PAGE	 455
_h
DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJH058	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
RJH059	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH062	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH063
	 A LARC UPWT 1173ILA751B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK
	
.000 -10.000	 .000	 70.000
	













XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO














XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO






DATA SET 5YM80L CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDSRK
RJH058 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA-75)82EC9E43F8M16N28R5VBW .000 -10.000 .000 70.000
RJH059 [3 LARC UPWT 11731LA75)826C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000
RJH062 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000
RJH063 d LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMl6N28R5VBW 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000
a
FIGURE 13(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT —10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 70 DEG.
(C)MACH =	 4.60	 PAGE	 456
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
SJH058 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW .000 -10.000 .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
SJH059 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -!0.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
SJH062 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW .000 10.000 -10.000 70.000 13REF 936.6800 INCHES
SJH063 6. LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)626C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO





FIGURE 13(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT —10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 70 DEG
(A)MACH






SYMBOL	 CODE=" I V.'RAT l ON
	
SJH058	 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)Ek'6C9E43FBM16428R5VBW
	
SJH059	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)E26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
	
SJH062
	 LARC 'UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
	
SJH063
	 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
AILRON ELEVON RLDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 1N. YO
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E	 FIGURE 13(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES




rDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDSRK REFERENCE INFOP"ATION
SJH058 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VSW .000 -10.000 .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
SJH059 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
SJH062 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
SJH063 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
I%
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1	 FIGURE 13(C). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
- TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 70 DEG.





RJH066	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8Ml6N29R5V8W
	
RJH067
	 q LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F9M16N28R5vew
	
RJH070	 0 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	
RJH071	 A LARC UPWT !j73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VeW
AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPD13RK
	
.000 -10.000	 .000	 82.Mi
	
5.000 -10.000	 .000	 82.500
	
.000 -10.000 -10.000	 82.500
	





XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO






FIGURE 13(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
	




DATA SET SYMBOL_ CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH066 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 .000 82,500 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH067 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH070 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH071 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO	 -
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCAT F -0150
a
FIGURE 13(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT —10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
(A)MACH =
	 2.86	 PAGE	 461
r	 i
U
F	 DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATiON AILRON ELEVON RUDC R SPOSR9 REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH066 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH067 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES	 /
RJH070 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8Ml6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 yINCHES	 f	 -
RJH071 0 !_ARC UPWT 1173iLA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
Q
FIGURE 13(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.







DATA SET SYMBOL.	 CONFIGURATION	 AILRON	 ELEVON	 RUDDER	 SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH056
	 Q	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA751B26C9E43F8Ml6N28R5VBW 	 .000	 —10.000	 .000	 82.500	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
RJH067
	 U	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W 	 5.000	 —10.000	 .000	 82.500	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
RJH070	 Q	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	 .000	 —10.000	 —10.000




	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW
	 5.000	 — 10.000	 —10.000	 82.500	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO
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FIGURE 13(0). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
















RJH067 8 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)02EC9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .0005.000 -10.000 .000 82.50082.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH070 O LARC UPWT 1173 ► LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH071 L LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8Ml6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP "6.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO




FIGURE 13(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.(A)MACH =	 2.86	 PAGE	 464
aFIGURE 13(0). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
( A )MACH =	 2.56	 PAGE	 465
^	 -r i
DATA SET SYMBOL. 	 CONFIGURATION
RJH066	 O LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH067	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
RJH070	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH071
	 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK
	
.000 -10.000	 .000	 82.500
	
5.000 -10.000	 .000	 82.500
	
.000 -10.000 -10.000	 82.500
	





XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
}
U
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBW REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH066 0 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 .000 82.500 SREF 26917.0000 SO.FT.
RJH067 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH070 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 -10.000 62.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH071 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V6W 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO


















FIGURE 13(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT —10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
(A)MACH =
	 2.86	 PAGE	 466
AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK
	
.000 -10.000	 .000	 82.500
	
5.000 -10.000	 .000	 82.500
	
.000 -10.000 -10.000	 82.500
	





XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO




RJH065	 0 LARC UPWT 11731LA751B26C9E4VBMI6N28R5VBW
RJH067	 q LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH070
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW





FIGURE 13(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT —10 DrGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
(A)MACH =	 2.86	 PAGE	 467 r
DATA SET SYMM CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RWDER SPOBRK RE Er-OCE Ii ORMATION
RJH066 O LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5VeW .000 -10.000 .000 82.500 SREF	 "690.0000 SOFT.
RJH067 LARC LIPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5VeW 5. 	 1 -10.000 .000 82.500 LREF	 474.8000 INCHES
RJH070 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VSW .000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 SREF	 935.6800 INCHES-
RJH071 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FB)116N28R5VBW 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP	 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 13(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT —10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
(B)MACH =	 3.50	 PAGE	 468
t
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aFIGURE 13(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT —10 DEGREES









DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH066 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH067 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH070 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 9REF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH071 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 1N. YO








XMRP 1076.7000 1N. XO
YMRP .0000 1N. YO




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK
RJH066 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 .000 82.500
RJH067 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBMI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500
RJH070 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VSW .000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500
RJH071 & LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500
a
FIGURE 13(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT —10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
(8)MACH. =






RJH066	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
PJH067	 $ LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
RJH070	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH071	 O LARC UPWT 11731LA751B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW
AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBW
	
.000 -10.000	 .000	 82.500
	
5.000 -10.000	 .000	 82.500
	
.000 -10.000 -10.000	 82.500
	





XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 1N. ZO
I/----
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FIGURE 13(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
(B)MACH =
	 3.90	 PAGE	 471
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPi58RSZ REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH06S O LARC UPWT 1173tLA751826C9E43F8M16N28rii5VN .000 -10.000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SO.-FT.
RJH067 j] LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH070 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW .000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
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FIGURE 13(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.(B)MACH =	 3.90.	 PAGE	 472
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aFIGURE 13(D). CONTROL SURFACE.INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT —10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.






XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO	 ---
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO





RJH066	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH067	 [] LARC UPWT tl73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW
RJH070	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH071
	 Al LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8,116N28R5VBW
AILRON ELEVON RUDDER
	
.000 -10.000	 .000	 82.500
	
5.000 -10.000	 .000	 82.500
	
.000 -10.000 -10.000	 82.500
	











































-4 -2 0 2	 4 6 8
AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. 20
a
FIGURE 13(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.(B)MACH -







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJJH066 O LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8Ml6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 .000 62.500 SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.
RJH067 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N26R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH070 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8Mt6N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH071 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43F8"(16N28R5VBW 5.000 -10.000 -IU.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO





FIGURE 13(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT —10 DEGREES





	 COWIGURATFON	 AILRON	 ELEVON	 RLODER	 SFD
RJH066	 S	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W 	 .000	 -10.000	 .000	 82.500RJH067	 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)825C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 82.500
RJH070	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)626C9E43F8M)6N28R5V8W
	 .000	 -10.000	 -10.000
	 82.500
RJH071















XMRP 1076.7000 1N. XO
YMRP .0000 1N..	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 M.N.	 ZO
a
FIGURE 13(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.(C)MACH -




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH066 0 LARC LINT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N2BR5V8W .000 -10.000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH067 q LARC UPWT 11731LA751826C9E43FBM16N2BR5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH070 O LARC LPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW .000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH071 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBMI6N2BR5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
'MRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
a
FIGURE 13(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT —10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG(C)MACH =
	 4.60	 PAGE	 477
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SMBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH066 O LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)826C9E43FSM16N28R5VBW .000 -10.000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH067 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH070 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH071 A LARC UPWT 1I73(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N2BR5V8W 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. X0
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
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TRIM ELEVON, SPEED DRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
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AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOSW
	
.000 -10.000	 .000	 82.500
	





5.000	 10.000 -10.000	 82.500
DATA SET SYMBOL
	 CONFIGURATION
RJH066	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH067	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH070
	 O LARC UPWT 1I73(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W





XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRO .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 1N. ZO
a
L)
DATA SET SYD30L CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPCBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH066 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75!C26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 -10.000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.
RJH067 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FeMI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH070 p LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8Mt6N2BR5VeW .000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 9REF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH071 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8Ml6N2BR5V6W 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJH066
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
RJH067	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH070
	 O LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH071
	 -/1 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W

















XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
REFERENCE INFOWATION
SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
LREF 474.8000 INCHES	 f	 -
BREF 936.6800 INCHES
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO










































FIGURE 13(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT —10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
(C)MACH =
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RJH071


















AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
	
.000 -10.000	 .000	 82.500	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
	
5.000 -10.000	 .000	 82.500	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
	.000 -10.000 -10.000	 82.500	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
	




ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO
SCAT F	 _ 0 150
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FIGURE 13(0). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT —10 DEGREES





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
SJH066 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2eR5vew .000 -10.000 .000 82 .500 SREF 2690 .0000 SOFT.SJH067 0 LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)926C9E43F8MI5NFeR5vew 5.000 - 10.000 . 000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHESSJH070 0 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W . 000 -10.000 -10 . 000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
SJH071 d LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 1N. YO
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FIGURE 13(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES
TRIM ELEVON, SPEED BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.(A)MACH =	 2.86
	 PAGE	 484
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOSW
SJH066 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)I326C9E43F8Ml6N28R5V8W .000 • 10.000 .000 82.500
SJH067 D LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500
SJH070 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW .000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500
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FIGURE 13(D). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT —10 DEGREES
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FIGURE 13(0). CONTROL SURFACE INTERACTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER AT -10 DEGREES




	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)E326C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
RJH002	 q LARC UDWT 1173(LA75)92SC9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW
RJHOLI
	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW
RJH012
	 A DATA NOZ AVAILABLE
,o	 x
SPDBRK BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION DA
25.000 .000 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT. R
25.000 3.000 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES R
39.700 .000 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES R
39.700 3.000 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO R
YMRP	 OM	 IN. YO
ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO
Sf Al r	 n t Fn
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FIGURE I4. EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION AT 0 AND 3 DEGREES OF BETA
(A)MACH =




	 O	 LARC UPWT Ii73(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH002
	 [] LARC UPWT 1173tLA75,B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJHOII
	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W
RJH012
	 A DATA NOT AVAILABLE
SPDBRK BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION DA
25.000 .000 SREF	 2690.0000	 SOFT. R.
25.000 3.000 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES R-
39.701) .000 SREF	 936.6800	 INCHES R.
.39.700 3.000 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO R.
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO












































FIGURE 14. EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION AT 0 AND 3 DEGREES OF BETA
( A )MACH =	 2.86	 PAGE	 488
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION SPDBRK BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH001 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW 25.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH002 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 25.000 3.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH011 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N2BR5V8W 39.700 .000 SREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH012 Z^I. DATA NOT AVAILABLE 39.700 3.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIGURE 14. EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION AT 0 AND 3 DEGREES OF BETA
(A)MACH =	 2.86	 PAGE	 489
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION SPDBRK BETA
RJH001 O LARC UPWT 1173ILA751826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW 25.000 .000
RJH002 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FOM16N28R5VBW 25.000 3.000
RJHOII O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43t'BM16N28115V8W 39.700 .000




XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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RJHOOI	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)I326C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW
	
RJH002	 E LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW
	
RJHOII	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N28R5V8W
	














XMRP 1075.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 14. EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION AT 0 AND 3 DEGREES OF BETA
k
(A)MACH =
	 2.86	 PAGE	 491
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFTGURATTON SPOBRK BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH00l Q LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9C43F8M16N2BR5VBW 25.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH002 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V9W 25.000 3.000 Lr.EF 474.8000 INCHES
RJHOII 0 LARC UPWT J17S(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N28R5V8W 39.700 .000 €REF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH012 L, DATA NOT AVAILABLE 39.700 3.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
a
FIGURE 14. EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION AT 0 AND 3 DEGREES OF BETA
(A)MACH =






RJH001	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW
	
RJH002	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W
	
RJHO11	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW
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REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.
LREF 474.8000 INCHES
BREF 936.6800 INCHES
XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO











FIGURE 14. EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION AT 0 AND 3 DEGREES OF.BETA






XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZOCrAi c n1Fn
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION SPOBRK BETA
RJH001 O LARC UPWT 1173lLA751826C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW 25.000 .000
RJH002 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW 25.000 3.000
RJHOII O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E Lt3FBM16N2BR5VBW 39.700 .000
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION SPDBRK BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH001 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000 .000 SREF 2590.0000 SO.FT.
RJH002 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000 3.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH011 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B?6C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW 39.700 .000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH012 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 39.700 3.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
Zh1RP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION SPDBRK BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH001 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000 .000 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
RJH002 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000 3.000 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
RJHOli O LARC UPWT 11731LA751826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW 39.700 .000 SREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
RJH012 Z^. LARC UPWT.11731LA75,826C9E43FOM16N28P,5VBW 39.700 3.000 XMP.P	 1076.7000	 1N. XO	
—














































FIGURE 14. EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION AT 0 AND 3 DEGREES OF BETA
(B)MACH =	 3.90	 PAGE	 496
t
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION SPDBRK BETA
RJHOOI 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000 .000
RJH002 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000 3.000
RJH011 O LARC UPWT II731LA751826C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW 39.700 .000





XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 X0
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 14. EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION AT 0 AND 3 DEGREES OF BETA
(B)MACH =
	 3.90	 PAGE	 497





XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALF .0150
	
DATA SET	 SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
	
RJH001
	 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	
RJH002
	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	
RJH011
	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173fLA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION SPDBRK BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH001 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH002 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25,000 3.000 LPEF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH011 O LARC UPWT 11731LA75)B26C9[43F8MI6N28R5VBW 39.700 .000 BREF 936.5800 INCHES
RJH012 LARC UPWT 11731LA751826C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W 39.700 3.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0250
Q
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FIGURE 14. EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION AT 0 AND 3 DEGREES OF BETA
(8) MACH -
	 3.90	 PAGE	 499
t
DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJHOOI
	 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH002
	 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH01l
	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(L.A75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH012
	
0	 LARC UPWT 1173[LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V814
SPDBRK BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
25.000 .000 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.	 ^.---
25.000 3.000 LPEF	 474.8000	 INCHES
39.700 .000 SREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
39.700 3.000 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO
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RJHOOI	 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH002
	 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJHCII
	 O	 LARC UPWT II73(LA75 )B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW
RJH012
















SPOBRK BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
25.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
25.000 3.000 LF.EF 474.8000 INCHES
39.700 .000 SREF 936.5800 INCHES
39.700 3.000 XMRP 1076.7000 1N. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION SPOBRK BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH001 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH002 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000 3.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH011 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N2@R5v8W 39.700 .000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH012 A LARC UPWT 11731LA75l1326C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW 39.700 3.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 14. EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION AT 0 AND 3 DEGREES OF BETA
(B)MACH =




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION SPDBRK BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH00l 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000 .000 SREF 2690.0000	 SOFT.
RJH002 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000 3.000 LREF 474.8000	 INCHES
RJH011 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N2BR5V8W 39.700 .000 BREF 936.6800	 INCHES
RJH012 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 39.700 3.000 XMRP 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP .0000	 IN. YO
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IFIGURE 14. EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION AT 0 AND 3 DEGREES OF BETA
(C)MACH _




RJHOOI	 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH002
	 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH011
	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH012
	 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
SPOBRK BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
25.000 .000 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
25.000 3.000 LP.EF	 474.8000	 INCHES
39.700 .000 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
39.700 3.000 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO
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FIGURE 14. EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION AT 0 AND 3 DEGREES OF BETA






	 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH002
	 U DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH011	 0	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW











SPDBRK BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
25.000 .000 SREF	 2690.0000	 SOFT.
25.000 3.000 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
39.700 .000 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
39.700 3.000 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO	 }
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZOgrei r	 ntrn
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RJHOOI	 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH002
	 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJHOII
	 0	 LARC UPWT 1173ILA75t826C0E43FBM16N2BR5VBW
















SPDBRK BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
25.000 .000 SREF	 2690.0000	 SOFT.
25.000 3.000 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
39.700 .000 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
39.700 3.000 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO
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XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
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DATA SET SYMBOL
	 CONFIGURATION
RJHOOI	 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH002	 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJHOII
	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9[43FBMI6N28R5V8W
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FIGURE 14. EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION AT 0 AND 3 DEGREES OF BETA
(C)MACH =





XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
Srai F nl9;n
1
DATA SET SYMBOL CONrIGURATION SPDBRK BETA
RJH001 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000 .000
RJH002 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000 3.000
RJHOII 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W 39.700 .000
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION SPDBRK BETA
RJH00I 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000 .000
RJH002 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000 3.000
RJH01l 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 39.700 .000





XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 14. EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION AT 0 AND 3 DEGREES OF BETA





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION SPOBRK BETA
RJHOOI O DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000 .000
RJH002 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000 3.000
RJHOII 0 LARC UPWT 1173(1.A75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW 39.700 .000
RJH012 Z^ DATA NOT AVAILABLE 39.700 3.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.	 ^—	 — —
LPEF 474.8000 INCHES
BREF 936.6800 INCHES
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION SPDBRK BETA
SJH001 U LARC UPWT 1173(LA75lB26C9E43F8MI6N2BR5VBW 25.000 .000
SJH002 [J LARC UPWT 1173tLA751826C9E43F8M16NZ?BR5V8W 25.000 3.000
SJHOII 6 LARC UPWT 11731LA751B26C9E431'8M16N28R5VBW 39.700 .000





XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
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XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION SPDBRK BETA
SJHO01 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000 .000
SJH002 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.00D 3.000
SJH011 0 LARC UPWT
	
1173ILA751B26C9E43FOM16N2BR50 ,dW 39.700 .000
SJH012 LQ LARC UPWT 1173fLA75l826C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W 39.700 3.000
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DATA SET SYMBOL
	 CONFIGURATION
SJH001	 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE
SJH002
	 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
SJH01I
	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173lLA75JB26C9E43FBMI6N2BR5V8W
SJH012









XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 14. EFFECT OF SPEED BRAKE DEFLECTION AT 0 AND 3 DEGREES OF BETA
(C)MACH -	 4.60
	 PAGE	 513
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK ,	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH003 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 .000 -10.000 .000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH004 q LARC UPWT 1I731LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 .000 -10.000 .000 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH005 O LARC UPWT 1173tLA75i826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 25.000 SREF 936.5800 INCHES	 i ---- -
RJH006 LARC UPWT 1173 (LA75)826C9E43F8MIBN28R_V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 25.000 XMP.P 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
RJH009 LARC UPWT 11731LA75IB^'6C9E't3F8`1I6N28P.5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 25.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIGURE 15(A). EFFECT OF EL£VON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH003 n LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW .000 .000 -10.000 .000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH004 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW 3.000 .000 -10.000 .000 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH005 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F9M16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 25.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH006 Q LAFC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 25.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
RJH009 t] LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9143F8M16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 25.000 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 15(A). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 25.0 DEG.
(A)MACH =




























UPWT I I 73(LA75) B26C9E43F 8M I 6N28R5V8W
BETA	 -AILRON	 ELE'VON	 RUDDER	 SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000	 .000	 -10.000	 .000	 25.000	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SOFT.
3.000	 .000	 -10.000	 .000	 25.000	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 25.000	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
3.000	 5.000	 -10.000
	 .000	 25.000	 XMRD	 1076.7000	 IN.	 XO
.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 25.000	 YMRP	 .0000	 IN.	 YO
3.000	 5.000	 -10_000
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FIGURE 15(A). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 25.0 DEG.(A)MACH =
	 x.86	 PAGE	 516
r.
L
	DATA SET	 SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
	
RJH003	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
	
RJH004	 q 	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
	
RJH005	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW
	
RJH006	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
	
RJH009	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B2FC9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJHOIO	 (]	 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 .000 -10.000 .000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
3.000 .000 -10.000 .000 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 25.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 25.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 25.000 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 15(A). EFFECT" OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 25.0 DEG.
(A)MACH
	 2.86	 PAGE	 517
t
DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJH003 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43F8M16N2eR5V8W
RJH004 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5V8W
RJH005 O LARC UPWT 1I73(LA75)826C9E43FBMI6N28R5V8W
RJH006 L^ LARC UPWT 1173(LA75iB26C9E43FBM16N2BR5V8W
RJH009 p, LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)826C9E43FBMI6N28R5V8W









BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 .000 -10.000 .000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT,
3.000 .000 -10.000 .000 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 25.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 25.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 25.000 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 15(A). EFFECT OF ELEVON; AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3








DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON	 ELEVON	 RUDDER	 SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH003 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8Ml6N28R5VBW .000	 .000	 -10.000	 .000	 25.000	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FL
RJH004 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW 3.000
	
.000	 -10.000	 .000	 25.000	 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH005 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B2GC9143F8M16N28R5VBW .000	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 25.000	 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH006 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 25.000	 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
RJH009









FIGURE 15(A). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3




RJH003	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)82GC9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH004
	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW
RJH005
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH006	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW
RJH009	 IS, LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH0l0

















BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBW REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 .000 -10.000 .000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
3.000 .000 -10.000 .000 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 25.000 SREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 25.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 25.000 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 25.000 ZMRP X75.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
a
FIGURE 15(A). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 25,0 DEG.(A)MACH =





RJH003	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8Ml6N28R5VBW
RJH004	 q LARC UPWT 1173)LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH005	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V2W
RJH006	 LARC UPWT 1173)LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
RJH009	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75) B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW


















BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 .000 -10.000 .000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
3.000 .000 -10.000 .000 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 25.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 25.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 25.000 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 25.000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
a
FIGURE 15(A). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 25.0 DEG.
W MACH
	 2.86	 PAGE 521
IN
0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBW REFERENCE INFORMATION
SJH003 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43FBM16N2BR5V8W .000 .000 -10.000 .000 25.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
SJH004 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 .000 -10.000 .000 25.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
SJH005 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 25.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
SJH006 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N26R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 25.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
SJH009 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 25.000 YMRP .0000 1N.	 YO
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FIGURE 15(A). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 25.0 DEG.
(A)MACH =	 2.86	 PAGE	 522
}
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH014 O LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 SREF 2590.0000 SO.FT.
RJH015 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH01B O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8Mi6N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH019 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FGM16N29R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 1N. YO
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FIGURE 15(B). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.
(A)MACH =	 2.86	 PAGE	 523
t
DATA SET SYMBOL
	 CONFIGURATION	 BETA	 AILRON	 ELEVON	 RUDDER	 SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH014	 0	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW
	 .000
	
5.000	 - 10.000	 .000
	
39.700	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SOFT.!	 RJH015
	 E]	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N2GR5V8W 	 3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000
	
39.700	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES




	 39.700	 SREF	 936.6800	 INCHES






39.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
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FIGURE 15(B). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.
(A)MACH
	 2.86	 PAGE	 524
J
aFIGURE 15(B). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES 0f-
 BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.I;	 (A)MACH =	 2.85	 PAGE	 525
DATA 5ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH014 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.
RJH015 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH018 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 SREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH019 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA751B26C9E43FBM16N2SR5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH01'4 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBMI6N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH015 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N2BR5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH018 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 SREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH019 L LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM15N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 15(B). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.(A)MACH =
	 2 .86	 PAGE	 526
}
fDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH014 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N2BR5VOW .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 SREF 2690.0000 SD.FT.
RJH015 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75lB26C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH018 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH019 n^ LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 15(B). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.(A)MACH =
	 2.86	 PAGE	 527
DATA SET SYMBOL
	 CONFIGURATION
RJH014	 O	 UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH015	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJHOIB	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH019	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N2BR5V8W
BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPD9RK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000
y	 -
IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 15(B). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.(A)MACH =
	 c.86	 PAGE	 528
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FIGURE 15(B). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.
(A)MACH -
	 2.86	 PAGE	 529
DATA SET SYMBOL
	 CONFIGURATION
RJH014	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6tRBR5VBW
RJH015	 Cl	 LARC UPWT 11731LA751B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VGW
RJHO1B
	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW




















AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
	
.000	 5.000 -10.000	 .000	 39.700	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO FT.
	
3.000	 5.000	 10.000	 .000	 39.700	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
	
.000	 5.000 -10,000 -10.000	 39.700	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
	
3.000	 5.000 -10.000 -10.000	 39.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH014 Q LARC UPWT II73tLA751826C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH015 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH018 O LARC UPWT 11 .73(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 SREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH019 L LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP onno 1N.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
a
FIGURE I5(B). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3

























BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO






RJH014	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
	
RJH015
	 El LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
	
RJH018
	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
	
RJH019
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FIGURE 15(B). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 35.7 DEG.
(B)MACH =
	 3.90	 PAGE	 531
DATA SET SYM130L
	 CONFIGURATION	 BETA	 AILRON	 ELEVON	 RUDDER	 SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH014	 0	 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	 .000
	
5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 39.700	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SOFT.





.000	 39.700	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
RJH018	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	 .000
	
5.000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 39.700	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
RJH019
	 0	 LARC UPWT
	 1173(LA75)826C9E43f8M16N28R5VGW 	 3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 39.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
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FIGURE 15(B). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3






	 CONFIGURATION	 BETA	 AILRON EEVON RUDDER SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH014	 0	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W 	 .000	 5.000 -10.000	 .000	 39.700	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SOFT.
RJH015	 q 	 LARC UPWT I173:LA751B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
	 3.000	 5.000 -10.000	 .000	 39.700	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
RJH01B	 O	 LARC UPWT 11731LA751826C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW
	 .000	 5.000 -10.000 -10.000
	
39.700	 BREF	 936.5800	 INCHES
RJH019	 Z1	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FB1116N28R5VBW 	 3.000	 5.000 -10,000 -10.000	 39.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
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FIGURE 15(B). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 38.7 DEG.
(B)MACH =
	 3. JO	 PAGE	 533
DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJH014	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBMI6N28R5V8W
RJH015
	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)e26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJHOIB	 0	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W







BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 SKF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIGURE 15(B). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
(B)MACH =
	 3.90	
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.
	
PAGE	 534




RJH014	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26CgE43FBMI6N28R5VBW
RJHOIS	 [] LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJHOIB	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH019	 L1 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39,700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 15(B). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3





RJH014	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBMI6N2BR5V8W
RJH015	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)526C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
RJH018	 O LARC UPWT II73tLA751B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W













BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDrWR SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
a
FIGURE 15(8). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.
(B)MACH: =	 3.90	 PAGE	 536
DATA SET SYMBOL
	 CONFIGURATIOV
RJH014	 O LARC UPWT 1173[LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW
RJH015	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH018
	 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W

















BETA	 AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
	
.000	 5.000 -10.000	 .000	 39.700	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SOFT.
	
3.000	 5.000 -10.000	 .000	 39.700	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
	
.000	 5.000 -10.000 -10.000	 39.700 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
	
3.000	 5.000 -10.000 -10.000	 39.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
	
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
	
ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO
a
FIGURE 15(8). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.









RJH014	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
RJH015	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43FSM16N28R5VBW
RJH018	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
RJH019	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W
BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 SREF 2590.0000 SO.FT.
.3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
a
FIGURE 15(8). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.
(B)MACH -
	 3.90	 PAGE	 538
DATA SET SYMBOL
	 CONFIGURATION
RJH014	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW
RJH015	 q LARC UPWT 1173(L:75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
RJH018	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW






BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
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FIGURE 15(B). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 ANO 3






RJH014	 O LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH015
	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH018
	 O	 LARC UPWT 11731LA751B26C9E43F8Ml6N28R5V8W
RJH019
	 Z^, LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 5.000 -10.000 1000 39.700 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 SREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076,7000 IN.	 XO
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FIGURE 15(B). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3






RJH014	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B25C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH015
	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75lB26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW
RJH018
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH019	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
BETA	 AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
	
.000	 5.000 -10.000	 .000	 39.700	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
	
3.000




5.000 -10.000 -10.000	 39.700	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
	
3.000	 5.000	 10.000 -10.000	 39.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO
a
FIGURE 15(B). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3





	DATA SET	 SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
	
RJH014	 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75j826C9E43F8Ml6N26R5V8W
	
RJHOl5	 [] LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH018	 O	 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)©26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	





BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39,700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 1N.	 YO
ZMHP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
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FIGURE 15(B).' EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH014 O LARC UPWT 11731LA751B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 SREF 2590.0000 SQ.FT.
RJH015 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75i826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 1NCHE-
RJH0I8 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.5800 INCHES
RJH019 0 LARC UPWT 1I731LA75)G26C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 15(B). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
















.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 39.700	 SREF	 2690.0000
3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 39.700	 LREF	 474.8000




RJH019 A2^, LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 39.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000 1N. XO
YMRP	 .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 15(8). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3




DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJH014
	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW
RJH015	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW
RJH018	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW
RJH019


















	 AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
	
.000	 5.000 -10.000	 .000
	
39.700	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
	
3.000






10.000 -10.000	 39.700	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
	
3.000
	 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 	 39.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO
SCAT F	 _ n 1 5[T
a
FIGURE 15(8). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
(C)MACH
	 4.60






AILRON	 ELEVON	 RUDDER	 SPOBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH014
	 0	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W 	 000	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 39.700	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SOFT.
RJH015
	 q 	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW 	 3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 39.700	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
RJH0l8






	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)626C9E43FBH16N2BR5VBW 	 3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 39.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
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FIGURE 15(B). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
SJH014 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
SJH015 q LARC UPWT II731LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
SJH018 O LARC UPWT I1731LA75)826C9E43F6M16N28R5VBW .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
SJH019 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 •10.000 39,700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE 0150
1
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FIGURE 15(B). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.
(A)MACH -
	 2.86	 PAGE	 547
DATA SET SYMBOL
	 CONFIGURATION
SJH014 O LARC UPWT II73tLA751826C9E43FLM16N2BR5V8W
SJH015 q LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)B26C9E43FDM16N28R5VBW
SJH018 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
SJH019 , LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW
3 mn	 on
BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
CrAir 'nicn
I% 1
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FIGURE 15(8). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.(B)MACH =	 3.90
	 PAGE	 548
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
SJHO'14 0 LARC UPWT 11731LA751826C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 SREF 2590.0000 SO.FT.
SJHO15 0 LARC UPWT 1I73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 39.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
SJH018 0 LARC UPWT 11731LA751B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 SREF 936.6800 INCHES
SJH019 & LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 39.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIGURE 15(B). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 39.7 DEG.
( C )MACH
	 4.60	 PAGE	 549
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH020 O LARC UPWT 11731LA751826C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH021 q LARC UPWT 1I73(LA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH032 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH033 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)e26C9E43F8MI6N26R5V8W 3.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 1N. XO
RJH034 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
RJH035 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -111.000 52.700 ZMRP 375.0000 114.	 70
SCALE .0150
1+-




FIGURE 15(C). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.(A)MACH =	 2.86	 PAGE	 550
	DATA SET	 SYMBOL.	 CONFIGURATION
	
RJH020	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
	
RJH021	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75lB26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW
	
RJH032	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	
RJH033	 p LARC UPWT 1173(LA751B26C9E43F8N16N28R5VSW
	
RJH034	 L1 LARG UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH03F	 (] LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBMI6N28R5V8W




5.000 -10.000	 .000	 52.700	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
	
'3.000	 5.000 -10.000	 .000	 52.700	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
	
.000	 .000 -10.000 -10.000	 52.700	 BREF	 936.61300	 INCHES
	
3.000	 .000 -10.000 -10.000	 52.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
	
.000	 5.000 -10.000 -10.000





	 52.700	 ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO
a
FIGURE 15(C). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.(A)MACH _





















LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FB 16N28R5V8W
LARC UPWT 1173(1A75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
LARC UPWT 1173(LA75IB26C9E43FBhi16N28R5V8W
.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 52.700	 SREF	 2690.0000
3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 52.700	 LREF	 474.8000
.000	 .000	 -i0.000	 -10.000
	 52.700	 SREF	 936.6800
3.000	 .000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 52.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000
.DUO	 5.000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 52.700	 YMRP	 .0000
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FIGURE 15(C). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(A)MACH _
	 2..86	 PAGE	 552
r • - -;
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH020 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N2BR5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJHD21 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH032 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W .000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH033 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43 r PM16N28R5VBW 3.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMP.P 1076.7000 IN. XO
RJH034 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M i
 6N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 15(C), EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(A)MACH =



















RUDDER	 SPOBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATIW
.000
	
5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 52.700	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 52.700	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
,.000
	
.000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 52.700	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES	 f-•-.
3.000	 .000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 52.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 52.700	 YMRP	 .0000	 IN.YO











FIGURE 15(C). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3








DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBW REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH020 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH021 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH032 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)82GC9E43F8M16N28R5VBW .000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH033 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
RJH034 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBMI6N28R5VOW .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
RJH035 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
a
FIGURE I5(C). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT O AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(A)MACH






	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH021
	 q LARC UPWT 1I73(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	
RJH032
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH033LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBt116N28R5VBWlk
	
RJH034	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)8P6C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH035







BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 SREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIGURE 15(C). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.(A)MACH _	 Z.86	 PAGE	 550
i
=4
	DATA SET	 SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
	
RJH020	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N2eR5V8W
	
RJH021
	 q LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
	
RJH032	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W
	
RJH033	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH034	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
	







BETA	 AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
	
.000	 5.000 -10.000	 .000	 52.700	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
	3.000	 5.000 -10.000	 .000	 52.700	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
	
•.000	 .000 -10.000 -10.000	 52.700	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
	
3.000	 .000 -10.000	 10.000	 52.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
	
,000	 5.000 -10.000 -10.000	 52.700	 YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
	
3.000	 5.000 -10.000 -10.000	 52.700	 ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO
SCAt_E	 .0150
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FIGURE 15(C). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.(A)MACH =
	 2.86	 PAGE	 557
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH020 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2590.0000 SOFT.
RJH021 D DATA NOT AVAILABLE 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH032 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .0G0 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800 I CHES-
RJH033 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE 3.000 U00 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
RJH034 L DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 15(.C). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.(B)MACH =









































BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRIC REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
a
FIGURE 15(C). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.(B)MACH =	 2.90	 PAGE	 559
BETA	 AILRON £LEVON RUDDER SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 52.700	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.




	 52.700	 BREF	 936.6800	 1NCHES
3.000	 .000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 52.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
.000
	
5.000	 -I0.000	 -10.000	 52.700	 YMRP	 .0000	 IN.	 YO
3.000	 5.000	 ,-10.000	 -10.000	 52.700	 ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO
SCALE	 .0150
DATA 'SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJH0,30	 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH021	 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH032	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA!5)B26C9E43FBMI6N28R5V8W
RJH033	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH034	 t DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH035	 C1 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
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FIGURE 15(C). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(B)MACH =	 2.90	 PAGE	 560
t











	 .000	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 52.700
DATA NOT AVAILABLE




	 .000	 .000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 52.700
DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	 3.000	 .000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 52.700
DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	 .000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 52.700
DATA NOT AVAILABLE
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FIGURE 15(C). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF SETA, SPEED BRAKE A.1 52.7 DEG. r
(B)MACH =	 2.90 PAGE 561
BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHEF
.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 1N.	 XO
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO





	DATA SET	 SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
	
RJH020	 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	
RJH021	 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	
RJH032	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N2GR5V8W
	
RJH033	 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	
RJH034	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	
RJH035
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FIGURE 15(C). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3








RJH020	 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	
RJH021	 D DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	
RJH032
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28nV8W
	
RJH033
	 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
	
RJH034




(] DATA NOT AVAILABLE
BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6900 INCHES
3.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
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FIGURE 15(C). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3







RJH020	 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH021
	 0_ DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH032	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B2GC9E43FBMI6N2BR5Vew
RJH033	 G DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH034	 b DATA NOT AVAILABLE
RJH035

















BETA	 AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.DOOQ SD.FT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 LREF 474.8000 1NCHCS
.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
a
FIGURE 15(C). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(B)MACH =








DATA SET SYMBOL COW I GMAT ION BETA AILRON	 ELEVON	 RUDDER	 SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH020 O DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 52.700	 SREF	 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH021 [] DATA NOT AVAILABLE 3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 52.700	 LREF	 474.8000 INCHES
RJH032 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43FBMI6N28R5VBW .000
	
.000	 -10.000. -10.000	 52.700	 BREF	 935.6800 INCHES
RJH033 Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE 3.000	 .000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 52.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000 IN. XO
RJH034 t] DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000
	
5.000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 52.700	 YMRP	 .0000 IN. YO
RJH035 CS
.040





FIGURE 15(C). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(B ).MACH =	 2.90	 PAGE	 565
DATA SET SYMBOL
	 CONFIWIAT1ON
RJH020	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LAi5)B25C9E43FBM16N2BR5V8W
RJH021
	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH032	 0 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH033LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)U26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH034
	 LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH035
	






BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION

















3.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
a
FIGURE 15(C). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(C)MACH
	 3.90	 PAGE	 566
t
aFIGURE 15(C). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.(C)MACH =
	 3.90	 PAGE	 567
BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
	DATA SET	 SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
	
RJH020
	 O LARC UPWT I173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW
	
R44021
	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW
	
RJH032







	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
	
RJH035
	 o LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
U
(C) MACE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH020 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8Ml6N2BR5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH021 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH032 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F6MI6N28R5V8W .000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH033
CN
LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
RJH034 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
RJH035
.08















RJH021	 8 LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH032
	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH033	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75J826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH034	 a LARC UPWT 1173(LA75(B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH035	 Pi
	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75(826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 YMRP ..0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 15(C). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG. «c	 - -- .(C)MACH =
	 3.90	 PAGE	 569
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH020 O LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH021 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5V9W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52,700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH032 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26CSE43FBM16N2BR5VHW .000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 5P4700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH033 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N2BR5V8W 3.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
RJH034 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 522.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
RJH035 C) LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
l
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FIGURE 15(C). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3











	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N28R5V8W
	
RJH021	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH032







RJH034	 D6 LARC UPWT 1173(LA751B26C9E43FBMl6N2BR5VSW
	
RJH035
	 E LARC UPWT d;73(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W




5.000 — 10.000	 .000	 52.700	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
	
3.000	 5.000 — 10.000	 .000	 52.700	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
	
.000	 .000 — 10.000 — 10.000	 52.700	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
	
3.000	 .000 — 10.000 — 10.000	 52.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
	




5.000 — 10.000 —10.000
	
52.700	 ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO
SCALE	 .0150
0
FIGURE 15(C). 'EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3

































52.700	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
3.000'	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 52.700	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
.000?,	 .000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 52.700	 SP.EF	 936.6800	 INCHES
3.006	 .000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 52.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -10.000
	
52.700	 YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
















FIGURE 15(C). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SP08RK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH020 0 LARC UPWT 11731LA751826C9E43F8MISN28R5VBW .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 S9.FT.
R.h1021 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2GR5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 L.REF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH032 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH033 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW 3.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076 7000 IN. XO
RJH034 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBWt .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
RJH035 1] LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9F43F9M16N28R5V8W 3.000 8.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 ZMRP 375.0000 1N. ZO
SCALE .0150
a
FIGURE 15(C).. EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.(C)MACH -
	 3.90	 PAGE	 573
-- .
LDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH020 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FeMI6N28R5V8W .0'00 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH021 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES	 /
RJH032 p LARC UPWT 1173(LA7E:B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW .000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800
V
INCHES	 f	 -
RJH033 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 3.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
R-H034 L1 LARC UPWT 1173iLA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
RJH035 ® LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
L^rrtr^rrr^. u
1.
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FIGURE 15(C). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3







RJH020	 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75 ► B26C9E43F6M16N213R5VBW
	
RJH021	 0 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH032	 0 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH033	 4 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75 ► 826C9E43FBMl6N28R5VBW
	
RJH034	 Ul, LARC UPWT I173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH035	 Ci	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E4-7FBM16N2eR5VBW
BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
400 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52,700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO




FIGURE 15(C). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
(D)MACH =	 q.60	








	 O LARC UPWT I173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
	
RJH021
	 q LARC UPWT I173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
	
RJH032
	 Q	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8Ml6N2BR5VBW
	
RJH033
	 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W
	
RJH034	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH035
	 LARC UPWT II73(LA751B26C9E43F6M16N28R5VBW
U -.
BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION

















3.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.:000 IN.	 XO
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 1N. YO
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
a
FIGURE 15(C). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.(D)MACH =	 4.60	 PAGE
	 576
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH020 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA-15)826C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
"	 RJH021 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75(B26C9E43FBMI6N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH032 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH033 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 1N. XO
RJH034 U, LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F6M16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 15(C). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.

















RJH021 q LARC UPWT 11731LA757826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH032 0 LARC UPWT 11731LA751B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 .000 —10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH033 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 3.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 YO
RJH034 Ul LARC UPWT 11731LA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 15(C). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.







	 O LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N2BR5VSW
RJH021 ' q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F6M16N28R5VBW
RJH032	 O	 LARC UPWT Il73tLA75t826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
RJH033
	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH034
	 11 LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH035	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
A
BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2590.0000 SO.FT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0150
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FIGURE 15(C). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3






	 O LARC UPWT 11731LA751B26C9E4.3F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH021
	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH032
	 0	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH033
	 ^ LARC UPWT I173(LA75(B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH034	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH035
















BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN..X0
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
3.000 5.n00 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 ZMRP 375.0000 1N. ZO
SCALE .0150
a
FIGURE 15(C). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3





{DATA SET SYMBOL_	 CONFIGURATION
PJH020	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW
RJH021
	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
RJH032	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W
RJH033	 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH034	 LARC UPWT 1173fLA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W
















BETA	 AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
	
.000	 5.000 -10.000	 .000	 52.700	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
	
3.000	 5.000 -10.000	 .000	 52.700	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
	
.000	 .000 -10.000 -10.000	 52.700	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES .
	
3.000	 .000 -10.000 -10.000	 52.700	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
	
.000	 5.000 -10.000 -10.000	 52.700	 YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
	
3.000	 5.000	 10.000 -10.000	 52.700	 ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO
581
a
FIGURE 15(C). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA ACLRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATiM
SJH020 0 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
SJH021 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 LREF 474.8000 1NCtES
SJH032 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 SREF 936.6800 INCHES	 ----
SJH033 Q LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)B26C8E43F8.1. 16N28R5V8W 3.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
SJH034 C^, LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIGURE 15tC1. EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3





f3DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
SJH020 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 5.00 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 Sa.FT.
SJH021 q DATA NOT AVAILABLE 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 LREF 474.BD00 INCHES
SJH032 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5V8W .000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
SJH033 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 3.000 ,000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
SJH034 DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 15(C). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
SJH020 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8Ml6N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
SJH021 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
SJH032 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 935.6800 INCHES	 -
SJH033 LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
SJH034 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
SJH035 n LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
4	 I +-+
a
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FIGURE 15(G). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.
(C)MACH =	 3.90	 PAGE
	 584
t
DATA SET SYMEXX CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
SJH020 0 LARC UPWT 1173ILA75I826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
SJH021 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)026C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 52.700 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
SJH032 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75'826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 BREF 935.6800 INCHES
SJH033 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 .000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
SJH034 D LARC UPWT 1173sLA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
SJH035 D LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8h116N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 52.700 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
e 1
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FIGURE 15(C). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 52.7 DEG.(D)MACH =	 4.60	 PAGE	 585
-
t
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH059 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH060 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75lB26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH063 O LARC'UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 BREF 936.6600 INCHES
RJH064 p LARC UPWT 1173)LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO






FIGURE 15(D). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 70.0 DEG.










	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
	
RJH060
	 q LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
	
RJH063
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8Mi6N28R5V8W
	
RJH064
	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 SREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
Q
FIGURE 15(D'. EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 70.0 DEG.
(A)MACH -	 2.86	 PAGE	 587
E
V
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH059 Q LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
RJH060 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)825C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH063 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8Ml6N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH064 p LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VOW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
Q
FIGURE 15(D). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 70.0 DEG.














	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
	
RJH060
	 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
	
RJH063
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW
	
RJH064
	 N LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826CSE43F8.116N28R5VBW
BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 5.000 - 10.000 - 10.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO	 - --
ZMRP 375.0000 1N. ZO
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FIGURE 15(D). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 70.0 DEG.




	 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V6W
RJH060	 S LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH063
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W




BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOSW REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 BREF 936.6600 INCHES	 __--- -
.3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 15(D). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 70.0 DEG.(A)MACH -	 2.86
	 PAGE	 590
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH059 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT.
RJH060 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH063 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28REV8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH064 p LARC UPWT 1173(L75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIGURE 15(D). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3







	 CONFIGURATION	 BETA	 AILRON	 ELEVON	 RUDDER	 SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 	 -
RJH059
	 O	 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 	 .000	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 70.000	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SOFT.
RJH060
	 q 	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBMI6N28R5V8W 	 3 ''l0	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 70.000	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
RJH063
	 0	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 	 ujo	 5.000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 70.000	 SREF	 936.6800	 INCHES	 f	 -- -
RJH064	 p	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	 3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 70.000	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
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FIGURE 15(D). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3























BETA	 AILRON	 ELEVON	 RUDDER	 SPOBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 70.000	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.
3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 70.000	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 70.000	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 70.000	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO















FIGURE 15(D). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 70.0 DEG.
(A)MACH =	 2.86	 PAGE	 593
t
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON R000m2k SP-''9RK REFERENCE INF0RMATION

























RJH064 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 15(D). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 70.0 DEG.
(B)MACH =	 3.90	 PAGE	 594
L.
DATA SET Sr!-d(X CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON	 ELEVON	 RUDDER	 SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH059 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C gE43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 70.000	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH060 q LARC UPWT I'173(LA75lB26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VHW 3.000
	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 70.000	 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH063 O LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 70.000	 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH064 p LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
-3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 70.000	 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 15(D). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 70.0 DEG.





CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDE1RK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH059 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8Ml6N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 SREF 22690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH060 q LARC UPWT 1I73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.6000 INCHES
RJH063 0 LARC UPWT 11731LA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
_000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH064 p LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 TN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO




FIGURE 15(D). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 70.0 LEG.




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH059 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43iBM16N2BR5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.RJH060 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHESRJH063 p LARC UPWT 11731LA751826C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH064 p LARC UPWT I173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
SCALE .0150
CN
FIGURE I5(D). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBW REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH059 0 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)226C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH060 0 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES	 J
RJH063 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 BRFF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH064 L LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N2BR5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIGURE 15(D). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 70.0 DEG.
(B)MACH' _	 3.90	 PAGE	 598
}
U
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH059 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VOW .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO FT.
RJH060 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH063 0 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH064 p LARC UPWT 1173(LA753826C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 1N.	 ZO
O
FIGURE 15(D). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 70.0 DEG.





RJH059 O LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8Mi6N28R5V8W
RJH060 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75JB26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W









llfl fill I ' ll I'll
r,
BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPD8RK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 BREF 936.5800 INCHES	
y
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO












FIGURE 15(D). EFFECT OF ELEVON. AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 70.0 DEG.
(B)MACH =	 3.90	 PAGE	 600
DATA SET SYMBOL
	 CONFIGURATION
RJH059	 Q LARC UPWT I173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH060
	 q LARC UPWT ► 173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
RJH063
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W



















BETA	 AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
	
.000	 5.000	 10.000	 .000	 70.000	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SOFT.
	
3.000	 5.000 -10.000	 .000	 70.000	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
	
.000	 5.000 -10.000 -10.000	 70.000	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
	
3.000	 5.000 -10.000 -10.000	 70.000	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO




FIGURE 15(D). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 70.0 DEG.
(B)MACH	 3.90	 PAGE	 601
k
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDSRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH059 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F'8MI6N28R5VBW .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.	 -
RJH060 0 LARC UPWT 11731LA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH063 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH064 L1 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 XKRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO"
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FIGURE 15(D). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 70.0 DEG.




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON	 ELEVON	 RUDDER, SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH059 O LARC UPWT 1I73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000 70.000	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH060 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N2BR5VBW 3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000 70.000	 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH063 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N29R5V8W .000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -10.000 70.000	 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH064 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -10.000 70.000	 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .iiu00 IN. YO
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FIGURE 15(D). M-ECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 70.0 DEG. - ;





	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826CSE43FBM16N2BR5VBW
RJH060	 q LARC UPWT I?73(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
RJH063	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W




BETA	 AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
	








5.000 -10.000 -10.000	 70.000	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
	








FIGURE 15(D). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3











BETA	 AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH059 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28F6V8W .000	 5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH060 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW 3.000
	
5.000	 -10.000	 .000	 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH063 0 LARC UP14T 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N2SR5V8W _000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH064 p LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000	 5.000	 -10.000	 -10.000	 70.000 XMRP 1076..7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 15(D). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 70.0 DEG.
(C)MACH =	 4.60 PAGE 605
i
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDM REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH059 0 LARC VPWT II73ILA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH060 0 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F6MI6N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH063 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH064 p LARC UPWT 1173ILA75)626C9E43F8M16N28P.5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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FIGURE 15(D). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 70.0 DEG.




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH059 O LARC UPWT 11731LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH060 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH063 p LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH064 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FB%116N2BR5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO








RJH059	 O LARC UPWT 11731LA751226C9E43FSM16N28R5VSW
	
RJH060
	 q LARC UPWT I1731LA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH063
	 0 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	



















BETA AILRON ELEVON' RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 SREF 2590.0000 SOFT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES	 --- -
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO





FIGURE 15(D). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 70.0 DEG.






RJH059	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N2BR5V8W
RJH060	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
RJH063	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW

















BETA	 AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
	
.000	 5.000 -10.000	 .000	 70.000	 SREF	 2590.0000	 SO.FT.
	
3.000	 5.000 -10.000	 .000	 70.000	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
	








ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO
a
FIGURE 15(D). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 70.0 DEG.
(C)MACH =	 L1.60	 PAGE	 609
k
10
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF I GURAMN BETA A I LRON ELEVON AWDER SPD9(RK REFERENCE. INFORMATION	 1
SJH059 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)e26C9E43F8M)6N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 SRE:F 2690.0000 SIFT.
SJH060 0 LARC UPWT )173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHESSJH063 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F6M16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
SJH064 ,-^ LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9F43FRM16N2RR5VRW 7z_hnn R nnn -10_nnn -in-nnn 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 TN_ XO
u17U7
f 1
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FIGURE 15(D). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 70.0 DEG.
(A)MACH =	 2.86	 PAGE	 610
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVGN RUDDER SPDBW REFERENCE INFORMATION 	 I
SJH059 0 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
SJH060 q LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
SJH063 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
SJH064 Z^6 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3_.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 15(D). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 70.0 DEG.
(B)MACH =	 3.90	 PAGE	 611
1A
4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION	 i
SJH059 O LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8Hi5N28R5VBW . 000 5 . 000 -10 .000 .000 70.000 SREF 2690 . 0000 SO:.FT.SJH060 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75lB26C9E43F8HI6N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 70.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHESSJH063 O LARC UPWT 11731LA75)B26C9E43FSM16N28R5VBW .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 70.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES	
V
SJH064 Z^L LARC UPWT 1173tLA751R?6C9F43FRi1i6N2RR5VRW 7 nnn s nnn -In nnn -rn nnn -7n nnn YMRp IniR_ -7nnn IN_	 XO
ft
1
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FIGURE 15(D), EFFECT OF ELEVON. AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH067 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 51000 -10.000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH068 q LARC UPWT 1173ILA751B26C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW 3.000 8.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH071 O LARC UPWT 11731LA751B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.^00 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH072 Z^ LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW 3.000 5,000 -10.000 -10.000 82,500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO	 -^-
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FIGURE 15(E).. EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
(A)MACH
	 2.86	 PAGE	 613
t
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH067 0 LARC UPWT 1173CLA75)826C9E43FBMI6N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH068 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH071 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8Ml6N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH072 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43E8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 15(E). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
(A)MACH =	 2.86	 PAGE	 614
—1
BETA	 AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500. LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82,500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO






RJH067	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VeW
RJH068	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)626C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
RJH071
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH072	 p LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
a
FIGURE 15(E). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBW REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH067 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH068 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH071 O LARC UPWT II 73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH072 i^6 LARC UPWT 1173lLA75)826C9E43fBM16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
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FIGURE 15(E). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
(A)MACH	 2.86	 PAGE	 616
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPO8RK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH067 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA15)B26CgE43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.010 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH068 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -IO.OGO .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH071 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW .000 5.000 -I0.000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH072 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 15(E). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
















	 O LARC; UPWT 1173(LA75J826C9E43FBMl6N28R5V8W
	
RJH068	 0 LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)826C9E43F8HI6N28R5V8W
	RJH071
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW
	
RJH072
	 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8Ml6N28R5VBW
BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
3.000 5,000 -10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474,8000 INCHES
.003 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 5.000 -ID.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP ,0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 1N.	 ZO
G
'r	 a
FIGURE 15(E). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3






RJH067	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBMI6N28R5V8W
RJH068	 q LARC UPWT 1173tLA751B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH071	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH072

























5.000 -10.000	 .000	 82.500	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
	




5.000 -10.000 -10.000	 82.500	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO
a
FIGURE 15(E). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
(A)MACH =	 2.86	 PAGE	 619
BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPD8RK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 1 NICHE S
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO









FIGURE 15(E). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
(A)MACH =





RJH067	 LARC UPWT 1173tLA753B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
	
RJH068	 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
	
RJH071	 O	 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W
	
RJH072












DATA SET SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
RJH067	 O LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH06B
	
Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH071
	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M1.6N28R5V8W
RJH072
	
46 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75(826C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
BETA	 AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPD8RK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
	. 00
	
5.000	 10.000	 .000	 82.500	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SQ.FT.
	
3.000	 5.000 -10.000	 .000	 82.500	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
	
.000	 5.000 -10.000 -10.000	 82.500	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
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FIGURE 15(E). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
(B)MACH =
	 ?.J0	 PAGE	 621
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH067 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
RJH069 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH071 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES	 -
RJH072 p LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5 3W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 15(E). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3 ^^







	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)026C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW
RJH068
	 q LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW
RJH071
	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
RJH072
	 ZS, LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8`116N28R5V8W
BETA	 AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
	
.000	 5.000 -10.000	 .000	 82.500	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SOFT.
	
3.000	 5.000 -10.000	 .000	 82.500	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
	
.000	 3.000 -10.000 -10.000	 82.500	 BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES
	
3.000	 5.000 -10.000 -10.000
	
82.500	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
ZMRP	 375.0000	 IN. ZO
SCALE	 _0150
Q
FIGURE 15(E). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
(B)MACH =
	 3.90	 PAGE	 623
EU
-, I
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILROJ ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH067 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 SREF 2590.0000 SOFT.
RJH068 0 LARC UPWT 11731LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH071 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH072 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA751B26C9E43FBM16N28R5VBW 3.900 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
CN
FIGURE I5(E). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLE"CTIONS AT 0 AND 3





DATA SET SYMBOL COW IOURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH067 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43r8M16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 62.500 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH068 q LARC UPWT 11731LA751N2GC9E43FBM16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH071 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8Ml6N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 SREF 936.6d00 INCHES
RJH072 A LARC UPWT 1173tLA751B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 15(E). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
(B)MACH
	 3.90






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH067 O LARC UPWT 1173tLA751826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 SRFF 2690.0000 SO FT.
RJH068 q LARC UPWT 11731LA751B26C9E43FSM16N2BR5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH071 O LARC UPWT 117S(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES	 -	 —
RJH072 n, LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 TN. XO
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FIGURE 15(E). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3




RJH067	 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N28R5VBW
RJH06B
	 [] LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW
RJH071
	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH072

















BETA	 AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
	
.000	 5.000 -10.000	 .000	 82.500	 SREF	 2690.0000	 SOFT.
	
3.000	 5.000 -10.000	 .000	 82.500	 LREF	 474.8000	 INCHES
	




5.000 -10.000 -10.000 	 82.500	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
	
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO
	




FIGURE I5(E). EFFECT OF ELEVON. AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBW REFER- M INFORMATION
RJH067 O LARC UPWT 1173tLA75j826C9E43r8M16N28R5V8W .000 51000 -10.000 .000 82.500 SREE 2690.0000 SOFT.
RJH068 D LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH071 O LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH072 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP 0000 IN. YO


























FIGURE 15(E). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
(B)MACH -	 3.90	 PAGE.	 628
—tea
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH067 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBMI6N2BR5V8W .000 5.000 — 10.000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH068 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 — 10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH071 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
.000 5.000 — 10.000 — 10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH072 Ll LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 — 10.000 —10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 15(E). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3






DATA SET SYMBOL- CONF[GURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH067 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)926C9E43F8M16N26R5V8W
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH068 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH071 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA753B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 SREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH072 p LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N2BR5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
a
FIGURE 1511 E). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS XT 0 AND 3
(C)MACH4.601 DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG. 	 PAGE
	 630=	 .
Y . 1
BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 62.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMPP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO




RJH067	 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
RJH068	 q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W
RJH071
	 O	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9Ei3FBM16N28R5VBW
RJH072
	 ZS^ LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F9MI6N29R5V8W
a
FIGURE 15(E). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 ANC 3








DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH067 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
.000 5.000 -10.000 . 000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH068 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B25C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH071 O LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)825C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH072 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)BcC,:9E43FBM16N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
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	 1.2	 1.4
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH067 ®	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9£43F8M16N28R5VBW
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
RJH068 LARC UPWTOp	
LARC UPWT
1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH071 11731LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 --10.000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH072 4k	 LARC UPWT 11731LA75)826C9E43FBMI6N2BR5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 15(E). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.(C)MACH








q 	 LARC UPWT
1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 SREF	 2690.0000	 SO.FT.














BREF	 936.6800	 INCHES	 ---
RJH072	 L	 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FBM16N28R5V8W 	 3.000	 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 	 82.500	 XMRP	 1076.7000	 IN. XO
YMRP	 .0000	 IN. YO





FIGURE 15(E). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
(C)MACH
	 4.60	




	DATA SET	 SYMBOL	 CONFIGURATION
	RJH067	 O LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW
	
RJH068	 LARC UPWT I173(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH071	 O LARC UPWT 1173tLA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
	
RJH072	 !, LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W
BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 SREF 936.6800 INCHES
3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO






FIGURE 15(E). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3












DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDSRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
RJH067 Q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F6MI6N28R5VBW .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
RJH060J q LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8M)6N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
RJH071 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5VBW .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
RJH072 0 LARC UPWT 11731LA751826C9E43FBM16N2BR5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.	 ZO
Q
FIGURE 15(E). EFFECT OF ELEVON. AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
SJH067 Q LARC UPWT II73(LA75)B26C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 5,000 -10.000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
SJH068 q LARC UPWT' II73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
SJH071 d LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 5.00 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
SJH072 d LARC UPWT 1173(LA751826C9E43F8Ml6N2BR5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO
} YMRP .0000 IN.	 YO
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FIGURE 15(E). EFFECT OF ELEVON. AILERON AND RUDDER DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
( A)MACH =	 2.86	 PAGE	 637
21
0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
SJHO67 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)026C9E43F8MI6N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.SJH06B 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW 3.000 5,000 -;0.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHESSJH071 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FGM16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES	 ySJH072 A LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)B26C9E43FB`116N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN.	 XO
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FIGURE 15(E). EFFECT OF ELEVON. AILERON AND RUDDER DE rLECTIONS AT D AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.(B)MACH	 3.90	 PAGE
	 638








DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BETA AILRON ELEVON RUDDER SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
SJH067- 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43FBM16N29R5V8W
.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
SJH068 D LARC UPWT 1133)LA75)826C9E43FOM16N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 .000 82.500 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
SJHU71 0 LARC UPWT II73(LA75)826C9E43F8M16N28R5V8W .000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 BREF 936.6800 INCHES
SJH072 0 LARC UPWT 1173(LA75)826C9E43F8MI6N28R5VBW 3.000 5.000 -10.000 -10.000 82.500 XMRP 1076.7000 1N. XO
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO	 -----r ,
Liiiijil, ... t !	 T.1-T ... I .... I ... J.] ....
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FIGURE 15(E). EFFECT OF ELEVON, AILERON AND RUDDER.DEFLECTIONS AT 0 AND 3
DEGREES OF BETA, SPEED BRAKE AT 82.5 DEG.
(C)MACH =
	 4.60	 PAGE	 639
t
